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Abstract 
This thesis describes research performed on high speed local area interconnects within Prodrive 
B.V. The need for these interconnects arises from the increased number of different distributed 
systems, all requiring some sort of communication. The performance of these distributed systems 
is dependent on the interconnect connecting the different endpoints. This thesis describes a 
method to analyze the interconnect performance based on benchmarks and modeling. The 
interconnect is analyzed on a number of metrics dependent on different parameters. The metrics 
are based on use cases provided by customers of Prodrive creating realistic and valuable input for 
this research. The metrics on which the interconnect is analyzed are: goodput, latency, CPU 
utilization, and loss rate. These interconnect metrics are analyzed for different parameters 
including; protocol, payload size, and transmission rate.  The analysis of the interconnect starts 
with a theoretical study yielding relations between the different parameters and metrics. After the 
theoretical analysis the interconnect is benchmarked to create real numbers. The benchmarks 
discussed in this thesis are performed using x86 general purpose processors with commercially 
available interconnect hardware. Furthermore the benchmarks are all performed from an 
application layer perspective including overhead such as the operating system. The benchmark 
results are analyzed in detail to create a predictable relation between the different parameters and 
metrics. The thesis then describes how these relations are used to create a model of an 
interconnect. This model allows predictions of the interconnect metrics for arbitrary parameter 
values without benchmarking. These predictions can then again be used to analyze complete use 
cases and provide solutions to Prodrive customers. 
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1. Introduction 
This section discusses the motivation for this thesis and the problem it proposes a solution for. 
After this the outline of this thesis is discussed. The fourth and fifth subsection discuss the use 
cases and interconnects that are considered for the research. The section finishes with a list of 
definitions and abbreviations used throughout this thesis. 

1.1. Motivation 
Prodrive customers require new generation interconnects with higher performance and new 
functionality. Different markets such as image processing systems, motion control loops and many 
more are demanding new infrastructure solutions. These different markets deliver use cases as 
input and motivation for this research. The possible interconnects and the different characteristics 
of interconnects should be investigated to make sure Prodrive can meet the expectations of their 
customers.  

1.2. Problem statement 
Nowadays distributed systems are everywhere. They can be preferred for the sake of performance, 
redundancy, or geographical benefits. All these distributed systems have interconnects over which 
the different endpoints can communicate. The performance of the distributed systems is, bluntly 
stated, limited by: the performance of the processors, the mapping of the application on the 
processors, and the connection between the processors. The performance of the processors and 
mappings is already researched within Prodrive in [20] and [21]. The performance of interconnects 
is the subject of the research discussed in this document. 
 
To investigate the performance of interconnects multiple questions need to be answered: 
1) What are the use cases? 

Since there are many interconnect-solutions for many use cases some concrete and for 
Prodrive interesting use cases are defined to bound the scope of this project. These use cases 
are defined in such a way that their requirements represent future markets for Prodrive. 

2) What are the exact requirements for the interconnect?  
For each use case there are different requirements for interconnects. Metrics for an 
interconnect can include: latency, jitter, throughput, quality of service, error recovery, CPU-
load, but also scalability, cost and support. It is most likely that for different cases different 
interconnects are optimal and therefore a clear set of requirements is needed.  

3) What is the performance of the different interconnects? 
After a clear set of requirements is specified different interconnects are tested on these 
requirements. The interconnects that are tested are selected by studying the literature on the 
available interconnects and picking the most viable candidates. Before testing the 
interconnects a clear definition of the measurement methods and expected results is given.  

4) Which interconnect is the best for a use case? 
After testing, a comparison between the interconnects and possibly a tradeoff between the 
requirements is done, this results in the best interconnect for each use case. 

5) How should the interconnect be applied to the use case? 
For each use case a more detailed design of how to apply the chosen interconnect to the use 
case is shown. 

1.3. Thesis outline 
This thesis starts with this introduction introducing the motivation, problem, and boundaries of this 
thesis. After this section the approach to qualify the interconnects is discussed. The third and fourth 
section describe the hardware and software that is used to perform the aforementioned 
qualification. The next section briefly discusses the environment variables for the qualification. The 
sixth section discusses the benchmarked interconnect Ethernet with all used tests, results, and 
conclusions. The seventh section discusses how to derive a model from the conclusions of the 
previous sections while the eighth section applies this to given use cases. The final section 
describes the future work that might follow this research. 
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1.4. Use cases 
In this section two use cases are given. These use cases each require a unique interconnect 
solution with different characteristics and requirements which are described in Section 1.4.3. The 
use cases are chosen in such a way that they are diverse enough to cover future challenges in 
different markets and specific enough to provide valid requirements for each interconnect solution. 

 Imaging Systems 1.4.1.

Prodrive has different customers that sell imaging systems. These imaging systems include 
cameras, monitors, and healthcare scanners. These systems sometimes not only capture/display 
media but also control the system. Nowadays when these systems are used in parallel each 
camera has its own display and each scanner has its own monitor, an example is depicted in 
Figure 1-1: 

Video camera

MRI scanner

X-ray scanner

CT scanner

Display 1

Display 2

Display 3

Display 4

Control unit 1

Control unit 2

 

Figure 1-1: Imaging systems, example current situation 

 
Prodrive customers want to integrate all their systems and connect all capturing, controlling, and 
displaying devices, an example is depicted in Figure 1-2. Connecting all these devices raises the 
need for an interconnect that can handle these media streams and control signals. 
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Figure 1-2: Imaging systems, example future situation 

 Motion Control 1.4.2.

In this motion control use case a motion control system is described. The basic idea of a motion 
control system is managing the position and velocity of objects. The basic architecture of a motion 
control system comprises sensors, controllers, and actuators. The sensors provide the controller 
with the necessary information to steer the actuators. The communication between the sensors, 
controllers, and actuators is the interconnects responsibility. The motion control architecture is 
depicted in Figure 1-3: 

Sensor K Controller L Actuator M

Controller 1Sensor 1 Actuator 1

Interconnect
K L ML

Interconnect

 

Figure 1-3: Motion control system architecture 

As Figure 1-3 also shows there are actually two interconnects in this system, an interconnect 
between the sensors and controllers and an interconnect between the controllers and the 
actuators, these interconnects can have different requirements. 

 Requirements 1.4.3.

In this section the requirements for the use cases of Section 1.3 are discussed. The requirements 
are based upon expectations of experts of both Prodrive and Prodrive customers. For the use 
cases a maximum system is specified for which the requirements are formulated. The requirements 
formulated should be future-proof and applicable to different setups of the use cases. 
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1.4.3.1.Imaging Systems 

The requirements of the imaging systems are based on a maximum setup with future high 
resolution devices. The system comprises: 

 1 Quad Full High Definition (QFHD) display 

 2 Full High Definition (FHD) displays 

 3 capturing devices (camera/scanner) 

 3 recorders 

 6 control units 
The capture devices generate the media streams. These media streams can be shown on the 
displays and can be recorded. The capture devices and displays can all be controlled, one control 
unit for each device in the system. These control units can also be integrated into one (or more) 
control unit(s), but there should be at least 6 different control signals available in the system. The 
maximum setup is depicted in Figure 1-4: 
 

Capturing 
device 1

Capturing 
device 2

Capturing 
device 3

QFHD Display

Recorder 1

Recorder 2

Recorder 3

FHD display 1

FHD display 2

control 
1

control 
2

control 
3

control 
4

control 
5

control 
6

3.54Gb/s

3.54Gb/s

3.54Gb/s

3.54Gb/s

3.54Gb/s

3.54Gb/s

3.54Gb/s

3.54Gb/s

21.24Gb/s

 

Figure 1-4: Maximum imaging system architecture 

The interconnect should be able to handle the maximum communication between all devices and 
the interconnect should be fast enough to enable human actions based on the display. This yields 
goodput and latency requirements. The controlling of the system yields the requirement for some 
QoS differentiation in the interconnect to give guarantees for arbitrary data streams. These 
requirements are discussed in the next paragraphs. 
 
Goodput 
The capturing devices and recorders have a maximum resolution of 1920*1920, bit-depth of 32, 
and capture rate of 30 frames per second. This results in a required goodput for one capture device 

of:                                                               
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Three of these capturing devices thus require                        
 
The recorders are used to record the capturing devices and therefore they require the same 
goodput as the capturing devices. The recorders are assumed to either record or play the media 
and are not able to do both at the same time. This implies the recorders require an aggregate 
maximum goodput of 10.62 GB/s. 
 
The Full High Definition (FHD) displays have a resolution of 1920*1080, bit-depth of 32, and a 
refresh rate of 60 frames per second. It is assumed the rendering and scaling is done in the display 
and the FHD display can display only one stream. With these assumptions the maximum required 
goodput to the FHD display is the goodput of one capturing device (3.54Gb/s). 
 
The Quad Full High Definition (QFHD ) display has a resolution of 3840*2160, bit-depth of 32, and 
a refresh rate of 60 frames per second. It is assumed the rendering and scaling is done in the 
display and the the QFHD display can display all six streams simultaneously. With these 
assumptions the maximum required goodput to the QFHD display is the goodput of six capturing 
devices (21.24Gb/s). 
 
The controllers are assumed to require very little goodput and they are therefore neglected for 
goodput requirements. 
The maximum goodput requirement of the interconnect is not the aggregate of all above goodputs, 
there are at most 6 producers at the same time (3 capturing devices and 3 recorders). This worst 
case of 6 producers requires a maximum aggregate goodput of around 21.24 Gb/s. And a worst 
case single link goodput of 14.16 Gb/s when 4 capturing devices are connected to the QFHD 
screen. 
 
Latency & jitter 
Latency of the imaging system is based on the eye-hand coordination speed of humans, i.e. the 
system should be fast enough to display actions performed by the user and the user should be able 
to act on the displayed actions.  
Customers demand a delay of at most 100ms in the system. The literature however states that 
delays higher than 50ms will increase errors [25], even if the user does not notice this delay. The 
maximum delay of the system is therefore set at 50ms. 
Since the capturing devices have a maximum frame rate of 30 the maximum capturing time of a 
frame is 1/30≈33ms. It is assumed that if any filtering or processing of the images is necessary this 
is included in the capturing devices’ capturing time. It is also assumed that the capturing device can 
start streaming data before a whole frame is captured, in a pipelined fashion, implying a maximum 
total delay of 33ms in capturing and displaying the data. This leaves a minimum latency of 50-
33=17ms for the interconnect. 
 
Quality of Service 
Although the controllers in the system require very little goodput of the interconnect the latency and 
delivery of the data requires guarantees. Dropping controller data is prohibited and the above 
latency limit should never be reached. The control data is said to have hard real time requirements, 
the display data has firm real time requirements. This means that the display data can be dropped 
if the maximum latency is reached since it is no longer useful, this should however be prevented. 
The difference between the hard and firm real time requirements should be expressible in the 
interconnect and guarantees for latency and delivery should be available. 
 
Miscellaneous 
The distance between all the devices is at most 30m. 

1.4.3.2.Motion Control 

The requirements of the motion control interconnect are based on the response time of the system 
and the number of sensors, controllers, and actuators.  
The response time of the system is the delay between the input and the output of the system.  
The requirements for this use case are again based on a maximal system with technology already 
deployed or expected in the near future. The system is depicted in Figure 1-5 and comprises: 
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 2 sensor boards, 1000 sensors per board; 

 20 controllers; 

 50 actuators. 
 

Sensor-board 2 Controller 20 Actuator 50

Controller 1Sensor-board 1 Actuator 1

Interconnect
2000 20 5020

Interconnect

1000 sensors

64kb/3µs 3.2kb/2µs
 

Figure 1-5: Maximum Motion Control architecture 

 
Prodrive customers expect their systems control loop to run at 20kHz in the near future. This 
implies the system should be able to perform all actions from sensor to actuator in the period of 
50µs. This yields latency and goodput requirements which are discussed in the next paragraphs. In 
this case latency requirements are discussed first because they have implications on the goodput 
requirements.  
 
Latency & jitter 
A 20kHz system rate implies a maximum response time of 50µs. Most of this response time is used 
for computing (35µs) and actuating the system (10µs), only limited time (5 µs) is available for the 
communication. There is a difference in latency requirements for the sensor-controller and 
controller-actuator interconnect: 
The maximum latency of the sensor-controller interconnect is 3µs; 
The maximum latency of the controller-actuator interconnect is 2µs. 
The sensor-controller interconnect is given more time because this interconnect needs to transmit 
more data. 
 
Goodput 
In every loop each sensor in the system sends a sample to a controller, and each actuator receives 
a signal from a controller. A sensor generates a 32-bit sample each control-period. An actuator 
receives a 64-bit set-point. There are different goodput requirements for the two interconnects. 
This implies 2000*32=64kb is generated each cycle. This 64kb needs to be transferred from the 
sensor boards to different controllers within the latency limit. In this 3µs the complete data must be 
available in the controller. If, for example, the physical medium has a 1µs delay then the remaining 
time to transfer the data is only 2µs. 
The 50 actuators all receive a 64-bit set-point which implies the controllers generate 50*64=3.2kb 
each control-period. This 3.2kb should be transferred completely within the latency limit of 2µs. 
 
Miscellaneous 
Prodrive customers have the specific request that the controllers can be placed as much as 50m 
from the sensor boards and actuators. The interconnect distance is therefore required to support 
distances of 0-50m. 
Since most of the response time is used for computation in the controllers, the controllers CPU 
performance is one of the bottlenecks of the system. This implies that lower CPU overhead of the 
interconnect provides lower response times and a better system. The interconnect should therefore 
minimize CPU load. 

1.5. Interconnect Selection 
Since there are an immense number of interconnects researching all of them is infeasible. This 
section makes a selection of interconnects interesting for this research, this selection is based on 
given use cases, superficial research, and Prodrive preferences.  
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The first selection criteria of the interconnect is that it should use a wired medium to connect 
devices. Wireless interconnects are behind on wired interconnects with relation to bandwidth, 
latency, and loss-ratios. There is also no architectural benefit or requirement from customers to 
have an wireless interconnect in the given use cases. The second selection criteria of the 
interconnect is range. The interconnect should be able to cross distances up to 50m. In general the 
following five ranges are defined:  

1. On chip  (mm) 
2. Chip to chip (cm) 
3. Board to board (dm) 
4. Local area (m) 
5. Wide area (km) 

For our use cases local area is the most applicable.  
Since there are still many interconnects satisfying the above requirements the best known 
interconnects and their maximum practical bandwidths are depicted in Table 1-1: 

Table 1-1: Interconnects overview 

Interconnect Maximum bandwidth (b/s) Latest standard released 

Infiniband 120G 2010 

NUMAlink 120G 2009 

Ethernet 103G 2010 

RapidIO 100G 2010 

MyriNet 10G 2005 

QsNet 10G 2005 

As is visible from Table 1-1 MyriNet and QsNet are outdated. Since NUMAlink is a proprietary 
interconnect developed for supercomputers it is not interesting for Prodrive to investigate this 
interconnect. This leaves Infiniband, Ethernet and RapidIO as most interesting interconnects for 
this research. It is interesting to note that only Ethernet and Infiniband are used in top500 
supercomputers, they are even the best represented interconnects in the supercomputer top500 as 
is visible in Figure 1-6.  
 
 

 

Figure 1-6: Top500 supercomputers interconnect shares [22] 

Even though RapidIO is not used in supercomputers Prodrive is interested in this interconnect for 
its low latency and deterministic behavior. Prodrive prioritizes research of RapidIO and Ethernet but 
is also interested in Infiniband, for this reason the research will start with focus on RapidIO and 
Ethernet. 

 Versions 1.5.1.

Both RapidIO and Ethernet have a number of standards specifying different characteristics, e.g. 
baud rates and electrical specifications. In most cases the standards differ in physical layer while 
higher level layers remain similar. Most common Ethernet standards include 10BASE-T, 100BASE-
TX, and 1000BASE-T running 10Mb/s, 100Mb/s, and 1Gb/s respectively. Newest Ethernet 
standards specify 40 and 100 Gb/s which are already available for high-end markets, 10 Gb/s 
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Ethernet is commercially available for all markets. RapidIO also specifies up to 100 Gb/s with its 
latest standard. Commercially available RapidIO systems however support only up to 20 Gb/s. 

 Benchmarked versions 1.5.2.

Since the interconnects define different standards with different characteristics and a number of 
suppliers provide different hardware one standard is chosen for the benchmark. Although the 
newest standards specify baud rates up to 100Gb/s the chosen standards is 10Gb/s since 
hardware is more affordable. The cost of the hardware is however not a metric for this research 
because it is very product dependent and unpredictable. The benchmarks give the performance of 
the different interconnects which can then be combined with cost or other commercial values to 
design a product. 
 
Even though the 10Gb/s hardware is benchmarked this research is also useful for hardware with 
higher or lower bitrates. First of all the results of this research give a relation between the 
theoretical and practical metrics of the interconnects. This relation is to some extend also 
applicable to other hardware using the same protocols, codings, and transmission techniques. Of 
course for accurate results the benchmarks should be repeated. Repeating the benchmarks is 
easier after this research because a framework is presented with which analysis of a similar 
interconnect is faster.  

1.6. Definitions and Abbreviations 

 Definitions 1.6.1.

Marked text: Text marked in this color needs to be changed or completed. 
Marked text: Text marked in this color has changed compared to the previous release. 
Marked text: Text marked in this color needs attention. 
Marked text:  Text marked in this color is intended as a template example. All text marked in this color 

should be altered or removed when the document is released. 
Marked section: Section headers marked in this color are intended for review, include [Pass] / [Fail]. 
[xx] Reference, xx represents corresponding reference 
bit Abbreviated as b is equal to one binary digit 
byte Abbreviated as B is equal to 8 bits 
‘a’: Numeric binary notation (a can be multiple 0s or 1s). E.g. ‘010’ is a 3-bit value 

representing the binary number two. This kind of notation implies a specific bit length. 
‘aa.aaaa’: Numeric binary notation with ‘.’ separations for clear reading of long binary numbers. 
0xa: Numeric hexadecimal notation (a can be a digit 0 through 9, A trough F). E.g. 0x1A is 

hexadecimal number twenty-six. This kind of notation does not directly imply a bit length. 
0xaa.aaaa Numeric hexadecimal notation with ‘.’ separations for clear reading of long hexadecimal 

numbers. 
ad: Numeric (explicit) decimal notation. This kind of notation does not directly imply a bit 

length. 
X[b:a] Vector notation for vector X with bit range b downto a (little endian notation). 
Pin references For referring to component pins the following pin indication is used: 

(  )  pin name e.g.: U20(D10) (pin D10 of RefDes U20). 
…   until  e.g.: U20(10…15) (pin 10 until 15 of RefDes U20).‘ 
, delimiter e.g.: U20(10,12,14) (pin 10, 12 and 14 of RefDes U20). 

 Abbreviations 1.6.2.

ATCA Advanced Telecommunications Computing Architecture 
AMC Advanced Mezzanine Card 
API Application Programming Interface 
CFI Canonical Format Indicator 
CPU Central Processing Unit 
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check 
DMA Direct Memory Access 
DSCP Differentiated Services Code Point 
ECN Explicit Congestion Notification 
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FCS Frame Check Sequence 
FHD Full High Definition 
FT Frame Type 
ID Identifier 
IDT Integrated Device Technology 
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
IHL Internet Header Length 
LAN Local Area Network 
MAC Media Access Control 
MAN Metropolitan Area Network 
MF More Fragments 
MSI Message Signaled Interrupts 
NAPI New API 
NAT Network Address Translation 
OSI Open Systems Interconnection 
PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect 
PCP Priority Code Point 
PDU Protocol Data Unit 
PE Processing Element 
PGEA Prodrive Gigabit Ethernet AMC 
PRIO Parallel RapidIO 
PTP Precision Time Protocol 
QFHD Quad Full High Definition 
QoS Quality of Service 
QSFP Quad Small Form Factor Pluggable 
RDMA Remote Direct Memory Access 
RFC Request For Comments 
RIO Rapid IO 
RTA RapidIO Trade Association 
SDP Sockets Direct Protocol 
SFD Start of frame delimiter 
SFP Small Form Factor Pluggable 
SRIO Serial RapidIO 
SRSB Serial RapidIO Switch Board 
TCI Tag Control Identifier 
TCP Transmission Control Protocol 
TPID Tag Protocol Identifier 
TTL Time To Live 
UDP User Datagram Protocol 
VID VLAN Identifier 
VLAN Virtual Local Area Network 
VSID Virtual Stream Identifier 
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2. Qualification approach 
As concluded in [1] the benchmarks are performed top down. The reason for this is that the 
benchmarks from the application layer are the most interesting. This means the benchmark starts 
at the application layer and if necessary lower layers are benchmarked or more in-depth analysis is 
performed. The benchmarks are compared with the theoretical analysis described in [1], the results 
from the theoretical analysis are used in this document, for the complete analysis refer to [1]. If 
there are differences between the theoretical and benchmarked metrics that cannot be explained 
from the benchmarks additional investigation and possibly lower layer experiments are performed. 
The benchmarks are performed from the application layer because this is the layer at which the 
metrics eventually matter. The metrics that are tested during the benchmarks are: 

 Goodput 

 Latency 

 CPU utilization 

 Loss rate 
These metrics are expected to be dependent on a number of variables. These variables are used 
as parameters for the different tests, the parameters are: 

 Protocol 

 Payload size 

 Transmission rate  

 Switching 

 Number of endpoints 

 Priorities 

 Processing power 
 
These metrics and parameters are discussed in-depth in 2.1. The benchmarks are performed as 
much as possible with available software to prevent turning the benchmark project into a 
development project. The benchmarks start at a high level approach using available software. 
Available internet benchmark suites are used to benchmark Ethernet where possible. The 
hardware used for these benchmarks is discussed in Section 3, Section 4 describes the software 
that is needed to perform the benchmarks. Section 5 specifies the qualification environment. In 
Section 6 the Ethernet test cases are specified and qualified. After the high level benchmarks 
discussed in Section 6 there are two options: either the benchmarks are accurate with the theory 
discussed in [1] or not. If they are accurate enough the benchmarks are finished. If they are not 
accurate enough the differences between theory and practice should be explainable, further 
analysis or a lower level benchmark might be necessary for this. 
The advantage of a lower level benchmark is the accuracy and controllability of the tests. The 
disadvantage is the extra effort in implementation and qualification. For example; RapidIO and 
Ethernet can both be benchmarked using an Ethernet interface if RIOnet is used on top of RapidIO. 
The differences in architectures are depicted in Figure 2-1. 
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Figure 2-1: Difference software benchmark architectures 

The results of the benchmarks from Section 6 are of course useful to predict metrics for use cases, 
but are limited to the benchmarked values of the parameters. To extend the benchmark results to 
all possible parameter values a model is created using the insights gained during the benchmarks. 
Section 7 discusses the creation of such a model. In Section 8 the results from Section 6 and 7 are 
used on the use cases formulated in Section 1.4. The above mentioned steps plus the prestudy 
discussed in [1] lead to the framework depicted in Figure 2-2. This framework is used to research 
which interconnect is ideal for a use case. Once an interconnect is analyzed and a model is 
created, expectations for different use cases can be made quickly without benchmarking the 
(whole) interconnect again. 
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Figure 2-2: Interconnect research framework 
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2.1. Metrics and parameter definitions 
Goodput 
Goodput is defined as the useful data transferred per time unit. For the benchmarks in Section 6 
the goodput is measured from application layer to application layer and thus excludes lower layer 
overhead. This overhead consists for example of protocol headers and physical layer coding. The 
goodput can be measured in bits per second or bytes per second. This document uses different 
definitions of goodput: requested goodput and achieved goodput. The requested goodput is the 
goodput that is requested from the interconnect while the achieved goodput is the goodput that is 
really achieved. 
 
Latency 
Latency is defined as time between transmission and reception of a single exchange unit. For the 
benchmarks in Section 6 the latency is measured for one frame from application layer to application 
layer and includes all delays of lower layers. In application jargon the latency is measured from the 
start of the “write” to the end of the “read” in an application. The latency is measured in seconds 
possibly prefixed with a measure like micro. 
 
CPU utilization 
CPU utilization is defined as the percentage of used processing time per available processing time. 
The CPU utilization is a measure of how heavy the processor is used and provides, in this context, 
a relation between different interconnect parameters and the required processing power. For the 
benchmarks in Section 6 the CPU utilization is measured over the number of cores that are used 
by the benchmark. 
 
Loss rate 
Loss rate is defined as the percentage of sent frames that were not received related to the total 
sent frames. The loss rate is used to measure how much data is lost during transmission. Since the 
loss rate measures only frame loss the percentage of lost packets in the interconnect can be lower 
than the loss rate defined here. If for example one packet of a 50-packet frame is lost the complete 
frame is rendered useless. The loss rate is deliberately defined for frames since the application 
only uses frames. 
 
Protocol 
A protocol is defined here as a communications protocol, a set of rules and formats to exchange 
data over a communication channel. The protocols benchmarked in Section 6 for example 
comprise TCP, UDP, IP, and Ethernet. 
 
Payload size 
Payload size is defined as the size of the useful data in a transmission unit. For the benchmarks in 
Section 6 the payload size is defined as the number of bytes of useful data per frame. 
 
Transmission rate  
The transmission rate is defined as the number of transmission units that are sent per time unit. For 
the benchmarks in Section 6 the transmission rate is defined as the number of frames per second. 
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3. Hardware setup 
To perform the benchmarks, hardware of the interconnects is of course necessary. This includes 
interconnect-interfaces and zero or more switches. Next to that, endpoints that generate the 
needed transmissions are needed. The generic architecture is depicted in Figure 3-1. The 
hardware picked for benchmarking should influence the benchmarks as less as possible. If there 
are limits in the hardware not related to the interconnect itself their influence should be known. 
 

Endpoint
 interconnect 

interface

Switches
 interconnect 

interface
Endpoint

 interconnect 
interfaces

Endpoints

 

Figure 3-1: Generic interconnect hardware architecture 

The different modules are discussed in Section 3.1-3.3, Section 3.4 describes the final hardware 
setup. 

3.1. Endpoints 
The endpoints generate transmissions for the interconnects and are also used to measure the 
given metrics. Furthermore the endpoints should be flexible enough to use or make benchmark 
software. The requirements of the endpoints are therefore: 

 Interconnect interfaces are available  (architecture support) 

 Able to generate necessary transmissions (performance) 

 Easy software usage    (flexible) 
 
The most important choice for the endpoints is which processing architecture to use. The spectrum 
of possible architectures is shown in Figure 3-2: 
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Figure 3-2: Processor architecture spectrum 

Designing an ASIC or ASIP for the interconnects to perform the benchmarks is not feasible and not 
the focus of this research. DSPs or FPGAs could be used for the benchmarks but this would 
include more effort developing software that already exists for the general purpose processor. The 
general purpose processor is therefore chosen for its flexibility and already available software. This 
implies the results from this research are derived for a general purpose processor. Depending on 
the results and what influenced them they might be applicable or translatable to other architectures.  
 
The general purpose processor chosen is the x86 based Intel Xeon E5540. This specific processor 
was chosen because Prodrive uses the processor in the “Main Controller Box” (MCX). The MCX 
includes a server-board, RAM, SSD, etc. in one casing which makes things easy. The MCX is 
shown in Figure 3-3: 

 

Figure 3-3: Main Controller Box 

The MCX is based on the Supermicro server-board X8DTE-F. This board has the Intel 5520 
chipset and supports Intel Quad-core Xeon processors from the 5500 series. The board is 
equipped with two Intel E5540 processors with the following properties: 

 4 cores; 

 2 threads per core (disabled to increase predictability); 

 2.53GHz; 

 32kB instruction cache per core; 

 32kB data cache per core; 

 256kB L2 cache per core; 

http://wiki/mediawiki/images/1/1b/MCX.jpg
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 8MB L3 cache shared among cores. 
The server-board has an integrated: graphics processor with VGA interface, 1Gbit Ethernet 
interfaces, and USB connections to provide the necessary I/O. The server-board supports up to 12 
RAM DIMMs of which in the default MCX 9 are used: 3 for Processor0, 6 for Processor1. Each 
memory module has a capacity of 1GB and uses DDR3 running at 1066MHz. If this memory setup 
is insufficient for the benchmarks, which is unlikely, it can be upgraded. 
The server-board has four PCIe2.0 8-lane interfaces, one PCIe2.0 4-lane interface, and one PCIe 
4-lane interface for connecting peripherals. 
 
In theory one MCX could provide multiple endpoints to reduce cost, whether this is feasible is 
dependent on the interconnect interfaces, the benchmark software, and availability of processing 
power. 

3.2. Interconnect interfaces 
PCIe2 interface cards are used to connect the endpoints with each other using the given 
interconnects. For Ethernet a commercially available server-grade network adapter is selected, for 
RapidIO an evaluation platform is chosen since there are no 10Gbit dedicated network adapters 
available. Both interfaces use the same PCIe2 technology and the evaluation platform’s 
performance should not differ from future dedicated RapidIO interfaces. 

 RapidIO 3.2.1.

For RapidIO the IDT PCIe2-to-SRIO2 evaluation platform is chosen as interface card. This is the 
only interface available supporting the second generation RapidIO via PCIe2. This evaluation 
platform, shown in Figure 3-4, consists of a PCIe2 to RIO bridge and a RIO switch. The bridge is an 
IDT Tsi721 and has the following properties: 

 PCIe2 4-lane; 

 RapidIO 1-, 2-, 4- lane support; 

 RapidIO 1.25-, 2.5-, 3.125-, 5- Gbaud support; 

 RapidIO V2.1 support; 

 DMA engine; 

 Messaging engine; 

 4W typical power consumption. 
N.B. the bridge supports 4 lanes and 5 Gbaud which gives a theoretical maximum bandwidth of 
20Gb/s while PCIe2 4-lane supplies at most 16Gb/s (theoretical limit). 
 

 

Figure 3-4: PCIe2 to RIO2 evaluation board 

 Ethernet 3.2.2.

For Ethernet the Intel 10 Gigabit AT2 server adapter was chosen as interface card, it is shown in 
Figure 3-5. The Intel AT2 server adapter has the following properties: 

 1 or 10 Gbit/s full duplex; 
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 PCIe2 8-lane; 

 15.5W typical power consumption; 

 RJ-45 copper connector; 

 IEEE802.1 Q, p enhancement support; 

 Checksum offloading; 
o IP; 
o TCP; 
o UDP; 

 Segmentation offloading; 
o TCP; 
o IPv6; 

 DMA engine; 

 MSI support. 
 

 

Figure 3-5: Intel AT2 server adapter 

 PCI-express 3.2.3.

PCI-express is used in both interfaces but not benchmarked explicitly. One PCI-e2 lane supports 
up to 0.5GB/s thus the 4 and 8 lane interfaces should both be able to easily handle 10Gb/s. The 
PCI-e2 goodput and latency is not benchmarked here and is assumed to be equal for both 
interfaces. 

3.3. Switches 
To connect multiple endpoints to each other switches are necessary. These switches introduce 
extra latency and dependencies on other endpoints. For both interconnects switches are selected, 
they are discussed in Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. 

 RapidIO 3.3.1.

For RapidIO two switches are selected; one that is already integrated in the evaluation platform and 
an external switch. 

3.3.1.1.Integrated switch 

IDT PCIe2-to-SRIO2 evaluation platform also includes the IDT CPS-1432 switch. This switch has 
the following properties: 

 RapidIO V2.1 support; 

 32 lanes: 
o 8*  4-lane; 
o 14*  2-lane; 
o 14*  1-lane; 

 1.25-, 2.5-, 3.125-, 5-, 6.25 Gbaud support; 

 100ns cut through latency [23]; 

 Multicast support. 
The evaluation board has the following connectors connected to this switch: 

 1* AMC B+ connector 3* 4-lane RIO; 

 2* SFP+ connectors   1-lane RIO; 

 2* Infiniband/CX4 connectors 4-lane RIO; 

 SMA arrays   4-lane RIO. 
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To use the Advanced Mezzanine Card (AMC) supplied interfaces a Prodrive Gigabit Ethernet AMC 
(PGEA) is used which enables the use of two QSFP transceivers. The PGEA has the following 
properties: 

 2* QSFP 4-lane RIO; 

 1.25-, 2.5-, 3.125- Gbaud support. 

3.3.1.2.Dedicated switch 

Next to the switch on the evaluation board a dedicated switch is selected to make a larger scale 
setup. The dedicated switch selected is the Serial RapidIO Switch Board (SRSB) manufactured by 
Prodrive. The SRSB, shown in Figure 3-6, has the following properties: 

 2x Tsi578 switch chip; 

 1.25-, 2.5-, 3.125- Gbaud support; 

 RapidIO V1.3 support; 

 12*  SFP+  1-lane RIO; 
o 8* connected to switch 0; 
o 4* connected to switch 1; 

 5* QSFP  4-lane RIO 
o 1* connected to switch 0; 
o 4* connected to switch 1. 

 

 

Figure 3-6: Serial RapidIO Switch Board 

 Ethernet 3.3.2.

For Ethernet the Netgear Prosafe XSM7224S switch is selected. This switch depicted in Figure 3-7 
has the following properties: 

 24* 10Gbit SFP+ ports; 

 4 RJ45 10GBaseT ports; 

 1.59µs store and forward latency (64-byte frame) [24]; 

 Jumbo frame support (up to 9k); 

 IEEE802.1 enhancement support: 
o Q; 
o p; 

 195.2W maximum. 
 

 

Figure 3-7: Netgear prosafe XSM7224S 

3.4. Power consumption 
Precise power consumption measurement is hard to realize (involves adjustments to the boards) 
and is likely to give inconclusive results. The power consumption of the complete system could be 
measured but this would also include consumption of all other modules. Power consumption is also 
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not expected to scale with bandwidth but is expected to be dependent on link activation. For these 
reasons power consumption is not measured during the benchmarks. 

3.5. Realized setup 
Connecting the above described hardware resulted in the following setups: 

 Basic hardware setup (Figure 3-8) 

 Switch extended hardware setup (Figure 3-9) 
The basic setup directly connects the Ethernet interface cards with each other using a CAT6a UTP 
cable. For RapidIO it is not possible to connect the two bridges directly, they are connected via the 
on-board switches using either a QSFP or a CX4 cable. 
In the switch extended setup the endpoints are connected via a switch, the switch enables the use 
of more than two endpoints.  
MCX

Tsi721-CPS-1432-EVB KITa

Tsi721

CPS-1432

MCX

Tsi721-CPS-1432-EVB KITa
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Figure 3-8: Basic hardware setup 
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Figure 3-9: Switch extended hardware setup 

Figure 3-10 shows a complete MCX including two E10G41AT2 (ETH) cards and one Tsi721-CPS-
1432-EVB KITa (RIO): 

 

Figure 3-10: MCX with interconnect interfaces 

Figure 3-11 shows the complete realized setup in one rack including the two complete MCX 
systems (INTB1, INTB2) and the Prosafe XSM7224S (ETH_SWITCH): 
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Figure 3-11: Realized setup in endurance test rack 
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4. Software Setup 
This section discusses all the software that is necessary to perform the benchmarks. The software 
is set up on a general purpose computer with operating system. Since an operating system is used 
drivers for the interfaces are required. The operating system and drivers are discussed in Section 
4.1. Section 4.2 discusses the possible benchmarking software. To make sure the benchmarks are 
as accurate as possible Section 4.3 discusses some changes made to the operating systems. The 
accuracy of the benchmark software is discussed in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 discusses the 
firmware of the switches. 

4.1. Operating System & drivers 
The MCX systems discussed in Section 3.1  run the linux operating system. Linux is selected for its 
modifiability and the availability of necessary drivers for the hardware discussed in Section 3.2. The 
distribution selected is Debian because this is the Prodrive standard. Since the RapidIO bridge 
(Tsi721) only has kernel support from linux version 2.6.39 and higher the systems run a 3.2.8 
kernel. Debians current release (6.0: Squeeze) runs kernel 2.6.32 and therefore a custom kernel 
3.2.8 is built manually (see Appendix A for a complete description). 

 RapidIO TSI-721 4.1.1.

The driver for the TSI-721 is, at the time written, not included in the stable linux kernel; for this 
reason the Debian kernel is customized to include support for the Tsi721. The kernel is customized 
by applying patches provided by the manufacturer of the TSI-721: IDT. These patches are 
discussed in Appendix A. The fact that the driver is not yet mainline and the TSI-721 is only 
supported by patching implies that the TSI-721 support is still in an early phase. This implies that 
the driver is not yet used by many and has the risk of being buggy and/or slow. 

 Ethernet Intel AT2 4.1.2.

The Ethernet interface uses the Intel X gigabit Ethernet driver (ixgbe). This driver is maintained as 

opensource project, see [14] for more information and latest version. The Ethernet driver ixgbe is 

updated to 3.7.21: 
root@riob1:~# modinfo ixgbe 

filename:       /lib/modules/3.0.0/kernel/drivers/net/ixgbe/ixgbe.ko 

version:        3.7.21-NAPI 

license:        GPL 

description:    Intel(R) 10 Gigabit PCI Express Network Driver 

To build the loadable module driver the linux-headers-3.0.0 package is installed. And the 

Makefile is adjusted to refer to the proper include path: 
# Kernel Search Path 

# All the places we look for kernel source 

KSP :=  /usr/src/linux-headers-$(BUILD_KERNEL) 

 
The data flow of sending/receiving using the Intel AT2 Ethernet interface is depicted in Figure 4-1. 
The sending/receiving data flow is explained shortly below, for a more extensive specification 
please refer to [11]. 
Sending: 

1. Driver creates TX ring, configure one of 32 TX queues with the ring descriptors (address, 
length, head-pointer, tail-pointer); 

2. User space application writes a frame, this points to the buffer containing the frame; 
3. Driver initializes ring descriptors to the written frame; 
4. Driver updates queue tail pointer; 
5. The DMA controller fetches the updated ring descriptors, starts transferring the written 

frame to the TX FIFO; 
a. Possible data manipulations (CPU offloading tasks); 

6. The first frame in the TX FIFO is sent to the TX switch module; 
7. The TX switch module arbitrates between management and data packets; 
8. The written frame is sent to the TX MAC, the MAC includes a CRC; 
9. The DMA engine updates the ring descriptors whenever it is done transferring the frame; 
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10. The protocol stack is notified the frame is sent and the buffer can be released. 
Receiving: 

1. Driver creates TX ring, configure one of 64 RX queues with the ring descriptors (address, 
length, head-pointer, tail-pointer); 

2. User space application reads a frame, this points to an empty buffer for the protocol stack; 
3. Driver initializes ring descriptors to the empty buffer; 
4. Driver updates the queue tail pointer; 
5. The DMA controller fetches the updated ring descriptors; 
6. The frame enters the RX MAC; 
7. The frame is forwarded to the RX filter, if the frame matches the criteria it is forwarded to 

the RX FIFO; 
8. The first frame in the RX FIFO is sent to the specified buffer by the RX DMA controller; 

a. Possible data manipulations (CPU offloading tasks); 
9. The DMA engine updates the ring descriptors whenever it is done transferring the frame; 
10. The protocol stack is notified a new frame is received; 
11. The user space application releases the associated buffers when ready. 
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Figure 4-1: Intel AT2 TX/RX data flow 

 RIOnet 4.1.3.

RIOnet is an Ethernet driver for RapidIO. RIOnet creates a common Ethernet interface but uses the 
RapidIO messaging model to communicate over RapidIO hardware, this is visualized in  
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Figure 4-2. The main advantage of using RIOnet is the large Ethernet community that becomes 
available for the RapidIO hardware.  

RIOnet

RapidIO 
device driver

RapidIO 
hardware

Ethernet interface

RapidIO packets

  

Figure 4-2: RIOnet architecture 

Using RIOnet enables the use of available Ethernet benchmark software which reduces the 
benchmark software development time. Another advantage of using RIOnet is the independency of 
the benchmark software. If the benchmark software can access the same interface for different 
interconnects the benchmark software has equal influence for those interconnects. The 
disadvantage of using RIOnet is the Ethernet overhead it introduces. For goodput benchmarks this 
overhead is not a problem because it is known exactly how much overhead is introduced. This 
does assume the RIOnet goodput is not limited by other factors such as CPU utilization. For 
latency benchmarks the overhead is harder to measure especially since RIOnet emulates the 
Ethernet controller in software which causes extra delays. Still the benchmarks are able to show a 
relation between latency and payload size. The benchmarks can also provide an upperbound 
latency since the extra software overhead makes the latency worse. Switch and endpoint hardware 
performance is not influenced by RIOnet since the RapidIO hardware handles normal RapidIO 
packets.  

4.2. Benchmark software 
To benchmark given metrics, special software is needed. To maximize the equality in the 
benchmarks the benchmark itself should be independent from the interconnect as much as 
possible. The benchmark software interfaces with both interconnects through hardware dependent 
software as depicted in Figure 4-3. The hardware dependent software should influence the 
benchmark as little as possible. 
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Hardware interconnect X Hardware interconnect Y

 

Figure 4-3: Benchmark software architecture 

 Goodput & latency 4.2.1.

To measure available goodput and latency a similar technique is used. The general idea of this 
technique is shown in Figure 4-4, it consists of three steps: synchronization, benchmark, and finish. 
In the synchronization step the two endpoints synchronize their clocks. In the benchmark a number 
of messages with a known size are sent, each message contains a timestamp to measure end-to-
end latency. This timestamp also implies a lower bound for the payload size, i.e. the benchmarked 
payload size cannot be smaller than the size of the timestamp. The transmission interval and 
payload size of the messages determine the requested goodput of the link: 

                 
           

                    

  

In the final steps the results are sent from the remote endpoint to the local endpoint. During the 
benchmark other system metrics like CPU utilization can be monitored. 
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Figure 4-4: Software sequence diagram goodput and latency benchmark 

Next to developing benchmark software the option of available benchmark software exists. For 
RapidIO there is no known benchmark software, for Ethernet many benchmark suites exist. The 
most common Ethernet benchmark applications able to benchmark either goodput or latency are 
discussed in the following sections. 
 

4.2.1.1.Iperf 

Iperf [15] is a common goodput benchmarking application. Iperf can measure TCP or UDP goodput 
between a server and client application. Parameters as packet size, window size, and test length 
are configurable in Iperf. Main disadvantage of Iperf is that it does not measure latency of the 
packets. Another disadvantage of Iperf is that the send rate of the packets cannot be influenced; 
this implies that only maximum goodput can be measured. 

4.2.1.2.Ping 

Ping is a well-known application to test the connection between endpoints. Ping uses the Internet 
Control Message Protocol (ICMP) to measure round-trip-time between endpoints. Since ping does 
not support TCP or UDP it is not useful to measure those latencies but it can be used to measure a 
relation between Ethernet packet size and latency. 
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4.2.1.3.NUTTCP 

Nuttcp [16] is an extension of nttcp which is again an extension to ttcp, all three are network 
benchmarking tools. Nuttcp is able to benchmark TCP and UDP performance for different payload 
sizes, it is able to limit the transmit rate, and can handle timeout or packet limits. For a complete 
user manual of nuttcp refer to its manpage. 

4.2.1.4.vnStat 

vnStat [17] is a network traffic monitor which polls the /proc and /sys filesystems to generate a user 
friendly overview of the traffic of an arbitrary Ethernet interface. vnStat displays RX/TX bits/s and 
packets/s. Especially the –i and –tr parameters are used during goodput tests; the –i parameter can 
be used to specify a specific Ethernet interface, the –tr parameter can be used to specify a runtime 
for the measurement. An example output is given below: 
Sampling eth0 (10 seconds average)...8026317 packets sampled in 10 seconds 

Traffic average for eth0 

 

      rx         0.80 kbit/s             1 packets/s 

      tx         9.34 Gbit/s         802630 packets/s 

4.2.1.5.UDP-,TCP-,eth- mon 

UDPmon, TCPmon, and ethmon [18] are less known but powerful benchmark applications. These 
applications use a similar architecture to measure goodput and latency simultaneously over the 
different protocols. The applications are able to measure the latency of every single packet during a 
goodput test. The applications can be configured with: packet size, transmission rate, buffer size, 
and duration. 

4.2.1.6.Custom benchmark application 

Since the known benchmark applications have some deficiencies a new benchmark application is 
implemented to make sure all wanted test cases can be covered. Especially the latency tests are 
hard/impossible to test with the known benchmark applications. Some are capable of measuring 
roundtrip time, but one way latency is not tested. The custom benchmark application is called 
basbench and should be started on two endpoints: a master and a slave. The benchmark 
application implements the following options: 
        -M = Start benchmark Master, this is the initiator of the benchmarks 

                -c = Port to be used for control <0-65535> 

                -l = Packet length in Bytes 

                -P = Specify which protocol to use <tcp, udp> 

                -D = Destination IP <0-255.0-255.0-255.0-255> 

                -p = Port to be used for benchmark <0-65535> 

                -i = Interface to be used <a-z*> 

                -n = Number of packets to benchmark <0-((2^64)-1)> 

                -t = Number of seconds to benchmark <0-65535> 

                -L = Measure one way Latency 

                -b = Buffer to be used, check /proc/sys/net/core/wmem_* for range 

                -d = Delay between sending packets in ns <0-((2^32)-1)> 

                -v = Verbose 

        -S = Start benchmark Slave, the slave responds to requests from the 

Master 

                -c = Control port to be used <0-65535> 

                -b = Buffer to be used, check /proc/sys/net/core/rmem_* for range 

The flow of the benchmark application is shown in Figure 4-5: 
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Loop (time or #packets)

Master Slave

start slave

settings

start master

initialize
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#packet, timestamp
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timestamp

store timestamps

results

calculate  resultscalculate results

 

Figure 4-5: Basbench sequence diagram 

Since the accurate timestamping of the packets is extremely important for the latency test different 
implementations are tested, this is discussed in Appendix E. The time synchronization between the 
two endpoints is discussed in Section 4.4. To test the behavior of the implemented benchmark the 
goodput and latency of the application are tested in both directions in a test case. For both tests all 
4 CPU cores are used and an optimal payload size is chosen; 65500 for latency and 1448 for 
goodput. This makes sure the CPU does not limit the results of the benchmark application. The 4 
cores are used by running multiple tests simultaneously on different cores. 
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Test case latency 
The latency is benchmarked for 100000 TCP frames of 65500B in both directions (endpoints are 
referenced as A and B) for a limited goodput of 1Gb/s,  Table 4-1 shows the statistics of the 
measurement while Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 show the latencies of each packet. 

Table 4-1: One way latency both directions 

 Latency A to B (ns) Latency B to A (ns) 

Average 130544 132406 

Minimum 107888 106632 

Maximum 523425 585470 

Standard deviation 6123 6376 

 

 

Figure 4-6: One way latency A to B 

 

Figure 4-7: One way latency B to A 
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Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 show that the benchmark application produces similar results in both 
directions while Table 4-1 shows that the statistics are almost equal. Both figures also show that 
the first packets have higher latencies, this startup is most likely related to caches and buffers that 
are “cold”. Since this issue only concerns a couple of packets it will not influence the average 
results. This issue could be hidden by “warming up” the connection by sending packets before 
starting the benchmark or just ignoring the first packets in the results, however since this behavior 
will also be present in a normal application it is not hidden artificially in the benchmark application. 
These initial results can be hidden artificially during the analysis of the results if necessary.  
 
Test case goodput 
The goodput is benchmarked for 10 seconds on 4 CPUs with TCP frames of 1448B (aligned to 
Ethernet packets), again the test is done in both directions. The results are shown in Table 4-2 and 
Table 4-3: 

Table 4-2: goodput test case A to B 

 CPU4 CPU5 CPU6 CPU7 Sum 

Sent (B) 3324608 3917141184 3915932104 3915932104 11752330000 

Loss (%) 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Sent goodput (Gb/s) 0.00266 3.133708 3.132742 3.134033 9.403143 

Received goodput (Gb/s) 0.00266 3.133617 3.132638 3.133984 9.402899 

Table 4-3: goodput test case B to A 

 CPU4 CPU5 CPU6 CPU7 Sum 

Sent (B) 990432 5462575656 3153073576 3153073576 11769713240 

Loss (%) 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Sent goodput (Gb/s) 0.000792 4.370056 2.522406 2.52149 9.414744 

Received goodput (Gb/s) 0.000792 4.370094 2.522428 2.521411 9.414725 

Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 show a total goodput of 9.4Gb/s, as expected, it also shows that CPU4 
sends less than 1% of the total; this is most likely because CPU4 is used to handle the interrupts. 
 
Test case stability 
To test the stability of the application and reproducibility of the test results the above mentioned 
tests are repeated for 10 times to see if the same result is reproduced every test. Since it is already 
shown both directions show very similar results only 1 direction is tested on stability. Table 4-4 and 
Table 4-5 show the results for these stability tests: 

Table 4-4: Latency stability test 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Average (us) 189 186 188 123 186 120 186 132 185 190 

Minimum (us) 100 98 99 102 93 99 98 100 101 95 

Maximum (us) 490 509 625 463 17176 531 429 451 517 16915 

Standard deviation (us) 20 20 19 5 196 5 20 27 19 195 

Table 4-5: Goodput stability test 

Iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Sent (B) 1.2E+10 1.2E+10 1.2E+10 1.2E+10 1.2E+10 1.2E+10 1.2E+10 1.2E+10 1.2E+10 1.2E+10 

Loss (%) 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Sent goodput 
(Gb/s) 

9.402 9.415 9.414 9.413 9.414 9.405 9.413 9.415 9.408 9.411 

Received 
goodput (Gb/s) 

9.401 9.414 9.414 9.413 9.414 9.405 9.413 9.415 9.407 9.410 
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The results in Table 4-5 are very similar for every iteration, this implies the goodput test is very 
stable. The results in Table 4-4 however show some large variations, these are caused by the 
blocking read implementation, this issue is discussed in Appendix F. With a new non-blocking read 
implementation the results are stable and even slightly improved, as is visible from Table 4-6. 

Table 4-6: Latency stability test (non-blocking implementation) 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Average (us) 113 107 106 105 99 101 106 103 103 108 

Minimum (us) 102 96 95 94 84 89 93 91 91 95 

Maximum (us) 274 275 260 268 248 241 610 262 259 242 

Standard deviation (us) 10 11 10 11 11 10 10 11 10 11 

The above shows that both goodput and latency are stable with the final implementation and the 
custom benchmark application is suitable for benchmarking. 

 CPU Utilization 4.2.2.

To check the interconnects’ influence on the processor the CPU utilization is measured during the 

benchmarks. Measuring CPU utilization is possible with various linux applications like: top, mpstat, 

or sar. It is also possible to retrieve the CPU utilization directly from the /proc filesystem by 

monitoring /proc/stat. The mpstat application is preferred for its easy use and clear formatting 

while reading directly from the /proc/stat filesystem has less overhead.  
 
Linux divides its CPU time in different categories or “CPU modes”: 

 user  User space, all application runtime  

 system  Kernel space, time spent in kernel including drivers 

 idle  Non waiting idle 

 irq  Hardware interrupt 

 softirq  Software interrupt 

 nice  user level with nice-level higher than 0 

 iowait  idle waiting for I/O requests 

 steal  idle waiting for another virtual processor 

 guest  virtual processor utilization 

 Packet analyzer 4.2.3.

To analyze benchmark results in-depth it is sometimes beneficial to analyze packets with a packet 
analyzer. Packet analyzers are available in both hardware and software. Since hardware packet 
analyzers are not available within Prodrive for used speeds (≥10Gbaud) software packet analyzers 
are the best option. Two different packet analyzers are used: 

 Wireshark [9] 

 TCPdump [10] 
TCPdump is only used to capture packets when Wireshark cannot handle the pace of packets, all 
results are analyzed using Wireshark. Both TCPdump and Wireshark are capable of capturing 
transmitted or received packets for a certain network interface using the pcap library. After the 
packets are captured the results can be processed with Wireshark. Wireshark can filter for almost 
any packet property and supply statistics for packet lengths, TCP Round Trip Time, and protocol 
types. For a complete overview of the capabilities of Wireshark refer to [9]. 

4.3. Real time benchmark behavior 
In order to guarantee that the interconnect performance is not influenced by the operating system 
special modifications are necessary. One solution is running a real-time operating system. There 
are real time linux kernels available; unfortunately these kernels are not, at the time written, 
supported on kernel version 3.2.8.  
Another solution is adjusting the linux kernel for real time support. The following sections discuss 
the adjustments made to the linux kernel to guarantee real time performance. 
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 Interrupt affinity 4.3.1.

The first adjustment to the linux kernel is to the interrupts generated by the interconnect hardware 
interfaces. Both interconnects are connected using a PCIe interface, these PCIe interfaces support 
Message Signal Interrupts (MSI). MSI is the technique PCIe uses to generate interrupts, this 
technique emulates hardware interrupts with special interrupt messages over the PCIe bus. By 
default these interrupts are handled by any CPU the kernel scheduler thinks is best. To make sure 
all interrupts of one interconnect interface are always handled by the same CPU the affinity of the 
interrupt is set to one processor. 
Which interrupts belong to which interface can be displayed using the following command (eth0 is 
used as example and the output is re-formatted): 
root@riob1:~# cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 

85:  14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 PCI-MSI-edge eth0-TxRx-0  

86:  14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 PCI-MSI-edge eth0-TxRx-1  

87:  15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 PCI-MSI-edge eth0-TxRx-2  

88:  16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 PCI-MSI-edge eth0-TxRx-3  

89:  16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 PCI-MSI-edge eth0-TxRx-4  

90:  16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 PCI-MSI-edge eth0-TxRx-5  

91:  16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 PCI-MSI-edge eth0-TxRx-6  

92:  16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 PCI-MSI-edge eth0-TxRx-7  

93:  0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 PCI-MSI-edge eth0:lsc 

Eth0 here represents the AT2 10Gb Ethernet interface, this interface thus creates 8 TxRx interrupts 
and one lsc interrupt. The lsc interrupt is not important here (it is used to start a watchdog on the 
transmitter). Each line starts with the interrupt number followed by 8 values representing the 
interrupt for each CPU. Each line ends with the name of the interrupt. The Ethernet driver creates 
an interrupt for every CPU to maximize the performance of the system (if Intel’s hyperthreading is 
enabled 16 interrupts are created).  

To fix an interrupt to a CPU the smp_affinity flag in the /proc/irq/[interrupt_number] is set. 

This flag contains a bitmask for every CPU that allows the interrupt to use that particular CPU. For 
example this command enables interrupt 85 to access only CPU4-CPU7 (11110000): 
echo F0 > /proc/irq/85/smp_affinity 

All interconnect interrupts are fixed to CPU4-CPU7. This CPU is chosen because linux by default 
maps processes to CPU0 and CPU[0-3] share level3 cache and memory-access. All interconnect 
interrupts are fixed to one processor to make sure the processing schedule is predictable.  
All other interrupts are not allowed to access CPU4-CPU7 to make sure they do not introduce 
overhead on these CPUs. This is done by setting the flag to 0F (00001111): 
echo 0F > /proc/irq/0/smp_affinity 

 Process affinity 4.3.2.

To make sure the benchmark application runs on the same CPU as the interrupts, the affinity for 
the benchmark process is set. This process affinity is similar to the interrupt affinity. Setting the 

affinity of a process is possible using the taskset command (set benchmark_process to CPU4-

CPU7): 
taskset F0 [benchmark_process] 

Other processes are by default mapped to CPU0 by linux if this CPU is not utilized. 

 Process priority  4.3.3.

To make sure the benchmark application is not preempted by any other process the benchmark 

application is given the highest priority. To give the process the highest priority the chrt command 

is used as follows: 
chrt 99 benchmark_process 

 Scheduling algorithm 4.3.4.

The default scheduling algorithm (SCHED_OTHER) in linux uses a time-sharing based algorithm. With 

this scheduling algorithm only a maximum amount of time can be used by 1 process and every 

process will be preempted if its time slice is over. Next to the default SCHED_OTHER the SCHED_RR 

and SCHED_FIFO schedulers exist. The SCHED_RR scheduler is a round robin scheduler which 

allows all real-time processes a fair share of time, the SCHED_FIFO scheduler only preempts for 

higher priority processes and schedules on a First In First Out basis. To ensure that the benchmark 
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application is not preempted once it is running the SCHED_FIFO scheduler is selected, in 

combination with the highest possible priority the benchmark application is definitely not 
preempted. 
The scheduler is set to SCHED_FIFO with the chrt command and –f option: 
chrt –f benchmark_process 

 Timing guarantee 4.3.5.

If the benchmark application is not preempted the results are definitely not influenced by the 
operating system or other applications. To verify that the benchmark application is not preempted, 
the linux kernel is enhanced with scheduling tracing capabilities. These tracers can show precise 
scheduler functions such as task or context switches. The linux tracing options should be 
configured in the linux kernel compilation config, since context switches show preemption the 

CONFIG_CONTEXT_SWITCH_TRACER definition is set to true. If tracers are added to the kernel they 

can be controlled by mounting the debug file system. The debug file system is mounted by adding 

the following line to /etc/fstab in debian: 

nodev /debug       debugfs   defaults   0  0 
The /debug/tracing directory controls the linux traces, linux can trace multiple events and functions 
but for the benchmarking application preemption is the only interesting performance parameter. 
The context switches in the kernel scheduler are used to check whether the benchmark application 
is preempted. The context switch tracer is enabled by: 
echo sched_switch > /debug/tracing/set_event 
To make sure the tracer only monitors context switches that involves the benchmark application a 
filter is added: 
echo “prev_comm==benchmark_application || next_comm==benchmark_application” > 

/debug/tracing/events/sched/sched_switch/filter 

This filter specifies the tracer should only monitor context switches which switch from or to the 
benchmark application. 
An example bash script is included in Appendix A. 

 Test case 4.3.6.

To test if the above mentioned methods actually benefit the benchmarks the same udp Ethernet 
goodput benchmarks are repeated with different process affinity and scheduling algorithm. The 
results are depicted in Figure 4-8. 
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Figure 4-8: performance characteristics different scheduling and process affinity 

Figure 4-8 shows, as expected, that with process affinity 99 and FIFO scheduling policy the 
performance is best. This difference is caused by making sure the benchmark application can run 
continuously and the interrupts are all mapped to the CPU that is used to benchmark. 

4.4. Accuracy 
Since the latency of the interconnects is expected to be extremely low (µs range) the benchmark 
software and hardware is analyzed in-depth to check the accuracy of the latency. The benchmark 
software architecture shown in Figure 4-5 has several possible delays that influence the latency. 
Possible errors in the latency can be caused by: 

1. Deviation in estimated time difference between nodes (caused by endpoints and by 
interconnect) 

2. One way latency might not be equal to half the round trip time (due to processing overhead 
on the remote node and contention on the response) 

3. Differences in time stamping caused by hardware (caches, branch-predictor, TLB) 
The next sections describe how these possible errors are treated. 

 Deviation of estimated time difference 4.4.1.

To measure the latency between the different nodes the packets are timestamped at the sending 
node and this timestamp is compared at the receiving node. Since the different nodes run on 
different clocks the timestamps of the nodes differ. The time difference between the nodes is 
estimated by sending a sequence of timestamped packets to the remote host, which sends the 
packet back with an additional timestamp (see Figure 4-5).  
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Figure 4-9: Overview of time difference test 

Time difference test 
To test the above mentioned method a short test program was run. This program sends 
timestamped packets from node A to node B, see Figure 4-9. Node B sends these packets back 
adding receive timestamps. Node A then computes the difference between the two timestamps, the 
average and standard deviation of this difference is also computed. It is expected this average will 
converge and the standard deviation will decrease with the number of packets sent. Figure 4-10 to 
Figure 4-11 show the results of this test for 100000 frames: 

 

Figure 4-10: Timestamp difference 
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Figure 4-11: Standard deviation of timestamp difference  

As is visible from Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11 the time difference between the nodes does not 
converge, this is most likely due to minor differences in the clock between the two nodes. This 
implies that there are two variables in the time synchronization process: 

 Variation in interconnect transmission time 

 Variation in clock 
The first variable cannot be changed because the interconnect is the unknown entity that is 
benchmarked in this research. The second variable can be minimized by several clock 
synchronization techniques ( [4], [5], [6]): 

 Cristian’s algorithm 

 Berkeley algorithm 

 Network time protocol 

 Clock Sampling Mutual Network Synchronization 

 Precision Time Protocol 
For our benchmark the notion of absolute time is not important, it is only important the difference 
between the two nodes is known. Since the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) is used to achieve the 
most accurate time synchronization on a local area network this PTP is used to repeat the above 
mentioned tests. Appendix G explains how PTP achieves its time synchronization. 
 
Time difference test with PTP 
For this test the same benchmark is run only with PTP synchronizing the clocks. To make sure the 
PTP is not interfering with the benchmarked connection the PTP uses a different Ethernet 
connection. The PTP implementation that is used is the opensource PTP daemon (PTPd) [7]. PTPd 
is used with the following parameters: 
./ptpd2 -W -b eth3 –C 

The –W parameter lets the PTPd choose the best Master/Slave combination to synchronize the 
clock. The –b parameter is used to enforce the usage of the eth3 interface. The –C parameter 
enables printing the synchronization messages to the standard output, this enables easy 
verification whether the synchronization is running. After PTPd was set up the benchmark was 
repeated, the results are depicted in Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13: 
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Figure 4-12: Timestamp difference with PTP 

 

Figure 4-13: Standard deviation of timestamp difference with PTP 

As is visible from Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13 the deviation is reduced by approximately 10 times. 
Although the clock drifting is reduced drastically the average timestamps still increases and the 
standard deviation does not reduce. 
After further investigation of the clock patterns the above used measurement method is the reason 
why the clock keeps drifting. For the above mentioned measurement the clock cycles are used as 
timestamp, even though this is an accurate measurement of time the clock cycle counter will not be 
adjusted by PTP. The clock cycle counter is strictly increased by the CPU and therefore the drift is 
present even though the time is synchronized. The drift is reduced since the frequency of the 
clocks also converge by PTP. This problem is solved by using the nanosecond accurate realtime 

clock in linux (CLOCK_REALTIME) using clock_gettime:  
int clock_gettime(clockid_t clk_id, struct timespec *tp); 

This clock is adjusted by PTP and runs with nanosecond accuracy. Figure 4-14 shows the 
measured difference between the two endpoints both using clock_gettime. It is clear that no drift is 
present anymore and the clocks are synchronized.  
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Figure 4-14: Timestamp difference with clock_gettime 

 One way versus roundtrip 4.4.2.

The latency of a packet is often measured as half a RoundTrip Time (RTT)/2 because the RTT is 
easier to benchmark. This does however assume that the delay is equal in both ways and not 
influenced by the remote endpoint, which is not necessarily the case. Another disadvantage of this 
method is that the RTT includes two times the variance of the measured interconnect. To measure 
the variation in round trip time and one way latency both are measured for a sequence of 1 million 
packets. The one way latency is measured as the difference between the send time on endpoint A 
and the receive time on endpoint B. The round trip time is measured as the difference in send and 
receive time on endpoint A, see Figure 4-9. The one way results are shown in Figure 4-14, the RTT 
results are shown in Figure 4-15. 
 

 

Figure 4-15: Round trip time 
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Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15 suggest that the variance in rtt time is more than twice as large as the 
variance in one way latency. The raw numbers in Table 4-7 confirm this: 

Table 4-7: rtt and one way variance 

 rtt One way 

Stddev (ns) 2.400E+04 1.568E+04 

Average (ns) 1.674E+05 8.388E+04 

Variance (ns) 5.76E+08 2.46E+08 

Table 4-7 shows that the variance in round trip time is more than twice as large as the variance in 
one way latency. This confirms the round trip time is not a good measure for the one way latency, 
the variance is larger by influences that are not present for one way latency. 

 Hardware influences 4.4.3.

Even if the software that is used to benchmark is exactly the same for every iteration; timing results 
can differ due to hardware influences. The endpoints described in Section 3.1 use the Intel 
Nehalem architecture depicted in Figure 4-16. The following hardware can influence the software 
timing: 

 Caches 

 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) 

 Branch predictor 

 Hyper threading (disabled) 
Timing variations caused by the Operating System (OS) are discussed in Section 4.3. To make 
sure the above mentioned hardware does not influence the timing measurements, the benchmark 
software can be adjusted to make it run deterministic. The first thing to make sure is that the 
benchmark software accesses the memory that is transmitted right before the timestamping and 
transmitting. This ensures that the particular memory is in the lowest possible cache and TLB and 
the access time is deterministic. The branch predictor can be made deterministic by making sure 
there are no branches in the timing measurements part of the benchmark software. 
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Figure 4-16: Intel Nehalem architecture [19] 

 Conclusion 4.4.4.

PTP specifies a resolution of 1 ns with the used hardware supported time synchronization. 
Furthermore the one way latency showed to have the lowest variation, any variation present in this 
one way latency is variance that should be included in the benchmarks because these are also 
present in an application. These variations are not only caused by the interconnect but also by 
other hardware. Variations of this other hardware is reduced by making sure software runs 
deterministic, any variations left will also be present in an application. The timestamping itself takes 
35-77 ns (see Appendix E), which can cause at most 42ns difference in timestamps. The total 
known error in timestamps is thus 42+1=43ns.  
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4.5. Switch firmware 
In order to test the switch behavior extensively the firmware of the switches is investigated. 
Especially interesting is the option to manually set routes the switch uses. In this way one switch 
can be used to simulate multiple switches by routing through the switch multiple times.  

 Ethernet 4.5.1.

The Netgear Prosafe XSM7224S switch is manageable with Network Management Software 
(NMS200) available from Netgear [2]. The switch is also directly manageable by accessing the 
switch via RS-232 or Ethernet [3]. Using the switch management software it was tried to create 
fixed loops within the switch to simulate multiple switches, in theory this could increase the load on 
the switch without connecting 24 10Gbit devices. This attempt was not successful, so there is no 
software solution to increase the load on the switch. 
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5. Qualification environment 
This chapter describes the context of the High speed local area interconnects in its qualification 
environment. All the tests described in this document are performed in the endurance test facility of 
Prodrive. This test room is visible in Figure 5-1 with one of the testing endpoints rolled out of the 
rack: 

 

Figure 5-1: Prodrive endurance test facility 

The location during the qualification procedures meets the following requirements:  

Table 5-1: Qualification Environment Settings 

Environment Setting Unit 

Temperature 18-28 C 

Humidity 30-80 % 

ESD-safety  Yes  

 
The following sub-sections describe the required qualification material for the procedures, the 
material abbreviations are used in the rest of the document to explain which material is used for a 
test. 

5.1. Required Hardware Tools 

Table 5-2: Hardware 

Abbr. Description Type PD PN Product SN From 

INTB1 MCX pc used for benchmarking DSS_MCX 6335-
0800-0002 

 Prodrive 

INTB2 MCX pc used for benchmarking DSS_MCX 6335-
0800-0002 

 Prodrive 

MOBO Motherboard in MCX Serverboard 
X8DTE-F 

4520-
0013-0000 

 Supermicro 

PROC Processor in MCX Xeon E5540 4520-
0011-0003 

 Intel 

RIOCARD_1 PCIe to SRIO bridge evaluation 
board 

Tsi721-CPS-
1432-EVB KITa 

 W/O: 10018206 
ID: 0007 

IDT 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

INTB1 

 
 
 

INTB2 
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RIOCARD_2 PCIe to SRIO bridge evaluation 
board 

Tsi721-CPS-
1432-EVB KITa 

 W/O: 10018206 
ID: 0002 

IDT 

ETHCARD_1 PCIe to 10Gb ethernet E10G41AT2 4520-
0012-0003 

 Intel 

ETHCARD_2 PCIe to 10Gb ethernet E10G41AT2 4520-
0012-0003 

 Intel 

ETH_SWITCH 24 port 10Gb Ethernet switch Prosafe 
XSM7224S 

 2ER1124X000005 Netgear 

5.2. Required Software Tools 

Table 5-3: Software Qualification Tools 

Abbr. Description Version From 

DEB Debian 3.4 Linux 

RIO_Driver rio driver for x86 linux 3.4 IDT  

Eth_driver Improved intel driver from 
sourceforge 

3.7.21 Intel 

Rionet Internet stack on rio 0.2 Linux 

Iperf Standard net performance application 2.0.4 iperf 

UDPmon UDP benchmark 1.2.5 R. Hugh-Jones 

ethmon Ethernet benchmark 1.0.3 R. Hugh-Jones 

TCPmon TCP benchmark 1.0.3 R. Hugh-Jones 

nuttcp Network performance measurement 
tool 

6.1.2 Bill Fink 

basbench Custom benchmark application 1.0 Prodrive 

Wireshark Packet analyzer 1.8 Wireshark 

TCPdump Packet capturer 4.3 TCPdump 

VNstat Network traffic monitor 1.11 Teemu Toivola 

5.3. Interconnect configuration 
It is assumed the physical layers of the interconnects have exactly the behavior specified, i.e. the 
number of lanes, the baud rate, and coding meet their specification. The physical layer is easily 
compared in theory and if the aforementioned assumption is true also in practice. To make a better 
comparison of the interconnect protocols and the impact on the endpoints and switches the 
physical layer overhead is not taken into account for the benchmarks. This implies that both 
interconnects have the same physical layer goodput, i.e. the coding is taken into account. This has 
a number of advantages: 

 Application layer goodput represents protocol efficiency; 

 CPU utilization comparison is better; 

 Results are easily adapted with physical layer changes; 

 Protocol changes not often, always backwards compatible. 
This method also has a number of disadvantages: 

 Endpoints and switches are (often) physical layer dependent; 

 Latency is physical layer dependent. 
The physical goodput chosen to benchmark at is 10Gb/s, this implies the following configurations 
for the interconnects: 
RapidIO: 4 lanes  at 3.125Gbaud   = 12.5Gb/s*(8b/10b) =10Gb/s 
Ethernet: 4 lanes  at 3.125Gbaud   = 12.5Gb/s*(8b/10b) =10Gb/s 

  

http://sourceforge.net/projects/e1000/files/ixgbe%20stable/
http://www.hep.man.ac.uk/u/rich/net/index.html
http://www.hep.man.ac.uk/u/rich/net/index.html
http://www.hep.man.ac.uk/u/rich/Tools_Software/ethmon.html
http://www.hep.man.ac.uk/u/rich/net/index.html
http://www.hep.man.ac.uk/u/rich/Tools_Software/tcpmon.html
http://www.hep.man.ac.uk/u/rich/net/index.html
ftp://ftp.lcp.nrl.navy.mil/pub/nuttcp/
http://www.wireshark.org/download.html
http://www.tcpdump.org/#latest-release
http://humdi.net/vnstat/
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5.4. Benchmarked interconnects 
As the previous Sections suggest the original planning was to benchmark both Ethernet and 
RapidIO. Unfortunately the RapidIO benchmarks cannot be performed at the time written. The 
initial planning was to benchmark RapidIO using RIOnet discussed in Section 4.1.3, this way both 
Ethernet and RapidIO could be benchmarked on exactly the same way. RIOnet however showed 
insufficient results (goodput of 5Gb/s on 20Gbaud settings) and caused the Linux kernel to be 
instable (kernel hardware panics). Together with IDT, the manufacturer of the TSI721, it was 
decided to develop a new driver with an architecture based on the Sockets Direct Protocol (SDP) 
and Infiniband architecture. This driver should allow faster Linux access to the PCIe-RapidIO bridge 
and provide sufficient results for benchmarking. Until now this driver is not yet finished and realistic 
RapidIO benchmarks with the described systems are not possible.  
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6. Ethernet benchmarks 
As discussed in [1] Ethernet is a widely used interconnect and combined with the popular TCP, 
UDP, and IP forms the basis of the internet. To test the Ethernet interconnect this section uses 
these popular protocols because they provide application layer access and give a good overview of 
the capabilities of Ethernet. The performance of Ethernet is measured using the following metrics: 

 Goodput 

 Latency 

 CPU utilization 
These metrics are expected to be directly dependent on a number of variables: 

 Protocol 

 Payload size 

 Transmission rate  

 Processing power 
The protocol determines the functionality and gives a certain overhead, the minimum overhead for 
each protocol is given in Table 6-1. TCP provides the most functionality (flow control, 
acknowledgements) but also has the largest overhead. This introduces a tradeoff between protocol 
functionality and overhead. The payload size determines the amount of useful data in a frame; a 
larger payload size implies a smaller relative overhead. The transmission rate specifies how many 
frames are sent per second. Finally the processing power represents the power of the processor, 
these benchmarks do not include different processors but there is the possibility to use 1, 2, 3, or 4 
cores. 

Table 6-1: minimum protocol overhead 

Layer Overhead per packet (bits) Overhead per packet (bytes) 

Ethernet 304 38 

IP 160 20 

UDP 64 8 

TCP 160 20 

 
Next to the aforementioned variables there are some other factors that might influence the 
performance and are tested in this section: 

 Switching 

 Number of endpoints 

 Priorities 
A switch is necessary to connect more than two endpoints using Ethernet, the influence of a switch 
is tested in Section 6.5. This section does not only test the influence of a switch on a point-to-point 
connection but also tests the behavior for multiple endpoints. With these multiple endpoint tests the 
priority handling of IP is also tested. This should provide differentiation between different 
connections. 
Expected 
TCP has the highest overhead and is thus expected to have lower goodput than UDP; the exact 
maximal goodput of the protocols is calculated in [1] and shown in the upcoming sections as 
“expected goodput”. Previous studies show that it is unlikely both protocols will meet the maximal 
goodput for all payload sizes. The goodput can be limited by the CPU, PCI-express, or the Ethernet 
interface. The more complex functionality of TCP is expected to need more computation. This is 
expected to increase the CPU utilization and latency. Even though the used Ethernet interface 
supports particular TCP offloading techniques it is expected TCP has higher CPU utilization and 
latency than UDP. 
 
As mentioned before increasing the payload size will decrease the relative overhead, this implies a 
larger maximum goodput but also a higher latency. The theoretical maximal goodput and minimum 
latencies are calculated in [1] and will be shown in the following sections where applicable. The 
payload size is also expected to have direct impact on CPU utilization, larger payload implies more 
checksum calculation and larger memory copies. CPU utilization is not expected to scale exactly 
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linear with the payload size since checksum calculation and memory copies will be influenced by 
memory alignment, caches, context switches, and offloading techniques. It is expected the CPU 
utilization increases logarithmic since larger memory copies will be relatively more efficient, 
alignment will however make the CPU utilization development non-continous.  
 
The transmission rate determines, together with the payload size, the requested goodput. The 
achieved goodput should scale linear with the transmission rate. Goodput is however expected to 
be limited by the CPU, PCI-express, and the Ethernet interface. Transmission rate is expected to 
influence latency indirectly, if the demanded goodput cannot be reached the buffers will fill up and 
the latency will increase. If the demanded goodput can be reached it is expected the transmission 
rate does not influence latency. Transmission rate is expected to increase CPU utilization linear, 
doubling the number of frames doubles the necessary computations. 
 
The final variable is the CPU. The available processing power is expected to influence goodput and 
latency directly. CPU utilization is the ratio of used processing power per available processing 
power and thus directly dependent on the available processing power. In this case only 1 CPU 
architecture is tested; the Intel Nehalem. For the tests 4 cores are available thus the available 
processing power can be varied from 1-4 cores. It is expected goodput will increase linear with the 
number of cores if the CPU is the bottleneck of the goodput. As long as goodput is not limited by 
the CPU the latency is not expected to be influenced significantly by the number of cores. CPU 
utilization itself is not expected to scale linearly with the number of cores, since dividing work over 
multiple cores increases the overhead and reduces efficiency. 
 
The test scripts used in the following sections are summarized in Appendix I. 
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6.1. Goodput 
Goal 
The goal of the tests in this section is benchmarking the goodput of Ethernet and comparing it to 
the theoretical limit. The goodput is not only dependent on the overhead but also on the amount of 
data per packet: the payload size.  
 
Expected 
The maximum goodput that can be expected is computed as function of the payload size and is 
shown in Figure 6-1: 
 

 

Figure 6-1: Theoretical expected maximal goodput 

Method 
Figure 6-1 shows the expected goodput using TCP/IP on top of Ethernet, UDP/IP on top of 
Ethernet, and direct access to Ethernet. Since Figure 6-1 shows an interesting increase for payload 
sizes smaller than 512B the graph is plotted on a logarithmic horizontal scale. For the same reason 
the payload sizes that are tested are chosen logarithmic on a base of two bytes; 2

0-16
. Next to that 

some interesting corner cases are tested, these cases represent the dips in Figure 6-1: 
1500B, 1501B (Ethernet packets can contain at most 1500B payload). 
This 1500B is the maximum Ethernet payload also known as Maximum Transmission Unit MTU. 
The payload size test case of 1500B is thus reduced by the overhead of TCP/UDP/IP where 
applicable to see the influence of the Ethernet alignment. 
Tested payload sizes (bytes): 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, (1500), (1501), 2048, 
4096, 8192, 16384, 32768, and 65536. 
The maximum expected goodput is calculated by: 

                           
           

                        

 

To make sure the endpoint sends exactly the amount of packets the interconnect can handle, the 
send interval is calculated. The send interval is dependent on the maximal expected goodput and 
the payload size: 

                     
           

               

  

The CPU utilization is also measured during every test, Section 6.3 discusses CPU utilization in 
more detail. 
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 Ethernet TCP 6.1.1.

Method 

TCP goodput is benchmarked with nuttcp (see Section 4.2.1.3) with the following settings: 
-T <time_out> –p <benchmark_port> -P <control_port> -l <payload_size> <slave_ip>  

The timeout is set to 10 seconds for this benchmark. During the benchmark the Ethernet interface 

is logged using vnstat and the CPU utilization is logged using the /proc/stat numbers delivered 

by Linux. 
Since nuttcp does not include the TCP/IP header-overhead in the payload_size parameter the 

1500B and 1501B are reduced with the header-overhead of nuttcp. Since nuttcp uses an extra 

12 Bytes options in the TCP header for timestamping the total TCP/IP header is 52B (20+20+12). 
The used test script on the master is: 
goodput_tcp.sh 

The slave runs nuttcp deamons on different cores with different ports by calling the script: 
nuttcp_remote.sh 

Results 
Figure 6-2 shows the maximum expected and benchmarked goodput for TCP over IP over 
Ethernet. 

 

Figure 6-2: TCP/IP Goodput and related CPU utilization 1 CPU 

 
Conclusion 
Figure 6-2 shows multiple unexpected values: the benchmarked goodputs for payload sizes smaller 
than 4096B is lower than expected; the unexpected low goodputs for the smaller payload sizes are 
most likely limited by the transmitters’ CPU, the CPU utilization measured is around the 100% for 
those cases. Figure 6-2 also shows that the goodput increases when the CPU utilization 
decreases. To further investigate this hypothesis the test is adjusted to run multiple instances of 
nuttcp simultaneously on different cores. The results are shown in Figure 6-3, Figure 6-4, and 
Figure 6-5. Figure 6-6 shows the benchmarked goodputs with 1, 2, 3, and 4 cores. 
Results 
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Figure 6-3: TCP/IP Goodput and related CPU utilization 2CPUs 

 

Figure 6-4: TCP/IP Goodput and related CPU utilization 3CPUs 
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Figure 6-5: TCP/IP Goodput and related CPU utilization 4CPUs 

 

Figure 6-6: TCP/IP Goodput of 1,2 ,3, and 4 CPUs 

Conclusion 
Figure 6-6 shows how the goodput increases with the number of cores. So indeed CPU limits the 
maximum goodput, however the CPU is not the only limit, since CPU utilization is never 100% for 
the benchmark with 3 and 4 CPUs but the goodput still increases. The most logical explanation is 
that this is limited by other hardware; PCI-express or the chipset. Most likely one of these arbitrates 
the bandwidth per core. This is checked with Intel and they confirm similar results on their chipset 
benchmarks (confirmed by Miroslav Mlejnek from Intel). 
Figure 6-5 shows an increase of goodputs compared to Figure 6-2 but still the expected goodputs 
are not reached for payload sizes smaller than 256B. Since the CPUs are not fully utilized it is 
assumed the measured goodput is the absolute limit of the interface. This limit is caused by the 
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number of accesses the interface can handle per second, either PCI-express or the Ethernet 
controller is expected to be the bottleneck. 
 
For payload size 256-2048B the measured goodput is higher than the expected goodput. After 
analysis with Wireshark it seems that the packets are buffered before they are transmitted because 
the payload size is not equal to the size of the TCP packets. This is visible in the two wireshark 
snapshots given below generated by: 
nuttcp -p 12345 -P 22345 -n 10 -l 1448 -D 192.168.1.101 

and 
nuttcp -p 12345 -P 22345 -n 10 -l 1449 -D 192.168.1.101 

 
Wireshark capture snapshot of benchmark with payload size 1500 (1448+52): 

Seq=1 Ack=1 Win=14848 Len=1448 TSV=109861848 TSER=109870622 

Seq=1449 Ack=1 Win=14848 Len=1448 TSV=109861848 TSER=109870622 

Seq=2897 Ack=1 Win=14848 Len=1448 TSV=109861848 TSER=109870622 

Seq=4345 Ack=1 Win=14848 Len=1448 TSV=109861848 TSER=109870622 

Seq=5793 Ack=1 Win=14848 Len=1448 TSV=109861848 TSER=109870622 

Seq=7241 Ack=1 Win=14848 Len=1448 TSV=109861848 TSER=109870622 

Seq=8689 Ack=1 Win=14848 Len=1448 TSV=109861848 TSER=109870622 

Seq=10137 Ack=1 Win=14848 Len=1448 TSV=109861848 TSER=109870622 

Seq=11585 Ack=1 Win=14848 Len=1448 TSV=109861848 TSER=109870622 

Seq=13033 Ack=1 Win=14848 Len=1448 TSV=109861848 TSER=109870622 

Wireshark capture snapshot of benchmark with payload size 1501 (1449+52): 

Seq=1 Ack=1 Win=14848 Len=1449 TSV=109865148 TSER=109873922 

Seq=1450 Ack=1 Win=14848 Len=1449 TSV=109865148 TSER=109873922 

Seq=2899 Ack=1 Win=14848 Len=1449 TSV=109865148 TSER=109873922 

Seq=4348 Ack=1 Win=14848 Len=1449 TSV=109865148 TSER=109873922 

Seq=5797 Ack=1 Win=14848 Len=2896 TSV=109865148 TSER=109873922 

Seq=8693 Ack=1 Win=14848 Len=5792 TSV=109865148 TSER=109873922 

Seq=14485 Ack=1 Win=14848 Len=6 TSV=109865148 TSER=109873922 

 
The wireshark snapshots show how packets are combined into larger packets. This “merging” of 
packets causes the goodput to be higher than expected and reduces the load of the interconnect. 
This is caused by reduced overhead since multiple frames “share” a header. The expected goodput 
is still plotted assuming one header per frame. Plotting the expected goodput for merged frames 
makes no sense; this is a horizontal line at the maximum goodput. An unwanted side-effect of this 
can be the increase of latency compared to the smaller sized original packets. This implies an 
additional tradeoff between goodput and latency. This merging can also happen for payload sizes 
smaller than 1501 bytes, the above example merely illustrates the difference between original and 
merged packets.  

 Ethernet UDP 6.1.2.

Method 

UDP goodput is benchmarked with nuttcp (see Section 4.2.1.3) with the following settings: 
-T <time_out> -u –D –p <benchmark_port> -P <control_port> -l <payload_size> 

<slave_ip> -R <transmit_limit> 

The timeout is set to 10 seconds for this benchmark. 

During the benchmark the Ethernet interface is logged using vnstat and the CPU utilization is 

logged using the /proc/stat numbers delivered by Linux. 

Since nuttcp does not include the UDP/IP header-overhead in the payload_size parameter the 
1500B and 1501B are reduced with the header-overhead of UDP/IP which is (20+8) = 28B. 
The used test script on the master is: 
goodput_udp.sh  

The slave runs nuttcp deamons on different cores with different ports by calling the script: 
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nuttcp_remote.sh 

Results 
Figure 6-7 shows the maximum expected and benchmarked goodput for UDP over IP over 
Ethernet combined with the CPU utilization. 

 

Figure 6-7: UDP/IP Goodput and related CPU utilization 1 CPU 

Conclusion 
Figure 6-7 shows that for all payload sizes the benchmarked goodput is lower than the expected 
goodput. In some cases this is CPU limited but in some cases this is limited by the interface. The 
CPU utilization is almost equal for all payload sizes ~80%. This CPU utilization is however 
measured and influenced by nuttcp. Nuttcp specifies a CPU utilization of 99% for all UDP rates, this 
is caused by the CPU that is fully utilized to generate the exact required number of requests 
regardless of the goodput. To make sure the goodput is not limited by the CPU the test is redone 
with multiple CPUs generating 10Gb/s combined. The results are shown in Figure 6-8, Figure 6-9, 
and Figure 6-10. Figure 6-11 shows the benchmarked goodput for 1, 2, 3, and 4 CPUs. 
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Results 

 

Figure 6-8: UDP/IP Goodput and related CPU utilization 2 CPUs 

 

Figure 6-9: UDP/IP Goodput and related CPU utilization 3 CPUs 
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Figure 6-10: UDP/IP Goodput and related CPU utilization 4 CPUs 

 

Figure 6-11: UDP/IP goodput of 1, 2, 3, and 4 CPUs 

Figure 6-8, Figure 6-9, and Figure 6-10 each show a decrease of goodput after payload size 
1472B, this decrease in goodput is combined with a decrease in CPU utilization of the transmitter. 
The receivers’ CPU utilization also decreases, although not as much as the transmitters’ side. This 
decrease was expected and is caused by the alignment of the packets, 1472 fits exactly in one 
1500B Ethernet packet. The alignment is further discussed in Section 6.1.2.1. 
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Figure 6-11 clearly shows how the goodput increases with the number of cores, since the CPUs 
are not fully utilized the CPU is not the bottleneck. 
However the goodput does increase with the number of cores. This is most likely the same 
behaviour as is visible for TCP. The CPU utilization is further analysed in Section 6.3. 
Figure 6-11 also shows that the goodput decreases for the highest payload size; the more cores 
used, the larger the decrease in goodput. This overload issue is discussed in Section 6.1.2.2. 

6.1.2.1.Alignment 

Figure 6-11 shows that for payload sizes larger than 1472B the goodput decreases drastically, this 
is caused by the alignment of Ethernet packets; 1472B fills exactly one Ethernet packet. Since the 
used Ethernet interface card does not support UDP fragmentation offloading the packets are 
fragmented and defragmented by the CPU. This implies that an UDP packet of size 1473B has 
twice the overhead of a 1472B sized packet. To check the goodput of aligned sizes the 
benchmarks with 4 CPUs are repeated with Ethernet packet aligned payload sizes. Since the UDP 
header is only included once per UDP packet this implies sizes of 1472+(n*1480). Figure 6-12 
shows the benchmarked goodputs for aligned payload sizes: 1472, 2952, 4432, 7392, 13312, 
25152, 48832, 65112. 

 

Figure 6-12: UDP/IP/Ethernet goodput with 4 CPUs and packets aligned 

Figure 6-12 shows that indeed the goodputs are increased if the payload sizes are aligned to 
Ethernet packets. The drop for payload size 2952B is most likely related to the extra CPU load of 
fragmentation. Figure 6-6 also shows the same decrease for the highest payload sizes. This issue 
is investigated in Section 6.1.2.2.  

6.1.2.2.Goodput overload 

After further investigation of the decrease of goodput it is clear that the problem is not in the 
transmitter, vnStat log shows that the transmitter is able to produce a goodput of 9.43Gb/s. Section 
6.3.2 also shows that the CPU utilization of both sender and receiver is not the problem. It seems 
that the receivers’ interface is not able to process all the requests coming from the interconnect and 
the controller drops the packets if its buffers are full. This dropping is not done by the network 
interface, the received number of packets is equal to that of the sending interface. The dropping 
must be caused by the driver or the application. The loss percentage can give a distorted view on 
the number of packets that are dropped, if one Ethernet packet is dropped a full UDP frame is 
rendered useless. This also implies that, if packets are dropped, the loss rate increases for larger 
payload sizes. In all cases packet drops caused by the sending endpoint overloading the receiving 
endpoint should be avoided.  
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The above test is repeated with a limited sending goodput of 9.6Gb/s instead of the previous 
10Gb/s. 9.6Gb/s is chosen because this is the maximum benchmarked goodput. The result is 
shown in Figure 6-13: 

 

Figure 6-13: UDP/IP limited goodput with 4 CPUs and packets aligned 

Figure 6-13 shows that the goodput remains stable for the highest payload sizes, no packets are 
dropped anymore. Still there is a decrease for payload sizes 2952 and 4432, this decreased 
goodput is caused by the transmitter. This is shown by the decrease in CPU utilization of the 
transmitter. If the transmitter has no problem sending the necessary packets the CPU utilization of 
the benchmark application is around 100%, this is caused by the software actively waiting to send 
the next packet. The decrease in utilization implies that the benchmark software does not get all the 
necessary time and thus is not able to send the wanted packets. This is most likely caused by the 
fragmentation of the UDP packets that is implemented in software for UDP. The fragmentation is 
most CPU consuming for payload size 2952 since this has the most context switches between 
fragmenting and sending the packets. 

 Ethernet Direct 6.1.3.

Method 
Ethernet is also benchmarked directly without use of TCP, UDP, or IP. This benchmark is done 
using the ethmon tool (see Section 4.2.1.4) with the following options: 
-d <mac_address> -t 10 –q -p <payload_size> -w <send_interval> -T <port> 
The master runs a testscript: 
goodput_eth.sh 

The slave runs 4 instances of the response server each mapped to a different core and port: 
taskset 10 chrt -f 99 sbin/ethmon_resp -T 12345 

taskset 20 chrt -f 99 sbin/ethmon_resp -T 12346 

taskset 40 chrt -f 99 sbin/ethmon_resp -T 12347 

taskset 80 chrt -f 99 sbin/ethmon_resp -T 12348 

Ethmon measures CPU utilization over all available cores and thus displays the utilization of the 8 
cores of the system. 
Results 
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Figure 6-14: Direct Ethernet Goodput and related CPU utilization 1 CPU  

Conclusion 
Figure 6-14 shows the expected goodput is not reached for any of the used payload sizes. Since 
the CPU utilization is around 15% (1 CPU is fully utilized) the goodput is most likely limited by the 
CPU. The test is redone with multiple cores to verify whether the CPU is the (only) limit or not.  
Figure 6-14 also shows that for all payload sizes packets are lost. The packet loss implies that the 
receiver is not able to handle the amount of packets the transmitter can send. This suggests that 
for all payload sizes depicted in Figure 6-14 the transmitter can overload the receiver. Since both 
endpoints use the same hardware and the same protocol stack the receiving side is handicapped 
for some other reason. Why receiving is harder than sending is investigated in Section 6.3. 
The increase of packet loss Figure 6-14 shows for a payload size of 512B implies that the 
difference between sender and receiver is larger. The sender is relatively faster transmitting 512B 
of payload. Figure 6-15 shows the goodput for different number of cores: 
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Figure 6-15: Direct Ethernet Goodput 1, 2, 3, and 4 CPUs 

 

Figure 6-16: Direct Ethernet CPU utilization 1, 2, 3, 4 CPUs 

Conclusion 
Figure 6-15 shows that the goodput increases with the number of CPUs used. The increase is the 
largest for 2 CPUs. The expected goodput is never reached for payload sizes smaller than 1024B, 
Figure 6-16 shows that for these cases the goodput is not limited by the CPUs if more than 2 CPUs 
are used. This suggests that the obtained goodputs are the limits of the interface card. This 
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hypothesis is supported by Table 6-2 that shows the number of packets/second that are sent to the 
interface. Table 6-2 shows that the number of packets the interface can send or receive is limited 
around 1.5M packets/second. This also explains why the goodput doubles for every double payload 
size, thus the goodput is limited by the number of packets. This limit is also visible in the TCP/UDP 
graphs which show a linear increase to a certain maximum. 

Table 6-2: number of packets/second sent and received 

Payload size (B) Benchmarked goodput 4cpus 
(Gb/s) 

Packets sent 
/second 

Packets received 
/second 

1 0.012 1525849 1525849 

2 0.024 1529185 1529185 

4 0.049 1521246 1521246 

8 0.098 1525083 1525083 

16 0.199 1555938 1555938 

32 0.393 1534859 1534859 

64 0.782 1526891 1526891 

128 1.567 1530535 1530535 

190 2.321 1526726 1526726 

191 2.331 1525678 1525678 

256 3.098 1512662 1512662 

512 5.132 1255003 1253040 

1024 9.665 1180030 1179767 

1500 9.780 814978 814978 

 

 Conclusion 6.1.4.

From goodput point-of-view TCP is the best protocol with the current setup. TCP achieves the 
highest overall goodput as long as enough CPU time is available; the main cause for this is the 
hardware support for TCP offered by the used Ethernet interface and TCPs architecture that 
merges packets. Figure 6-17 compares the different protocols using 1 or 4 CPU(s): 
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Figure 6-17: TCP, UDP, and direct Ethernet goodput 

Figure 6-17 and previous sections lead to the following conclusions: 

 TCP has the best overall performance regarding goodput due to the hardware support; 

 All protocols suffer performance decrease caused by lack of Ethernet packet alignment; 
o TCP can conceal this by “merging” packets; 

 No protocol can approach the theoretical limit for small payload sizes (<256B); 
o UDP and direct Ethernet even for payload sizes smaller than 1024B; 
o The number of packets the interface can send is limited; 

 Increasing the number of CPUs increases the goodput for all cases (except the UDP overload 
case); 

 TCP can reach goodputs higher than the theoretical limit by packing multiple packets; 

 Direct Ethernet and UDP have the highest peak goodput; 

 UDP suffers from goodput loss by overloading the receiver.  
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6.2. One way latency 
Goal 
The goal of the tests described in this section is to determine the end-to-end one way latency of 
Ethernet. Often round trip time of interconnects are benchmarked and used as characteristic for 
one way latency, in this section real one way latency is benchmarked since this is how real 
applications experience latency. Round trip time can be influenced by factors that are not present 
for one way latency and the statistical properties can differ.  
 
Expected 
Latency of both interconnects is expected to be dependent on the payload size of the packet and 
on the load (requested goodput) on the interconnects. The latency is expected to scale linearly with 
the payload size since the propagation delay and the processing time is dependent on the payload 
size. Higher load is expected to increase the latency if the buffers fill up. If the endpoints or 
switches cannot handle the maximum load the latency is expect to increase exponentially, packets 
are lost, or the goodput is reduced. For this test copper media are used, fiber media are also 
possible. The difference between the different media is not important for this latency test because 
the propagation delay of a cable is specified by the manufacturer. The propagation delay of the 
used physical medium is 4.27ns/m for cat6a Ethernet (from cable assemblies datasheet).  
Since the endpoints can be connected directly the cable length chosen is 1m implying a 
propagation delay of 4.27ns. 
Next to the propagation delay the latency is dependent on the transmission rate of the bits over the 
medium; the goodput of the physical layer. The goodput of the physical layer is set at 10Gb/s (see 
Section 5.3.).  This implies a bit latency of 0.1ns and a byte latency of 0.8ns. For the different 
overheads mentioned in the introduction of Section 6 the physical latencies are shown in Table 6-3: 

Table 6-3: layer overhead physical latencies 

Layer Overhead (bits) Latency (ns) 

Ethernet 304 30.4 

IP 160 16 

UDP 64 6.4 

TCP 160 16 

TCP (time reference option bytes) 256 25.6 

The physical latencies of the different payload sizes are shown in Table 6-4: 

Table 6-4: payload size physical latencies 
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The combination of the propagation delay, overhead latency, and payload latency gives the 
minimum achievable latency of the interconnect for that configuration. For example the minimum 
latency of a 1024B payload sized TCP/IP/Ethernet is equal to: 
                                                          

        (            )                    
 
Method 
The latency is measured using the custom benchmark application described in Section 4.2.1.6. 
Every interconnect is tested for a number of parameters: 
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 The payload sizes tested are equal to those in Section 6.1; however the minimum testable 
payload size is 32B due to the timing measurement variables in a frame. Tested payload 
sizes (bytes):  
32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, (1500), (1501), 2048, 4096, 8192, 16384, 32768, and 65536. 

 Since latency is most likely dependent on the load on the interconnect the latencies are 
tested under different loads: 
0.1Gb/s, 2.5Gb/s, 5Gb/s, 7.5Gb/s, 9.4Gb/s, 10Gb/s, No limit. The latter two imply the 
interconnect is overloaded. The 2.5Gb/s, 5Gb/s, 7.5Gb/s, and 10Gb/s are chosen evenly 
distributed over the 10Gb/s range. The 9.4Gb/s is used because this was the supremum 
benchmarked goodput in Section 6.1. The 0.1Gb/s is chosen to see how latency develops 
for extremely low loads. 

 The latency can be benchmarked for either a limited time or a limited number of frames. 
The advantage of benchmarking for an arbitrary time is, assuming the goodput is equal for 
all framesizes, the same amount of payload is transferred. The advantage of benchmarking 
for an arbitrary number of frames is simple, each test has the same number of frames. 
Since it is not guaranteed the goodput is equal for all tests and the fair comparison 
between different tests is more important the latency tests are performed for a fixed 
number of frames. The number of frames is chosen as large as possible but still acceptable 
regarding test time: 300000 frames per test. This implies the 65536B frames at 0.1Gb/s 

test will take  
              

         
             , for this reason the 0.1Gb/s test is only 

performed on 30000 frames. 

 The latency is benchmarked using 4 cores, CPU4 is used to handle all the interrupts while 
CPU5, CPU6, and CPU7 are dedicated to handle all the frames. 

 The interconnect interfaces are benchmarked with the default settings; this includes default 
buffer sizes and offloading techniques. 

 
Since the latency is packet dependent, multiple metrics are chosen to determine overall latency 
characteristics: 

1. Average latency 
2. Standard deviation of the average latency 
3. Minimum latency 
4. Maximum latency 

These characteristics are plotted for different payload size and given goodput limits. The individual 
latency graphs are only analyzed if the above characteristics show unexpected behavior. 
As discussed in [1] latency is dependent on many variables: 

            ∑ { ∑ (       

             

 [
                        

               

                                     ])

                    ∑             

       

∑              

  

}

                       

To determine the influence of each variable as much as possible, variables that can be eliminated 
are eliminated. The #frames is specified, the overhead is also known and the goodput of the 
physical is assumed equal to its specification. The propagation delay, also the absolute minimum of 
the latency, is dependent on the mediums length and signal speed: 

                 
            

           

 

The delay of switch(es) is discussed in Section 6.4. The remaining delays, those of the different 
layers, are the delays that are interesting in this section. The latency that is benchmarked here is 
measured from the application layer of one endpoint to the application layer of another endpoint 
and includes all above mentioned delays and variables. This is depicted in Figure 6-18: 
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Figure 6-18: Overview of the benchmarked latency 

 Ethernet TCP 6.2.1.

Method 
The TCP latencies are tested with the default settings on the socket, this implies Nagles’ algorithm 
is enabled. Nagle’s algorithm is separately discussed in Section 6.4.The buffersizes are the 
defaults determined by the kernel. The Ethernet TCP latencies are benchmarked for different 
goodputs and payload sizes, this section only discusses the statistical results of the complete tests 
and does not show every individual test result. The tcp latency is benchmarked with the test script: 
latency_tcp.sh 

To give an indication how latency develops for the number of frames for TCP the graph for 256B 
frames at 9.4Gb/s is plotted in Figure 6-19: 
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Figure 6-19: TCP/IP latency development for 256B at 9.4Gb/s 

Figure 6-19 shows how latency increases for the first few frames before it stabilizes to a given 
range. The initial spike is caused by TCP: first the buffers fill up so the latency increases, once the 
buffers are full the window is reduced and the sender adjusts the send rate. Once the receiver and 
sender can both handle the send rate the latency stabilizes. Since this initial increase of latency 
could be unimportant for some applications the TCP latency is analyzed both with and without this 
initial increase. The latency including the initial increase is called the transient latency, the latency 
after the initial increase is called the steady state latency. The steady state analysis uses the same 
data as the transient analysis, but only covers the second half of the frames.  
 
Adding all the individual payload size tests together produces four graphs for each goodput 
representing the statistics of the measured latencies. The graphs for the 9.4Gb/s limit tests are 
depicted in Figure 6-20 and Figure 6-21: 

 

Figure 6-20: TCP/IP transient latency statistics for 9.4Gb/s limit 
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Figure 6-21: TCP/IP steady state latency statistics for 9.4Gb/s limit 

N.B. Figure 6-20 and Figure 6-21 shows the average, minimum, and maximum latency scale on the 
left and the standard deviation scale on the right. It is clear (from Figure 6-19) why the steady state 
values are lower than the transient values. Since the comparison between the different goodputs is 
most interesting these are discussed in this section. The graphs per goodput are not included here 
unless they show noticeable behavior. 
 
Results 
Figure 6-22 shows the average latencies of TCP over IP over Ethernet for different goodput limits. 
The theoretical minimum latency is plotted as “Minimum”. 

 

Figure 6-22: Average TCP/IP/Ethernet latencies 

Figure 6-22 shows that average latency for unlimited goodput or goodput overload increases 
rapidly to more than 2ms. This implies that sending more TCP frames than the interconnect can 
handle has drastic negative effect on the latency. To investigate the decrease for the largest 
payload size the latency tests were repeated with several payload sizes in between 32768B and 
65535B for 10Gb/s limit, the result is shown in Figure 6-23: 
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Figure 6-23: TCP/IP latency statistics for large payload sizes at 10Gb/s 

Figure 6-23 shows that the sudden decrease happens between 63kB and 64kB, for this reason the 
latency development for these two cases is investigated. Figure 6-24 and Figure 6-25 show the 
latency development for 63kB and 64kB for 10Gb/s:  
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Figure 6-24: TCP/IP latency development for 63kB at 10Gb/s 

 

Figure 6-25: TCP/IP latency development for 64kB at 10Gb/s 

To find the cause of the above behavior this test is redone with wireshark capturing the packets,  
furthermore the number of packets, the number of interrupts, and the CPU utilization are analyzed 
in-depth. The only visible difference from this analysis is the packet length analysis that shows a 
minor difference in distribution in Figure 6-26. The 63kB case has almost 98% of its packets in the 
5120B+ range while the 64kB case only has 93% in this range.  
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Figure 6-26: Wireshark packet length analysis 63kB(left) and 64kB(right) 

Smaller packets have lower latency so this could be the reason of the sudden decrease. To further 
analyze the cause of the different packet lengths the tests are repeated without different offloading 
techniques and without NAPI. With segmentation offloading disabled on the transmitting side the 
latency of the 63kB case can be reduced. This however also decreases the latency of the 64kB 
case and does not explain the increased latency with the offloading enabled. The 63kB and 64kB 
latencies without TCP Segmentation Offloading (TSO) and Gerenic Segmentation Offloading 
(GSO) disabled are depicted in Figure 6-27 and Figure 6-28: 
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Figure 6-27: TCP/IP latency development for 63kB at 10Gb/s no TSO/GSO 

 

 

Figure 6-28: TCP/IP latency development for 64kB at 10Gb/s no TSO/GSO 

Although Figure 6-27 and Figure 6-28 do not show why latency decreases between 63kB and 64kB 
they do show that disabling the offloading can reduce the latency. Disabling the offloading does 
however increase the CPU utilization with circa 70%. The latency is increased by the buffers that 
are needed to perform the offloading in the hardware, these buffers fill up under the maximum load. 
The above analysis shows that TCP/IP latency is not only high but also very hard to predict if the 
goodput is not limited, by limiting the goodput at its maximum of 9.4Gb/s the latency is lower and 
more predictable. The next analysis therefore drops the overloaded goodput cases. 
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Figure 6-29: Transient average TCP/IP latencies without overload 

 

Figure 6-30: Steady state average TCP/IP latencies without overload 

Figure 6-29 and Figure 6-30 shows how the latency increases with payload size, this increase is 
parallel to the minimum latency but with offsets ranging from 20 to 80µs. This offset scales with the 

goodput limit. Figure 6-29  also shows an increase in latency for payload sizes between 256B-
4096B for goodput limit 9.4Gb/s. Analyzing these differences in-depth showed that the initial 
increase of latency (visible in Figure 6-19) stabilizes after different number of frames, this also 
explains why the increase is not visible in Figure 6-30. Figure 6-31 and Figure 6-32 show the 
latency development for goodput limit 9.4Gb/s for payload sizes 512B and 4096B respectively. This 
difference in number of frames to stabilize the latency is most likely related to the difference 
between sender and receiver; with TCP the sender and receiver have to synchronize the goodput 
they can send/receive. If the difference between the sender and receiver is larger the setting up will 
take longer implying a longer initial latency increase. 
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Figure 6-31: TCP/IP latency development for 512B at 9.4Gb/s 

 

Figure 6-32: TCP/IP latency development for 4096B at 9.4Gb/s 
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Figure 6-33: Transient standard deviation of average TCP/IP latencies 

 

Figure 6-34: Steady state standard deviation of average TCP/IP latencies 

Figure 6-33 and Figure 6-34 show the standard deviation of the average latencies shown in Figure 
6-22, these figure shows that the standard deviation increases when the average latency 
increases. This implies that the variance in the interconnect latency is not stable for all goodputs 
and payload sizes but increases for the same cases as the average latencies increases. The 
difference between Figure 6-33 and Figure 6-34 also shows that for 9.4Gb/s the steady state 
latency decreases in variance and is similar to lower goodputs. 
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Figure 6-35: Minimum TCP/IP latencies without overload 

Figure 6-35 shows the minimum latencies. The minima for the transient and steady state are equal, 
for this reason only the transient is plotted. The minimum latencies increase with the payload size 
almost parallel to the theoretical minimum. The differences between the measured minima and the 
theoretical minimum range between 10-30µs.  

 

Figure 6-36: Transient maximum TCP/IP latencies 
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Figure 6-37: Steady state maximum TCP/IP latencies 

Figure 6-36 and Figure 6-37 show the maximum latencies dependent on payload size. The maxima 
graphs show similar behavior as the average and standard deviation graphs. The maximum latency 
in Figure 6-36 is around 7.3ms, however for limited goodputs the maxima remain under 0.6ms. 
 
Conclusion 
The benchmarks in this section show that latency is dependent on payload size and goodput. If 
goodput is unlimited latency increases excessively (up to 2.5ms). If goodput is limited then the 
following conclusions can be made: 

 TCP latency scales very well with the theory with an offset ranging from 10 to 80 µs 

 TCP has an initial latency increase (dependent on the payload size and goodput), 
important for application design 

 Average latencies range from 10-160µs, maxima up to 1ms  

 Ethernet UDP 6.2.2.

Method 
The UDP latency benchmark method is similar to that of TCP. The UDP latencies are tested with 
the default settings on the socket, the buffersizes are the defaults determined by the kernel. The 
Ethernet UDP tests use a similar method as for TCP. The Ethernet UDP latencies are 
benchmarked for different goodputs and payload sizes, this section only discusses the statistical 
results of the complete tests and does not show every individual test result. The UDP latency is 
benchmarked using the script: 
latency_udp.sh 

 
Results 
Figure 6-38 shows the average latencies of UDP over IP over Ethernet for different goodput limits. 
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Figure 6-38: Average UDP/IP latencies 

Figure 6-38 shows that average latency of UDP frames is extremely dependent on the payload size 
and the goodput. Since the goodput tests of Section 6.1 already showed in Figure 6-11 that 
goodput is also quite dependent on payload size, the goodput of the above latency test is shown in 
Figure 6-39: 

 

Figure 6-39: Received goodput for UDP/IP latencies 
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Figure 6-40: Average UDP/IP latencies (zoomed in) 

The reason why the average latency does not increase extremely for the maximum payload size is 
that this goodput drop is not caused by the sending side but by the receiving side, as is also 
concluded in Section 6.1.2.2. This is also visible in the loss rate of the different tests in Figure 6-41. 
If the receiving side drops a frame the latency of that frame is not taken into account (there is no 
latency), thus the loss rate does not influence the latency. 

 

Figure 6-41: Loss rate UDP/IP latencies 
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2. Figure 6-43 shows how latency develops when the sender is overloaded on the sending 
side, the latency increases at startup before stabilizing with a larger variance. This increase 
is the initial filling of the buffers, once the buffers are full the latency stabilizes and varies 
with emptying and filling the buffers. 

3. Figure 6-44 shows how latency develops when the receiver is overloaded, this 
development is similar to that of Figure 6-42. The main difference is the absence of 
packets, clearly visible at the end where no CPU7 packet-latency is present. Next to that 
the latency is around 120µs higher, this is caused by the difference in payload size. 

 

Figure 6-42: UDP/IP latency development for 1472B frames at 7.5Gb/s 

 

Figure 6-43: UDP/IP latency development for 256B frames at 7.5Gb/s 
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Figure 6-44: UDP/IP latency development for 65535B frames at 7.5Gb/s 

As expected the standard deviation of the average latencies shown in Figure 6-38 increases 
together with the average latencies, this is depicted in Figure 6-45: 

 

Figure 6-45: Standard deviation of average UDP/IP latencies 
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Figure 6-46: Minimum UDP/IP latencies 

 

Figure 6-47: Maximum UDP/IP latencies 

The minimum latencies shown in Figure 6-46 show no unexpected behavior, the latencies are 
parallel to the theoretical minimum if goodput is reached with offsets ranging from 10 to 40µs. 

Figure 6-47 shows the maximum latencies; the maximum latency is, just as the average latencies, 
very dependent on payload size and goodput. 
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These cases have the following influence on latency: 
1. Latency is low and scales well with expectation, offsets range from 10-90µs 
2. Latency increases excessively (up to an average of 5ms with a standard deviation of 1ms) 
3. Frames are lost. This does not increase latency but does decrease goodput. 

The second and third cases are not mutually exclusive which implies it is possible that latency 
increases excessively while frames are lost. 

 Direct Ethernet 6.2.3.

Since direct Ethernet and UDP are very much alike the one way latency tests are not repeated for 
direct Ethernet. The only expected difference between these two is the overhead of UDP. 

 Conclusion 6.2.4.

Ethernet latency is very hard to predict if all cases are taken into account, if however goodput is 
limited and payload size is known the latency can be estimated quite exactly. If goodput is not 
limited the latency can increase up to 5ms. Which protocol to use is very application specific:  
TCP has the following properties: 

 TCP has an initial latency increase (dependent on the payload size and goodput) 

 TCP latency approaches the theory with an offset ranging from 10 to 80 µs 

 Average latencies range from 10-160µs, maxima up to 1ms  

UDP has the following properties: 

 If both sender and receiver are not overloaded the latency is low and scales well with 
expectation, offsets range from 10-90µs 

 If the sender is overloaded latency increases excessively (up to an average of 5ms with a 
standard deviation of 1ms) 

 If the receiver is overloaded frames are lost. This does not increase latency but does 
decrease goodput. 

This concludes that TCP achieves the lowest latency in the average case, UDP can achieve lower 
and more predictable latencies but only under the right circumstances. 
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6.3. CPU utilization 
Goal 
The goal of the tests defined in this section is to determine the CPU utilization of the interconnects.  
In this CPU utilization processor overhead as; other applications and operating system tasks are 
not taken into account. This overhead is independent of the interconnects and very platform and 
operating system specific, Section 4.3 discusses this issue in more detail. 
 
Expected 
CPU utilization is expected to be dependent on the protocol, payload size and transmit interval. The 
payload size influences the CPU utilization because every data processing action that is performed 
in the CPU is dependent on the size of that data, the CPU utilization is expected to scale linearly 
with the payload size of packets. The transmit interval of the packets determine the amount of 
packets per second the CPU needs to process, this processing of course utilizes the CPU. This 
utilization is expected to scale inversely proportional with the transmit interval. If there is no 
hardware offloading the overhead of the protocol is expected to determine the CPU utilization, this 
implies TCP has higher CPU utilization than UDP and direct Ethernet has the lowest CPU 
utilization. Since the used Ethernet hardware (Section 3.2.2) supports checksum offloading for 
TCP, UDP, and IP the CPU utilization can be decreased. Next to that the Ethernet hardware 
supports TCP segmentation offloading which can reduce the CPU utilization of large TCP packets. 
This implies that it is possible TCP has lower CPU utilization than UDP or direct Ethernet even 
though it has larger overhead. 
 
Method 
The CPU utilization is measured using the linux /proc filesystem (Section 4.2.2), nuttcp (Section 
4.2.1.3) is used to load the interconnect. Every interconnect is tested for a number of parameters: 

 The payload sizes tested are equal to those in Section 6.1:  
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 1500, 1501, 2048, 4096, 8192, 16384, 32768, 
and 65536. 

 Since CPU utilization is most likely dependent on the load on the interconnect the 
utilization is tested under different loads: 
0.1Gb/s, 5Gb/s, 9.4Gb/s, No limit. The latter implies the interconnect is overloaded. 

 The utilization is benchmarked for 10 seconds to give a good average. 

 The latency is benchmarked using 4 cores: CPU4-CPU7. 

 The interconnect interfaces are benchmarked with the default settings; this includes buffer 
sizes and offloading techniques. 

To measure CPU utilization the /proc/stat info of linux is logged before and after the test for both 

endpoints. The difference between these values represent the time spent in that CPU mode. Each 
CPU mode time is compared to the total time used by the processor, this results in CPU utilization 
per mode. Table 6-5 shows an example of these CPU utilizations: 

Table 6-5: CPU utilization example table 

 user nice system idle iowait irq softirq steal guest guest_nice 

cpu 1.62% 0.00% 25.96% 64.73% 0.65% 0.00% 7.04% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

cpu0 0.37% 0.00% 0.00% 97.79% 1.66% 0.00% 0.18% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

cpu1 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 99.91% 0.00% 0.00% 0.09% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

cpu2 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 99.91% 0.00% 0.00% 0.09% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

cpu3 0.00% 0.00% 0.09% 99.91% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

cpu4 2.11% 0.00% 33.91% 7.24% 0.82% 0.00% 55.91% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

cpu5 0.09% 0.00% 0.37% 98.62% 0.92% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

cpu6 4.76% 0.00% 86.90% 6.50% 1.83% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

cpu7 5.50% 0.00% 86.25% 8.25% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

 

The different CPU modes are discussed in Section 4.2.2. For the tests in these sections some 
modes imply a specific function: 
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 user: application is running in this mode, application overhead should be minimal. The 

active waiting before sending the next packet also happens in user. This implies user can 

represent extra active idle time. 

 system: the kernel and its tasks run in this mode, this includes the Ethernet adapter driver 

used in these tests. 

 irq: hardware interrupts, interrupts directly from hardware 

 softirq: software interrupts, the Ethernet adapter interrupts are softirqs. 

Next to the CPU utilization the number of interrupts are logged. These are saved from linux’ 
/proc/interrupts and again the differences represent the used interrupts. An example is shown in   
Table 6-6:  

Table 6-6: Number of interrupts example table 

 cpu0 cpu1 cpu2 cpu3 cpu4 cpu5 cpu6 cpu7 cpu 

eth0-TxRx-0 0 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 18 

eth0-TxRx-1 0 0 0 0 104799 0 0 0 104799 

eth0-TxRx-2 0 0 0 0 631564 0 0 0 631564 

eth0-TxRx-3 0 0 0 0 179633 0 0 0 179633 

eth0-TxRx-4 0 0 0 0 23 0 0 0 23 

eth0-TxRx-5 0 0 0 0 54 0 0 0 54 

eth0-TxRx-6 0 0 0 0 132838 0 0 0 132838 

eth0-TxRx-7 0 0 0 0 654326 0 0 0 654326 

eth0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

sum 0 0 0 0 1703255 0 0 0 1703255 

 
As is visible from Table 6-5 and   
Table 6-6 all the benchmarked-interconnect interrupts are default mapped to CPU4. This is done 
default by Linux to maximize locality of the data. 
 
After the first CPU utilization benchmarks the kernel code was changed due to an error in linux’ 
/proc/stat filesystem. This issue is discussed in Appendix D. 

 Ethernet TCP 6.3.1.

Method 
The TCP CPU utilization is tested with the default settings on the socket. The buffersizes are the 
defaults determined by the kernel. The CPU utilization is benchmarked for different payload sizes 
and goodput limits. The TCP CPU utilization is benchmarked with the test script: 
cpu_tcp.sh 

 
Results 
The initial CPU utilization benchmark test is run without a goodput limit. The results are discussed 
below. 
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Figure 6-48: Sending CPU utilization for TCP/IP unlimited goodput 

 

Figure 6-49: Receiving CPU utilization for TCP/IP unlimited goodput 

Figure 6-48 and Figure 6-49 show the total CPU utilization for CPU4-7 for both sending and 
receiving endpoint. Sending and receiving CPU utilization show a similar pattern dependent on 
payload size, however for smaller payload sizes the receiver is more idle and for larger payload 
sizes the sender is more idle. The main differences are in system and softirq utilization; sending 
requires 0-15% more system utilization while receiving has a 10-15% higher softirq utilization. 
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Since the interrupts are mapped to CPU4 the utilization for these CPUs are depicted in Figure 6-50 
and Figure 6-51: 

 

Figure 6-50: Sending CPU4 utilization for TCP/IP unlimited goodput 
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Figure 6-51: Receiving CPU4 utilization for TCP/IP unlimited goodput 

As Figure 6-50 and Figure 6-51 show the sending endpoint uses 20-70% softirq while the receiving 
endpoint uses 0-90% softirq, this does not necessarily imply that the number of interrupts is higher 
for the receiving side. Figure 6-52 shows that the opposite is the case. The biggest difference 
between the sending and receiving side is the copying of the data; where the sender only points to 
a userspace created buffer the receiver really has to copy the data from the interconnect to the 
memory.  

 

Figure 6-52: Interrupts for TCP/IP unlimited goodput 
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For limiting goodputs extra adjustments are made: CPU4 is dedicated to handle all interrupts while 
CPU5-7 handle the data. Figure 6-53 and Figure 6-54 show that CPU behavior is almost identical 
to the unlimited cases, the main difference is the increase in user space utilization for the sending 
side. This increase is caused by the benchmark application which is actively waiting before sending 
the next message; this is thus actually idle time. 

 

Figure 6-53: Sending CPU utilization for TCP/IP at 9.4Gb/s 

 

Figure 6-54: Receiving CPU utilization for TCP/IP at 9.4Gb/s 
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The 5Gb/s limit CPU utilization (Figure 6-55 and Figure 6-56) is again very similar to that of the 
9.4Gb/s limit. The main difference is the overall decrease in utilization and increase in user space 
utilization for sending side. This implies that the processor is waiting longer and thus actually idling.  

 

Figure 6-55: Sending CPU utilization for TCP/IP at 5Gb/s 

 

Figure 6-56: Receiving CPU utilization for TCP/IP at 5Gb/s 
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This increase in idling between 9.4Gb/s and 5Gb/s is only 5-10% while the interconnects goodput is 
reduced with 47%. Reducing the goodput can be done in two ways, sending fewer packets per 
second or sending fewer bits per packet. Figure 6-57 and Figure 6-58 show that the first is the 
case. This implies that the number of packets per second does not have a large impact on the CPU 
utilization, this can be confirmed by repeating the above tests for a 0.1Gb/s limit. 

 

Figure 6-57: Sent packet behavior for TCP/IP at 9.4Gb/s 

 

Figure 6-58: Sent packet behavior for TCP/IP at 5Gb/s 
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The 0.1Gb/s limit results are shown in Figure 6-59 and Figure 6-60. These figures show that for 
0.1Gb/s the CPU utilization further decreases. 

 

Figure 6-59: Sending CPU utilization for TCP/IP at 0.1Gb/s  

 

Figure 6-60: Receiving CPU utilization for TCP/IP at 0.1Gb/s 
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Since it is also interesting to see how the CPU utilization develops for different goodput limits the 
different goodputs are plotted per CPU mode. Limiting the goodput is done by looping in user 
space until a certain delay is reached. This delay is the time between messages for a certain 
goodput. Since this looping in user space is actually idle time the idle and user space time are 
combined into “virtual idle” time and depicted in Figure 6-61 and Figure 6-65.  

 

Figure 6-61: Sending virtual idle percentage for different goodput 

Figure 6-61 shows that decreasing the goodput decreases CPU utilization, however for payload 
sizes of 256B and larger the unlimited goodput case has lower CPU utilization than the 9.4Gb/s 
limit. This difference is caused by the driver which is more efficient for the no limit case if the 
maximum goodput is reached, this is visible in Figure 6-63 and Figure 6-64 which display the 
system and softirq utilization. The driver is most likely more efficient because the no limit case 
makes sure the buffers remain full which implies more maximum sized messages can be sent. If 
the goodput is limited the buffers do not fill up and the driver needs to process more messages. 
This is further investigated by redoing the tests with payload size 512B for unlimited and 9.4Gb/s 
limit while capturing the packets with wireshark. The packet length analysis shown in Figure 6-62 
confirms the hypothesis that the limited goodput increases the amount of packets and changes the 
distribution of packet lengths. 

  

Figure 6-62: Packet length analysis 512B at no-limit (left) and 9.4Gb/s (right) 
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Figure 6-63: Sending system utilization for different goodput 

 

Figure 6-64: Sending softirq utilization for different goodput 
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Figure 6-65: Receiving virtual idle percentage for different goodput 

Figure 6-65 shows that the receiving utilization is not very dependent on the goodput, only for very 
low goodput the virtual idle percentage increases. This was already proved to be dependent on 
how the goodput is reduced in Figure 6-57 and Figure 6-58; to reduce the goodput the number of 
packets decrease while the bits/packet remain the same. The reason the CPU utilization is 
practically the same for 9.4Gb/s and 5Gb/s is most likely due to the New API (NAPI) [12]. The NAPI 
is an enhancement on the device driver framework which works in two ways: 

 Interrupt mitigation: switch to polling mode if there are too many interrupts. 

 Packet throttling: if the system is overloaded packets can be dropped before being 
processed. 

The first NAPI enhancement could very well be the cause of why the CPU utilization does not 
increase significantly between 5Gb/s and 9.4Gb/s. This implies the IRQ utilization should reduce 
while the system utilization increases, this is indeed visible in Figure 6-66 and Figure 6-67. How the 
CPU utilization is divided is a bit goodput dependent as shown in Figure 6-66 and Figure 6-67. The 
main difference is that the unlimited goodput case uses more system utilization while the limited 
goodputs use more softirq. This is caused by the difference in packet sizes discussed earlier and 
depicted in Figure 6-62. 

 

Figure 6-66: Receiving system utilization for different goodput 
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Figure 6-67: Receiving softirq utilization for different goodput 

 
Conclusion 
The CPU utilization of TCP is not as dependent as expected on the goodput and payload size. In 
fact the complexity of TCP makes it very hard to predict CPU utilization depending on goodput and 
payload size. For example decreasing the goodput will decrease the sending CPU utilization, 
however not limiting the goodput has lower CPU utilization than the highest goodput limit. The 
receiving CPU utilization only decreases when goodput is drastically decreased or payload size is 
increased. TCP using 4 cores utilizes at most 85% CPU for sending and at most 75% CPU for 
receiving. These numbers suggest that sending is more CPU consuming than receiving, this is not 
as expected. This is most likely caused by the extra offloading for receiving, the so called “generic-
receive-offload”. 

 Ethernet UDP 6.3.2.

Method 
The UDP CPU utilization is tested with the default settings on the socket. The buffersizes are the 
defaults determined by the kernel. The CPU utilization is benchmarked for different payload sizes 
and goodput limits. The UDP CPU utilization is benchmarked with the test script: 
cpu_udp.sh 

 
Results 
The UDP test without goodput limit shows, in Figure 6-68, that sending CPU utilization is fairly 
stable around 30-40% and correct Ethernet packet alignment reduces the utilization. Figure 6-69 
shows that receiving utilization is very goodput, and thus payload size, dependent and ranges from 
10-50%. The drop in goodput cannot be explained by the CPU utilization since the sending side 
retains the same not fully utilized level while the receivers utilization even decreases. This implies 
the goodput drop is caused most likely by the Ethernet controller and is not limited by the CPU. 
Figure 6-70 shows that as the goodput decreases the number of interrupts for the sender increases 
slightly, while that of the receiver decreases. This supports the hypothesis that the goodput drop is 
not caused by the CPU. 
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Figure 6-68: Sending CPU utilization for UDP/IP unlimited goodput 

 

Figure 6-69: Receiving CPU utilization for UDP/IP unlimited goodput 
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Figure 6-70: Interrupts for UDP/IP unlimited goodput 

Since all other UDP goodput limits show similar results as those depicted in Figure 6-68 and Figure 
6-69 they are not plotted here and the focus is set on how the utilization develops for different 
goodputs. Figure 6-71 shows the virtual idle percentage which estimates the real idle time. For 
UDP the CPU utilization does scale with the goodput, utilization decreases once goodput is 
reached and payload size increases. 

 

Figure 6-71: Sending virtual idle percentage for different goodput limits 
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Figure 6-72: Sending system utilization for different goodput 

 

Figure 6-73: Sending softirq utilization for different goodput 

The receiving side shows very similar idle utilization when compared to the sender, the receivers 
virtual idle percentage is shown in Figure 6-74: 
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Figure 6-74: Receiving virtual idle percentage for different goodput limits 

Again most time is spent in system (Figure 6-75) and softirq (Figure 6-76) which both decrease if 
goodput is reached and payload size increases. 

 

Figure 6-75: Receiving system utilization for different goodput limits 
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Figure 6-76: Receiving softirq utilization for different goodput limits 

Conclusion 
The benchmarks show that the UDP CPU utilization scales well with goodput and CPU utilization is 
thus dependent on payload size. Increasing payload size will either increase goodput or decrease 
utilization, unless the Ethernet packet alignment gets worse. The Ethernet packet alignment has a 
large impact on goodput and thus also on CPU utilization. Both sender and receiver use less than 
45% CPU in all cases of which almost everything is spent in system or softirq (protocolstack and 
driver). 

 Conclusion 6.3.3.

The Ethernet benchmarks show large differences in CPU utilization depending on the protocol. The 
main reason for this is the complex behavior of TCP and the straightforward behavior of UDP. 
Where UDP CPU utilization scales very well with goodput and payload size the TCP CPU utilization 
shows only significant differences for very low goodput. Figure 6-77 shows the virtual idle 
percentage for the different protocols and different goodputs which is the best measure for overall 
CPU usage. The above benchmarks and results give the following conclusions: 

 UDP has a lower CPU utilization than TCP in most cases 
o UDP uses at most 45% CPU for both sending and receiving 
o TCP uses at most 85% CPU for sending and 75% for receiving 

 Limiting goodput always reduces CPU utilization for UDP 

 Limiting goodput can increase CPU utilization for TCP 

 For both TCP and UDP almost all CPU utilization is in system and softirq (protocolstack 
and driver) 

Of course these CPU utilization numbers are processor specific and different processors or even 
architectures might have different numbers. It is however likely the relation between payload size, 
goodput, and CPU utilization remains equal for different processors. 
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Figure 6-77: Virtual idle percentage sending CPU of UDP and TCP 

 

Figure 6-78: Virtual idle percentage receiving CPU of UDP and TCP  
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6.4. TCP and Nagle’s algorithm 
Goal 
This section discusses the use of Nagle’s algorithm with TCP. Nagle’s algorithm described in [8] 
offers a solution to the proposed “small-packet problem”. This problem occurs when multiple small 
packets are sent in sequence, all using a separate header introducing huge overhead. For example 
a 1B packet will have 40B=4000% overhead. To counter this problem Nagle’s algorithm buffers 
small packets as long as there is unacknowledged data in the TCP pipe. Nagle’s algorithm is 
implemented in the TCP stack and its behavior can thus differ per implementation. The algorithm 
can be easily described in pseudo code: 
send_data_with_nagle(data) 

 if (window size >= MSS) && (data >= MSS) { 

  send MSS segment immediately 

 } else { 

  if (unacknowledged data in pipe) { 

   store data in buffer 

  } else { 

   send data immediately 

  } 

 } 

} 

Nagle’s algorithm is primarily focused on improving goodput for small packet sizes, it can however 
also influence latency. To test the influence of Nagle’s algorithm some TCP tests are repeated with 
Nagle’s algorithm disabled. 

 Goodput 6.4.1.

Method 
To test how Nagle’s algorithm influences goodput the tests of Section 6.1.1 for 4 CPUs are 
repeated with the TCP_NODELAY socket option enabled. The TCP_NODELAY socket option toggles 

the use of Nagle’s algorithm. This implies using the –D parameter in nuttcp, the used test-script is 

goodput_nagles.sh.  

 
Results 

 

Figure 6-79: Goodput TCP/IP 4CPUs Nagle's algorithm enabled/disabled 

Figure 6-79 shows that as expected the goodput is lower for small payload sizes with Nagle’s 
algorithm disabled, the goodput is reduced with 10-65%. For payload sizes 512B and larger 
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not imply the TCP stack does not merge packets anymore. This also implies the theoretical limit 
can still be exceeded which is visible for payload sizes 256B-2048B. 

 One way latency 6.4.2.

Method 
Since Nagle’s algorithm buffers multiple packets it is expected to increase the latency of small 
messages, however if the goodput cannot be reached the buffering might give a positive effect on 
the latency. To see how the latency is influenced by Nagle’s algorithm some tests from Section 
6.2.1 are redone. The goodput limits that are repeated are; unlimited, 9.4Gb/s, and 0.1Gb/s. The 
used test-script is:  

latency_nagles.sh.  

 
Results 

 

Figure 6-80: Average latency with and without Nagle’s algorithm 

 

Figure 6-81: Average latency with and without Nagle’s algorithm (zoomed in) 
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Figure 6-80 shows how the unlimited goodput latency does exactly the opposite as expected, small 
payload sizes have a larger latency without Nagle’s and vice versa. This is most likely due to the 
fact that for those small payload sizes the goodput cannot be reached and thus the messages are 
blocked longer which increases the latency. This is also visible in Figure 6-79 which shows the 
goodput decreases for payload sizes smaller than 1024B. Figure 6-81 shows that for the lower 
goodput some profit is gained if Nagle’s algorithm is disabled, this profit can go up to 40µs for some 
cases. 

 CPU utilization 6.4.3.

Method 
Since Nagle’s algorithm has an influence on latency and goodput it is likely the utilization of the 
CPU is also changed by disabling Nagle’s algorithm. For this reason the tests of Section 6.3.1 are 

repeated with the TCP_NODELAY socket option enabled. The used test-script is: 
cpu_nagles.sh 

 
Results 
The most interesting differences are in the unlimited goodput and 9.4Gb/s goodput case, these 
results are shown in Figure 6-82 and Figure 6-83. 
 

 

Figure 6-82: Sending virtual idle percentage for TCP with and without Nagle’s 

Figure 6-82 shows that for goodput limit 9.4Gb/s Nagle’s algorithm increases CPU utilization for 
small payload sizes but decreases CPU utilization for payload sizes 128B-4096B. CPU increase for 
small payload sizes is expected since more packets are sent if Nagle’s is disabled.  The decrease 
in CPU is most likely related to the fact that if Nagle’s is disabled more frames are aligned to their 
original size. The same pattern is visible for the receiving CPU utilization in Figure 6-83: 
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Figure 6-83: Receiving virtual idle percentage for TCP with and without Nagle’s 

 Conclusion 6.4.4.

As expected disabling Nagle’s algorithm decreases goodput, this is caused by the limit on the 
packets/second. The main reason for disabling Nagle’s algorithm is reducing latency, i.e. sending a 
frame earlier reduces its latency in theory. This theory is however only applicable if the goodput can 
be reached with Nagle’s algorithm disabled, if this is not the case the latency will only increase. 
This implies in general that disabling Nagle’s algorithm is beneficial for latency if the requested 
goodput is reached. 
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6.5. Ethernet switch 
Goal 
The goal of the tests described in this Section is testing the impact of switches on the different 
interconnects. The impact of switches on the interconnect performance is tested in several ways: 

 Endpoint to endpoint no external load on the switch 

 Endpoint to endpoint with external load on the switch 

 Multiple endpoints to one endpoint 
The different cases are depicted in Figure 6-84, Figure 6-85, and Figure 6-86 and discussed in 
Sections 6.5.1, 6.5.2, and 6.5.3. The Ethernet switch specifies a latency smaller than 1.59µs at 
10Gb/s and a 480 Gb/s switching fabric. 
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Figure 6-84: System architecture with switch 
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Figure 6-85: System architecture with switch and external load 
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Figure 6-86: System architecture with two endpoints switched to one endpoint 
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 No external load 6.5.1.

Method 
In this test the impact of the switch on goodput and latency is tested without stressing the switch 
with other endpoints, this is depicted in Figure 6-84. This test repeats a subset of the tests done in 
Sections 6.1 and 6.3 with a switch in between the endpoints.  
 

6.5.1.1.Goodput 

Method 
In this section the goodput tests of Section 6.1 are redone to test the impact of a switch on the 
goodput, the tests are based on the assumption the switch does not change the functional behavior 
of the network. For this reason only the tests with 4cpus are redone and compared to the results of 
the setup without switch. 
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Results 
The results of the TCP goodput test are shown in Figure 6-87, it shows that the switch has almost 
no influence on the goodput or the CPU utilization.  

 

Figure 6-87: TCP/IP goodput and CPU utilization with/without switch 

Figure 6-88 shows the results of the UDP goodput tests with and without switch: 

 

Figure 6-88: UDP/IP goodput with/without switch 
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receiver. This hypothesis is further supported by the CPU utilizations shown in Figure 6-90. The 
CPU utilization for UDP including switch is increased for the increased loss rates. 
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Figure 6-89: UDP/IP CPU loss rate with/without switch 

 

Figure 6-90: UDP/IP CPU utilization with/without switch 
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Since the latency increase, induced by the switches, is expected to be independent on the load on 
the network the tests described in Section 6.2 are only repeated for the minimum and maximum 
load (0.1Gb/s and 9.4Gb/s). The results of these tests are shown in Figure 6-91 and Figure 6-95 for 
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Figure 6-91: TCP/IP average latency with/without switch 

Figure 6-91 shows how TCP/IP average latency is influenced by a switch; in most cases the 
average latency is almost the same. In some cases the latency is however increased significantly 
with a switch. Especially the 1024B payload size at 0.1Gb/s is worth further investigation. This 
further investigation showed an increase in latency for payload sizes 500B-1500B, the difference is 
clearly visible in the individual latency graphs depicted in Figure 6-92 and Figure 6-93. Figure 6-94 
shows the packet length analysis for both measurements, this analysis shows that there is a 
difference in packet lengths. Precise length analysis shows that 30001/30032=99.90% has a 
payload size of exactly 500B for the 500B case, and 12104/24066=50.30% has a payload size of 
exactly 600B for the 600B case. This explains the different horizontal lines visible in Figure 6-92 
and Figure 6-93. Somewhere in between the 500B and 600B case the interconnect cannot send 
exactly the required amount and some frames get merged. This merging implies the latency is 
increased. The same analysis is repeated for the 1447B and 1448B cases and the same difference 
is visible; the packets are aligned for 1448B and not aligned for 1447B.  
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Figure 6-92: TCP/IP latency for payload size 500B at 0.1Gb/s 

 

Figure 6-93: TCP/IP latency for payload size 600B at 0.1Gb/s 
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Figure 6-94: Wireshark packet length analysis 500B (left) versus 600B (right) 

 

Figure 6-95: UDP/IP average latency with/without switch (zoomed in) 

Figure 6-95 shows the average latency for UDP/IP with and without switch, there is no significant 
difference visible. 

6.5.1.3.CPU utilization 

Since Section 6.5.1.1 showed that UDP/IP CPU utilization is influenced by the switch, this CPU 
utilization is further investigated in this section. Figure 6-96 and Figure 6-98 show the influence of 
the switch on the receiving and sending CPU utilization for UDP/IP for different goodputs. 
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Figure 6-96: Sending CPU virtual idle percentage for UDP/IP 

Figure 6-96 confirms the presumption of Figure 6-90; the CPU utilization is increased for UDP/IP by 
using a switch and small payload sizes. The sending endpoint can send more packets to the switch 
than directly to the receiving endpoint.This increase is caused by the number of packets sent; this 
is depicted in Figure 6-97. This increase in packets does not increase the goodput, it increases the 
loss rate. This implies the receiver can handle fewer packets per second than the switch and using 
a switch and small payload sizes can increase the loss rate. The receiving CPU utilization is equal 
with or without switch. 

 

Figure 6-97: #Packets/seconds sent for UDP/IP at 9.4Gb/s with/without switch 
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Figure 6-98: Receiving CPU virtual idle percentage for UDP/IP 

6.5.1.4.Conclusion 

In general the switch does not influence the goodput or latency significant. There are two 
exceptions where a switch influences the interconnect performance significant: 

1. UDP with small payload sizes, increases loss rate and CPU utilization 
2. TCP with payload sizes that can be merged, increases latency of the merged frames and 
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 With external load 6.5.2.

Method 
In this section the influence of external load on the switch is tested. The communication between 
two endpoints is benchmarked, similar to Section 6.5.1, however in this case the switch is stressed 
by two other endpoints that are communicating. The benchmarks performed in this section are 
equal to those in Section 6.5.1 but with an external load of 5Gbit/s and 9.4Gb/s. Since it is not 
feasible to connect 22 10Gbit endpoints to the switch this test only gives a partial coverage of the 
influences of external load on the switch. To reduce cost the external load is generated by the 
same endpoint but by a different CPU and a different interface. The different CPU has its own RAM 
and does not need the sdd, it does however need to share the PCIe2 bus. The PCIe2 bus is 
however capable of more than 20Gb/s and should thus not limit the benchmark. The external load 
is generated as TCP goodput with payload size 65535B using nuttcp. 

6.5.2.1.Goodput 

Method 
This section discusses the goodput capabilities of the switch. It benchmarks the goodput of a link 
while stressing the switch with extra load. The switch specifies a “switching fabric” of 480Gbits/s, 
this is most likely deduced from the 24 ports times 10 Gbit/s in two directions. The switch also 
specifies a throughput of 357Mpackets/s, this implies that the switch can only handle the 
480Gbits/s if the average packets are larger than (480Gb/s  /  357Mp/s=)1345b=168.125B. Since 
this simplistic test is not capable of reaching the specified 357Mp/s or 480Gb/s it is expected the 
switch does not limit the goodput. 
Results 
Figure 6-99 shows the TCP/IP goodput with and without switch and for different external loads on 
the switch. As expected the external load does not influence the goodput at all compared to the 
unloaded switch. 

 

Figure 6-99: TCP/IP goodput with different switch loads 

Figure 6-100 shows the UDP/IP goodput with and without switch and for different external loads on 
the switch, there is no significant influence of the external load.  
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Figure 6-100: UDP/IP goodput with different switch loads 

Conclusion 
As expected the external load does not influence the goodput significantly. 

6.5.2.2.One way latency 

Method 
This section discusses the latency properties of the switch when it is stressed. Since Section 
6.5.2.1 already showed the goodput of the switch is not influenced significantly the latency test is 
only redone for the worst case: external load = benchmarked load = 9.4Gb/s. If the switch cannot 
handle the load it is expected that the latency increases; this is caused by buffers filling up and 
packets retrying. Since it is expected the switch can handle the load of this test it is expected that 
the latency does not increase significantly. 
Results 
Figure 6-101 shows the average TCP/IP latency with and without switch and different loads on the 
switch. It shows no significant increase in latency, sometimes even a decrease in latency. 
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Figure 6-101: TCP/IP average latency with loaded switch 

Figure 6-102 and Figure 6-103 show the average UDP/IP latency with and without switch and 
different loads on the switch. It shows no significant increase in latency, only a small increase in 
latency for payload size 4096B which is most likely caused by the goodput decrease that is also 
visible in Figure 6-100. Since this influence is minimal it is not further investigated. 
 

 

Figure 6-102: UDP/IP average latency with loaded switch 
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Figure 6-103: UDP/IP average latency with loaded switch (zoomed in) 

Conclusion 
In general there is no significant increase in average latency caused by the external load on the 
switch. 

6.5.2.3.Conclusion 

The external load does not influence the performance of the switch significant. More extensive 
testing with higher load is necessary to test the switch under all loads. 

 Two endpoints to one endpoint 6.5.3.

In this section the performance of the switch is tested under the load of two endpoints both 
communicating with one endpoint, depicted in Figure 6-86. This section shows how the switch 
handles combination of communication links. The tests are similar to Section 6.1 and Section 6.2. 
The tests in this section use the custom benchmark application described in Section 4.2.1.6. This is 
necessary because nuttcp does not support specifying interfaces which is necessary in this test. 
Furthermore not all tests are repeated, the goodput is only restricted to: unlimited, aggregate 
9.4Gb/s, and aggregate 5Gb/s. Since two endpoints are emulated using one PC each interface 
uses only 1 CPU for each test. These changes imply these test results are not comparable to the 
results in Section 6.1 and Section 6.2 but still give a clear view on how the switch influences the 
goodput and latency. 

6.5.3.1.Goodput 

Method 
This section benchmarks the goodput of two endpoints communicating with one endpoint. With this 
test the switch’ goodput capabilities of merging multiple communication links is tested. It is 
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the packets will be dropped randomly. Both TCP connections will throttle down their goodput until 
no packets are dropped, this will imply half the goodput. Both UDP connections will lose half their 
packets implying less than half the available goodput, because dropped packets might render other 
packets useless with UDP. 
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Figure 6-104 shows the TCP/IP goodput for all endpoints for different limits. Only the sending 
goodput is depicted because TCP ensures 0% loss. As expected TCP divides the available 
goodput reasonably fair; only the unlimited case has a minor variation for some payload sizes. 

 

Figure 6-104: TCP/IP goodput for different limits 

Figure 6-105 shows the UDP/IP receiving goodput for different limits. The figure looks very similar 
to the normal point-to-point case. However the unlimited goodput case has an even further reduced 
goodput, this is most likely caused by the fact that two sending endpoints can overload the receiver 
more than one sending endpoint. This is also visible in Figure 6-106 which depicts the sending 
goodput of the unlimited case, this increased to 19Gb/s. 

 

Figure 6-105: UDP/IP receiving goodput for different limits 
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maximal rate without being influenced by the other endpoint. Figure 6-107 shows the receiving 
goodput for the unlimited case for both endpoints, this shows that receiving is also evenly divided 
over the two endpoints. This is most likely caused by the fact that the receiver does not differentiate 
between the senders, on the long term this implies both use 50% of the available goodput. 

 

Figure 6-106: UDP/IP sending goodput, unlimited goodput case 

 

Figure 6-107: UDP/IP receiving goodput, unlimited goodput case 

Conclusion 
Using a switch to merge two communication links is no problem with TCP. TCP makes sure that 
the receiver is not overloaded and the available bandwidth is always divided over the two 
endpoints. Doing the same with UDP is a lot harder, if the goodput is not limited the two sending 
endpoints can overload one receiver even more than one sending endpoint can do. UDP also 
evenly divides available bandwidth over the endpoints. 
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6.5.3.2.Latency 

This section benchmarks the latency of two endpoints communicating with one endpoint. With this 
test the switch’ latency capabilities of merging multiple communication links is tested. It is 
especially interesting to see if the latency of the different endpoints differs. Since the switch is most 
likely capable of handling the load of two endpoints the latency is not expected to increase 
significantly. Since the goodput test already showed the bandwidth is evenly divided over both 
sending endpoints it is expected both endpoint latencies are almost equal. 
Results 
Figure 6-108 shows that the latency is almost equal to direct latency, the latency is a little lower for 
most cases because the goodput is lower per sending endpoint. The 1024B case for which the 
latency is higher has the same reason as explained in Section 6.5.1.2. 

 

Figure 6-108: TCP/IP average latencies 

Figure 6-109 and Figure 6-110 show that UDP latency is only influenced significantly for the 
receiver overloaded cases also discussed in Section 6.2.2. If the sender is overloaded then the 
latency is smaller because both sending endpoints only send half the goodput. If the receiver is 
overloaded the latency is higher than the direct latency, this is caused by the combined goodput 
that is higher than one endpoints goodput. If the receiver is not overloaded the latency is almost 
equal to the direct latency. 
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Figure 6-109: UDP/IP average latencies 

 

Figure 6-110: UDP/IP average latencies (zoomed in) 

Conclusion 
If the switch is used to merge two communication links the latency is not influenced significant 
when TCP is used. If UDP is used the switch might influence the latency if either the receiver or 
sender is overloaded. 

6.5.3.3.Conclusion 
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 Differentiated Services Code Point  6.5.4.

This section tests the quality of service functionality of the IP briefly. The quality of service should 
provide differentiation between different communication links; this is tested by specifying different 
Differentiated Services Code Points (DSCPs) on the different endpoints. The DSCPs can specify 
two different sorts of quality of service: 

1. Assured forwarding (12 differentiations) 
a. 4 classes 
b. 3 drop probabilities 

2. Expedited forwarding (virtual channel) 
 
Assured forwarding 
The assured forwarding (AF) DSCP can be used to specify priorities in 4 different classes, class 4 
is used for the highest priority. In each class the low, medium, high drop probability can be 
specified resulting in 12 differentiations visible in Table 6-7:  

Table 6-7: Assured forwarding differentiations 

 Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 

Low drop AF11 AF21 AF31 AF41 

Medium drop AF12 AF22 AF32 AF42 

High drop AF13 AF23 AF33 AF43 

 
The switch specifies the use of strict priority queue or weighted round robin queue to handle the 
different classes. The first implies the class priorities determine the scheduling strictly, the latter 
implies the available goodput is divided over the classes but favors the higher classes. The 
weighted round robin is default and therefore used in these tests. Furthermore the switch specifies 
Weighted Random Early Detection (WRED) handling the drop probabilities, this algorithm enables 
the switch to drop lower priority packets in the same class queue first. 
 
Expedited forwarding 
The expedited forwarding (EF) technique is designed for low delay, low loss, and low jitter 
communication. There are no strict specifications for handling EF but most implementations limit 
the bandwidth of EF traffic while giving absolute priority to this limited bandwidth. How the switch 
handles EF is not specified. 

6.5.4.1.Goodput 

Expected 
It is expected the switch favors different classes of AF traffic over each other, for this reason AF41 
and AF11 are benchmarked at the same time. Stream AF41 should have the highest goodput.  The 
switch should favor different drop probabilities within one class, for this reason AF41 and AF43 are 
benchmarked together. The AF41 stream should have higher goodput. Since the EF behavior is not 
specified there are two possibilities; either an EF stream has limited goodput or it does not. The 
goodput tests are all performed with an unlimited load on the interconnects unless otherwise 
indicated. The unlimited load creates the highest load on the switch and endpoints and makes the 
differentiation as clear as possible. 
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Results 
Figure 6-111 shows two streams from different endpoint using different AF classes routed to the 
same endpoint by the switch. It shows that there is clear arbitration between the two classes, for 
small payload sizes the goodput is evenly distributed while for larger payload sizes the goodput 
varies. The class4 stream uses 7Gb/s while the class1 stream uses the remaining 2.4Gb/s. This 
shows that for TCP/IP there is a clear differentiation between different classes. 

 

Figure 6-111: Assured forwarding class differentiation goodput for TCP/IP 

Figure 6-112 shows two streams from different endpoints using different AF drop probabilities in the 
same class. Both streams are routed to the same endpoint by the switch. It shows that there is not 
such a clear differentiation as between different classes. 

 

Figure 6-112: Assured forwarding drop probability differentiation for TCP/IP 
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Figure 6-113 shows that, as expected, for UDP there is also a clear arbitration between different 
classes: 

 

Figure 6-113: Assured forwarding class differentiation goodput for UDP/IP 

Figure 6-114 shows that there is a difference in goodput for different drop probabilities with UDP/IP  
for some payload sizes. This difference is however very minor and not as clear as with different 
classes.  

 

Figure 6-114: Assured forwarding drop probability differentiation for UDP/IP 
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Figure 6-115 and Figure 6-116 show that expedited forwarding also has a positive effect on 
goodput. For both TCP and UDP the EF stream uses at most 5.5Gb/s which seems to be a limit, in 
both cases the other stream is not starved. With UDP the goodput still reduces by overloading the 
receiver. 

 

Figure 6-115: Expedited forwarding goodput for TCP/IP 

 

 

Figure 6-116: Expedited forwarding goodput for UDP/IP 
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Conclusion 
Both TCP/IP and UDP/IP goodput is clearly influenced by the DSCP settings. The AF class 
differentiation shows that a higher class gets priority and thus more goodput. The AF drop 
probabilities show some minor differences in goodput but not as clear as different classes. A 
stream using EF also has a clear priority over a normal stream, however the EF stream goodput 
still suffers from overloading. The goodput of the highest priority stream seems to be limited to 7 
Gb/s for AF and 5.5 Gb/s for EF. 

6.5.4.2.Latency 

Expected 
Assured forwarding class differentiation is expected to influence latency; higher classes are 
expected to have lower latency. Assured Forwarding drop probability will not influence the latency 
directly. However indirectly it can influence the latency: dropping packets can increase TCP/IP 
latency by resends, UDP/IP latency can also be influenced because if a packet is dropped  packet 
latency will not be measured. Expedited forwarding should decrease the latency directly by giving 
higher priority to the packets marked with EF. 
Results 
Figure 6-117 shows that TCP/IP latency is influenced by the AF class differentiation as expected. 
The TCP/IP latency is also benchmarked for different drop probabilities, this showed no significant 
influence. 

 

Figure 6-117: Assured forwarding class differentiation latencies TCP/IP 
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Figure 6-118 and Figure 6-119 shows that UDP/IP latency is influenced by AF class differentiation 
and drop probability. The highest class and lowest drop probability has the lowest average latency.  

 

Figure 6-118: Assured forwarding class differentiation latencies UDP/IP 

 

Figure 6-119: Assured forwarding drop probability differentiation latencies UDP/IP 
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Figure 6-120 shows that TCP/IP latency is a little lower for an EF stream when compared to a 
parallel used stream without EF: 

 

Figure 6-120: Expedited forwarding average and minimum TCP/IP latencies 

 
Figure 6-121 shows that UDP/IP latency is higher for an EF stream. This is because the EF stream 
drops packet as late as possible increasing its latency, this is visible in the drop rates in Figure 
6-122. 

 

Figure 6-121: Expedited forwarding average and minimum UDP/IP latencies 
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Figure 6-122: Expedited forwarding UDP/IP loss rate 

Conclusion 
Latency clearly benefits from the Assured Forwarding class differentiation, the drop probability 
differentiation only lowers latency for UDP. The expedited forwarding reduces latency for TCP/IP 
but increases latency for UDP/IP. 

6.5.4.3.Conclusion 

Both goodput and latency are influenced significantly by the switch when Assured or Expedited 
Forwarding is used. Assured forwarding class differentiation gives the highest benefit for both 
goodput and latency. The assured forwarding drop probability differentiation is minor. The 
Expedited forwarding also increases goodput and decreases latency but has different 
characteristics compared to assured forwarding. 

 Conclusion 6.5.5.

Overall the switch behaves as expected and is very predictable. With TCP the switch will introduce 
no additional problems, only latency can increase for some cases. If UDP is used the switch might 
influence the system performance, this is however predictable behavior. The switch can accept 
more packets than a receiving endpoint; this implies increased packet drops and increased sending 
CPU utilization. The different DSCP codes are handled as expected: higher AF classes have 
priority, lower AF drop probability drops fewer packets, and EF tries to reduce the loss rate and 
increase the goodput. The switch is however not tested with all possible settings and with 24 
10Gbit devices attached. 
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6.6. Conclusion 

 Goodput 6.6.1.

Goodput does not scale with payload size and overhead as expected, the goodput is either limited 
by the CPU or by the number of packets per second. The limited number of packets limits the 
goodput for small payload sizes while the CPU limits the goodput for larger payload sizes. 
Whenever the goodput is limited by the number of packets the goodput increases linear with the 
payload size until the maximum goodput is reached. This linear increase is depicted in Figure 
6-123: 

 

Figure 6-123: Linear goodput increase with 4 CPUs 

After this linear increase for payload sizes smaller than 256B the TCP goodput remains at the 
interface limit of 9.4Gb/s. The UDP goodput reaches its limit of 9.6Gb/s after 1024B but drops after 
1472B, this is caused by the Ethernet packet alignment. Next to the Ethernet alignment UDP can 
also suffer from goodput decrease caused by overloading. Since these effects make UDP goodput 
very dependent on payload size, TCP is the best solution in most cases. This is also visible in 
Figure 6-124. However if the application can align the data on Ethernet packets UDP can reach 
9.6Gb/s versus 9.4Gb/s with TCP. The above shows that even though TCP has larger overhead it 
has better performance in most cases. This is caused by two things: 

1. TCP architecture allows concatenation/splitting of frames 
2. Hardware support for TCP offloading 

 

 

Figure 6-124: TCP, UDP, Ethernet goodput with 4CPUs 
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 Latency 6.6.2.

Since latency is only predictable if the goodput is limited and limiting goodput has no negative 
effects, only the limited goodput latencies are considered here. Furthermore the TCP and UDP 
latencies are not very alike and therefore discussed separately.  
 
TCP latency always has an initial increase which is caused by the protocols’ initialization. The 
length of this initial latency depends on the payload size and the goodput. If the initial increase is 
taken into account the transient average latency looks like Figure 6-125. If the initial increase is 
ignored the average latencies look like Figure 6-126. Once goodput is limited TCP latency behaves 
as expected; it increases with the payload size and is not very dependent on goodput. 
 

 

Figure 6-125: Transient average TCP/IP latencies without overload 

 

Figure 6-126: Steady state average TCP/IP latencies without overload 
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UDP latency is very dependent on the goodput and thus on the payload size. If the goodput cannot 
be reached the latency will increase drastically and/or packets will be lost. If the goodput can be 
reached the latency behaves as expected; it increases with payload size and is not very dependent 
on the goodput. The latter is depicted in Figure 6-127: 

 

Figure 6-127: Average UDP/IP latencies (zoomed in) 

 CPU utilization 6.6.3.

The CPU utilization is best explained by Figure 6-128 and Figure 6-129. This shows the virtual idle 
percentage of the sending and receiving endpoint for both protocols and different goodputs. It 
shows that UDP –as expected- always has a lower CPU utilization than TCP, for both sending and 
receiving. The CPU utilization does not scale well with either payload size or goodput, this is 
because there are unpredictable factors that influence the protocol handling. Offloading and the 
NAPI are main contributors to the unpredictable CPU utilization. 
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Figure 6-128: Virtual idle sending percentage of UDP and TCP 

 

Figure 6-129: Virtual idle receiving percentage of UDP and TCP 

 Tradeoffs 6.6.4.

The above drawn conclusions confirm some expectations but also show some unexpected 
behavior. Even though not all expectations were met, there are still tradeoffs between the different 
variables and the benchmarked metrics. The tradeoffs are depicted summarized in Table 6-8 and 
discussed in more detail below. 
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Table 6-8: Ethernet tradeoffs 

 Goodput Latency CPU utilization 

Protocol TCP>UDP TCP>UDP UDP>TCP 

Payload size increase Increase Increase Decreases iff goodput is reached 

Transmission rate increase Increase Independent Unpredictable 

Processing power increase Increase Independent Decrease 

 
Protocol 
Whether to use TCP, UDP, or any other protocol is very application specific and should be given 
thought to intensively while designing an application. Of course the most important tradeoff for 
choosing a protocol is the functionality the protocol should support, e.g. if guaranteed delivery is a 
must-have UDP is out of the question. Since these functional requirements are so application-
specific the tradeoff here is limited to goodput, latency, and CPU utilization for TCP and UDP. 
The tradeoff between which protocol to use and goodput depends on three relations: 

 UDP has higher goodput than TCP if CPU time is limited 

 UDP has higher peak goodput than TCP (0.2Gb/s) 

 If and only if CPUs are not fully utilized TCP has higher goodput for most payload size (1-
1024B, 1472-7392B) 

Furthermore UDP and TCP have similar latency if and only if the demanded goodput can be 
reached, for all other cases TCP has the lowest latency. CPU utilization is always lower for UDP. 
 
Payload size 
If the payload size is increased the goodput is increased as long as the total frame remains under 
1500B (including TCP, UDP, and IP headers). After this the goodput reduces for UDP, TCP can 
mask this effect if there is enough CPU time available by merging multiple packets. This increase of 
goodput is linear as is visible from Figure 6-123. A negative effect of increasing the payload size is 
the increased latency, the latency increases from 20-160µs. The payload size influences the CPU 
utilization depending on whether the requested goodput is reached or not. If the requested goodput 
is not reached the CPU utilization increases for increased payload size for TCP and remains stable 
for UDP. If the requested goodput is reached the CPU utilization decreases for increased payload 
size for both protocols.  
 
Transmission rate 
If the transmission rate is increased the goodput is increased, this is a linear increase until the 
goodput is limited. This goodput limit can be either the demanded goodput or an unwanted limit 
caused by the CPU, PCI-express, or the Ethernet interface. The transmission rate does not 
influence the latency as long as the requested goodput can be reached. If the goodput cannot be 
reached the latency increases drastically, up to 5ms. The transmission rate also influences the 
CPU utilization but this behavior is unpredictable. In general the CPU utilization increases if the 
transmission rate increases, there are however a lot of exceptions especially for the receiving CPU 
utilization. 
 
Processing power 
The tradeoff between processing power and other performance characteristics is of course very 
complex and takes into account numerous variables and performance metrics. In this test the 
processing power variation was however limited to the number of cores that were used; 1, 2, 3, or 
4. This does however yield a general idea of how processing power influences the performance of 
Ethernet. Increasing the number of cores increases the goodput up to a certain limit. This increase 
scales better for TCP since UDP is limited by the number of packets per second where TCP can 
merge packets. Increasing the number of cores does not influence latency directly, i.e. only if the 
goodput is limited by the CPU increasing the number of cores reduces the latency. Processing 
power does of course directly influence CPU utilization, however doubling the number of cores 
does not halve the CPU utilization. This is partly due to Amdahl’s law but also due to shared 
hardware that limits parallelization.  
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7. Interconnect model 
In [1] the theory of the interconnects Ethernet and RapidIO is discussed. Section 6 of this document 
shows that, at least for Ethernet, the theory and practice are not equal. This does however not 
mean that the theory is not valuable anymore. The theory still shows what are potential bottlenecks 
and interesting variable values. The theory can also provide an estimate on how new versions of an 
interconnect relate to already benchmarked versions, e.g. if only the baud rate of a interconnect is 
increased the packet alignment behavior will remain equal.  
 
If the theory does not approximate the benchmarked results, the theory is not capable of predicting 
the metrics of an interconnect for arbitrary parameter values. To solve this, a model of the 
interconnect can be created which uses the theory and the benchmarks to predict interconnect 
metrics for arbitrary parameter values. This model uses a use case and its parameters as input to 
create accurate expectations of the output metrics. The model does this based on the theory and 
benchmark results. This process is depicted in Figure 7-1: 
 

 
Parameters: 

 Protocol 

 Payload size 

 Transmission rate  

 Switching 

 Number of endpoints 

 Priorities  

 Processing power 
 
Metrics: 

 Goodput 

 Latency 

 CPU utilization 

 Loss rate 
 
 

Figure 7-1: Interconnect model overview 

The model should be able to determine expected metrics for unbenchmarked parameter values by 
means of interpolation or even extrapolation of the benchmark results. Since the benchmarked 
values will be interpolated or extrapolated the benchmarked values need to be picked in such a 
way that for any arbitrary parameter value the expected metrics can be predicted accurately. For 
example the payload sizes around the Ethernet packet limit are interesting for protocols like UDP 
and TCP that use Ethernet packets. Furthermore if during the benchmarks unexpected behavior is 
measured the cause of this should be analyzed. If the cause of the unexpected behavior is 
identified and this behavior can be predicted the model can compensate this. If certain benchmark 
results cannot be made predictable the model can also not be predictable for that particular range. 

7.1. Ethernet model 
This section describes the creation of the aforementioned interconnect model for Ethernet. The 
Ethernet model is based on the benchmarks from Section 6 and the theory from [1]. The model 
creates relations between the input parameters and the output metrics. 

 Goodput 7.1.1.

First of all the goodput is dependent on which protocol is used. Since all the protocols are 
benchmarked on their own the goodput prediction differentiates between the different protocols.  
 
The second parameter is the payload size, the benchmarks involve a range of payload sizes: 2^(0-
16) + Ethernet max payload size. Since the benchmarks with these payload sizes showed no 
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unexplainable results no additional payload sizes were added. To enable the model to predict 
goodput for payload sizes that are not benchmarked linear interpolation is used. Linear 
interpolation is accurate for this purpose since the goodput benchmarks show linear dependency 
on the payload size for all ranges. The increase of goodput is linear with the payload size and the 
horizontal goodput limit is of course also linear. Furthermore the decrease in goodput caused by 
the Ethernet alignment is clearly visible in the benchmark results and thus predictable by the 
model.  
 
The third parameter the goodput depends on is the transmission rate. The transmission rate is not 
benchmarked explicitly, the benchmarks are only performed for a couple of goodput limits which 
imply a transmission rate. These benchmarks however show that the transmission rate scales, as 
expected, linear with the goodput. For this reason the expected goodput is modeled linearly 
dependent on the transmission rate until it is limited by the benchmarked goodputs. 
 
The fourth and fifth parameter involve the use of multiple endpoints and switches in the system. 
The number of endpoints and switches of an Ethernet network can increase to millions, e.g. the 
internet. Since the benchmarks only involved one switch and at most four endpoints the model 
cannot guarantee accuracy for networks like the internet. The benchmarks show that the goodput is 
not influenced significantly by the switch so the model does not limit goodput. The theory does 
however show that if the latency increases TCP goodput can be limited by the delay of 
acknowledgements [13]. Even though the latency did not increase significantly with one switch, the 
latency can increase and limit the TCP goodput if enough switches are used. The model does 
assume the TCP goodput is not limited by the latency caused by the number of switches. UDP 
goodput never has this restriction. The number of endpoints is also modeled in a simplified way: the 
number of endpoints sending to an interface can limit that interface. The model specifies two 
parameters for the number of endpoints: number of endpoints sending to the interface and the 
requested goodput by the other endpoints. This thus limits the goodput in two ways: 

 The goodput is fairly divided over the number of endpoints 

 The goodput is limited by the goodput requested by the other endpoints. 
The first limit is always true, however if the other endpoints do not fully utilize “their share” of the 
goodput the requested goodput is limited by the sum of the other goodputs. 
 
The sixth parameter is the priority of a stream, since the benchmarks showed complex influence of 
the DSCP values the priority is not implemented in the model. The last parameter is the processing 
power of the endpoints. In the model the number of cores is used as input to choose which 
benchmarking values should be used to predict the expected goodput. Since the benchmarks were 
done for every number of cores no interpolation is necessary here, extrapolation of the number of 
cores is in theory possible. However since numbers of cores is a very simplistic way to 
parameterize processing power this extrapolation is inaccurate. For this reason the number of 
cores in the model is limited to the benchmarked four. 
 

 Latency 7.1.2.

The second metric of the interconnect model is the latency, the model predicts both average 
latency as standard deviation of this average latency. The first parameter the latency depends on is 
the protocol, just as with goodput the latency is benchmarked and thus modeled for the different 
protocols.  
 
The second parameter is payload size. Since the latency showed linear increase with payload size 
the latency is, similar to goodput, linearly interpolated for unbenchmarked values. 
 
The third parameter, transmission rate, influences latency in a nonlinear way. The latency is not 
influenced by transmission rate, unless the transmission rate increases the requested goodput 
above the achievable goodput. For this reason the model also implements a distinction for these 
cases:  

 If the requested goodput is achieved the expected latency is linearly interpolated between 
the benchmarked goodputs.  
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 If the requested goodput is not achieved the latency of the unlimited goodput is used as 
expected latency. 

 
The number of switches is also taken into account in the model for latency, however only based on 
the theory. The benchmarks showed no significant influences for latency with a switch. Of course a 
switch always adds latency and increasing the number of switches will influence the latency. Since 
the switch specifies a latency of 5.9µs, this delay is added to the average latency for each switch. 
The number of endpoints and the processing power are modeled indirectly for latency; they limit 
goodput and limited goodput influences the latency predictions. 
 

 CPU utilization 7.1.3.

The third metric the model predicts is the CPU utilization. The CPU utilization is again 
benchmarked for the modeled protocols and can thus use these results directly. The CPU 
utilization also depends on the payload size, again the linear interpolation is used to predict the 
CPU utilization for all possible payload sizes. 
 
How the CPU utilization depends on the transmission rate is modeled in a similar fashion as the 
latency. If the requested goodput is achieved than the CPU utilization is interpolated between the 
benchmarked goodputs, otherwise the unlimited goodput CPU utilization is used.  
 
The number of endpoints is not taken into account for the CPU utilization, the CPU utilization 
predicted is the CPU utilization of this particular stream and this is not influenced by other 
endpoints. The number of switches is only modeled for UDP and sending CPU utilization since this 
influence is visible in the benchmark results. Only the first switch will influence the sending CPU 
because it is possible the switch accepts more UDP frames than the receiving endpoint can handle. 
Since this CPU utilization was benchmarked separately these result can be used directly.  
 
The number of cores are modeled with the assumption that CPU utilization does scale linear with 
the number of cores. For exact modeling on processing power a more detailed analysis is 
necessary. This is considered out of the scope of this project. 
 

 Loss rate 7.1.4.

Loss rate is the final metric and is only modeled for UDP, TCP packet drops are not taken into 
account because they are not visible from the application layer. The loss rate is taken directly taken 
from UDP benchmarks and interpolated for payload size and number of cores. Furthermore the 
number of endpoints influence the loss rate if the receiver is overloaded. 
 

 Implementation 7.1.5.

The model is implemented in excel using al the benchmark results from Section 6. The pseudo-
code of the implementation is discussed in Appendix H. Figure 7-2 shows a screenshot of the 
model with parameters and expected metrics: 
 

 

Figure 7-2: Ethernet model screenshot 
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8. Use cases 
This section describes the use cases formulated in section 1.4 and the recommendations for those 
use cases based on the benchmarks and model from Section 6 and Section 7 from this document. 
Unfortunately the RapidIO benchmarks do not yet provide satisfiable results and therefore those 
recommendations can only be based on the theory. 

8.1. Imaging systems 
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Figure 8-1: Maximum imaging system architecture 

The requirements of the imaging systems use case are: 

 Goodput of 21.24Gb/s 

 Control/data differentiation 

 17ms end-to-end latency 

 50m distance between endpoints 
Analyzing this use case also has implications on some parameters: 

 Payload size:  <=1920*1920*32b=117964800b=14745600B 

 Switches:  1 

 Number of endpoints: 15 

 Ethernet 8.1.1.

The first requirement of 21.24Gb/s is not reachable with one interface specified in Section 2, there 
are however already specifications of 40Gb/s and 100Gb/s which should suffice. There is however 
also the possibility of using multiple interfaces to acquire the required 21.24Gb/s, three 10Gb/s 
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interface will suffice. If three interfaces are used for the 21.24Gb/s QFHD display the total number 
of endpoints is increased to 17. The switch specified in Section 2 allows up to 24 devices implying 
the need of only one switch. 
 
The second requirement is the differentiation between the control and data streams. This 
requirement ensures the low latency of the control stream by prioritizing it. The benchmarks from 
Section 6 showed that the IP differentiation services (DSCP) have significant influence on the 
performance. These DSCP settings can thus be used to provide differentiation between the control 
and data. The benchmarks however also showed that latency can be guaranteed by using the 
correct parameters; limiting goodput and having enough processing power.  
 
The 17ms end-to-end latency is easily achievable with Ethernet, both UDP and TCP have latencies 
under 200µs as long as the goodput is limited and achievable. 
 
The last requirement of a possible distance of 50m between the different endpoints is possible with 
Ethernet which specifies a maximum cable length of 100m for the interface specified in Section 2 
(cat6a). 
 
The above mention the required parameters, next to this some parameters are free to choose. The 
parameters that are chosen are discussed next. There are two possibilities for protocol choice in 
this use case. Either all the streams use TCP or only the streams where guaranteed delivery is 
required use TCP and the other streams use UDP. Using TCP everywhere increases ease of 
implementation, provides guaranteed delivery everywhere, but also increases CPU utilization. The 
streams to the displays could also be implemented with UDP since dropping frames is acceptable if 
it is limited. Assuming TCP is used for its simple implementation the payload size is chosen at the 
maximum to reduce CPU utilization. Furthermore one switch is used and the number of endpoints 
sending to the interface is at most two. The above gives the parameters for the model displayed in 
Table 8-1 and the model predictions in Table 8-2: 

Table 8-1: Imaging use case model parameters 

Protocol TCP  

Payload size (B) 65535  

Transmission rate (f/s) 6700  

Switching (number of hops) 1  

Number of endpoints sending to this interface, goodput (Gb/s) 2 3.6 

Processing power (number of cores) 4  

Table 8-2: Imaging use case model metric predictions 

Goodput (Gb/s) 3.512676 

Average latency (µs) 112.9564994 

Standard deviation of average latency (µs) 19.8616947 

Sending CPU utilization (%) 7.06% 

Receiving CPU utilization (%) 15.82% 

Loss rate (%) 0.00% 

  
Table 8-2 shows that all metrics are within requirements, most critical will be the receiving CPU 
utilization if six streams are received on one endpoint, this will generate 6*15.9=95.4% CPU 
utilization. 

 RapidIO 8.1.2.

This use case does not have any requirement that cannot be achieved by the RapidIO theoretical 
analysis. To check whether this use case is implementable with RapidIO the benchmark results are 
needed. 
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8.2. Motion control 

Sensor-board 2 Controller 20 Actuator 50

Controller 1Sensor-board 1 Actuator 1

Interconnect
2000 20 5020
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1000 sensors

64kb/3µs 3.2kb/2µs
 

Figure 8-2: Maximum motion control architecture 

Since the left hand side interconnect has the most strict requirements only the left hand side 
interconnect is tested here. 
The requirements of the motion control use case are then reduced to: 

 64kb/3µs (21.33Gb/s) 

 50m distance between endpoints 
Again the 21.33Gb/s cannot be reached by the used hardware. However since there are 20 
controllers the interconnect can consists of up to 20 parallel connections. Assuming the sensors 
are evenly divided across the different controllers only 1/20

th
 of the required goodput is necessary 

per connection. Assuming there is at most 100% variation in the load across the different 
connections 1/10

th
 of the required goodput is necessary per connection, i.e. one connection uses at 

most 2* (21.33Gb/s/20)=2.133Gb/s. Furthermore it is assumed not every sensor sends one 
interconnect packet, this would result in a fixed packet size of only 32b limiting the maximum 
achievable goodput. Again assuming at most 100% variation implies 200 sensors using 1 
interconnect results in a payload size of at most 200*32=6.4kb. 

 Ethernet 8.2.1.

This use case will not be feasible with Ethernet, the lowest average latency measured during the 
benchmarks is 10µs which is still too high for this use case. The theoretical minimum latency can 
be under 2µs but this does not include driver, protocol, and user space overhead.  

 RapidIO 8.2.2.

This use case does not have any requirement that cannot be achieved by the RapidIO theoretical 
analysis. To check whether this use case is implementable with RapidIO the benchmark results are 
needed. 
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9. Future work 
Since the research described in this thesis is limited by time and funds this section describes 
possible enhancements and extensions to the discussed work. Obvious additions to the discussed 
work are more interconnects, especially benchmarks and models of RapidIO and Infiniband are 
interesting. If these interconnects are added to the research results the use cases can be modeled 
with different interconnects and Prodrive can provide the optimal interconnect solution(s). If multiple 
interconnects are benchmarked and modeled an additional section for comparison can be added 
which shows the pros and cons of the different interconnects.  
 
Next to the addition of more interconnects the benchmarks of the interconnects can be extended. 
The benchmarks can include more endpoints and switches to extend the range of use cases the 
results and model are applicable for. Furthermore the benchmarks can be repeated for multiple 
processors or even different processing architectures. 
 
There are also possible additions to the benchmarks that go deeper in the already benchmarked 
modules. The endpoint latency can be analyzed better by dividing and benchmarking different 
delays: application, protocol stack, interface hardware, physical, switches. Furthermore the switch 
can be tested more extensive; more endpoints, different system architectures, different switch 
settings, and especially different differentiation techniques. 
 
Another specialization of this thesis would be improving the model. The model presented here 
makes some assumptions and does not go into the design of a complete system. The model can 
be extended to generate metrics for complete systems and verified with built systems. Furthermore 
the accuracy of the model can be analyzed and improved in a future study.  
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Appendix A. Kernel building 
1. Download the appropriate kernel from kernel.org or any other trusted kernel repository. In this 

case: 
http://www.kernel.org/pub/linux/kernel/v3.0/linux-3.2.8.tar.bz2 

2. Enable the appropriate options in the kernel config with make menuconfig 

RapidIO:  
Bus options (PCI etc.)  --->  RapidIO support 

Bus options (PCI etc.)  --->  IDT Tsi721 PCI Express SRIO Controller support 

Bus options (PCI etc.)  --->  IDT Tsi57x SRIO switches support                                                                                           

Bus options (PCI etc.)  --->  IDT CPS-xx SRIO switches support 

Bus options (PCI etc.)  --->  IDT CPS Gen.2 SRIO switch support 

RIOnet:  
Device Drivers--->Network device support---> RapidIO Ethernet over messaging 
driver support 

Ethernet:  
Device Drivers---> Network device support---> Ethernet driver support---> 
Intel(R) 10GbE PCI Express adapters support 

Enable PTP hardware support: 
Networking support  ---> Networking options  ---> Timestamping in PHY devices   

Tracing:  
Kernel hacking  ---> Tracers  ---> Kernel Function Tracer 
Kernel hacking  ---> Tracers  ---> Scheduling Latency Tracer 

Enable CONFIG_IRQ_TIME_ACCOUNTING:  
Processor type and features  ---> Fine granularity task level IRQ time 

accounting 

3. If necessary, patch the IDT patches into the kernel code: 
cd linux-x.x.x 

patch -p 1 < patch_file 

Current patches: 
0001-RapidIO-Add-DMA-Engine-support-for-RIO-data-transfer.patch 

0002-rapidio-tsi721-Add-DMA-Engine-support.patch 

0003-RapidIO-Add-inbound-memory-mapping-API.patch 

0004-rapidio-tsi721-Add-inbound-memory-mapping-callbacks.patch 

0005-RapidIO-Add-dmatest-module.patch 

0001-rapidio-tsi721-messaging-performance-test.patch 

4. Make the kernel as debian package: 
make clean 

make KDEB_PKGVERSION=custom.name deb-pkg 

5. Install the kernel: 
dpkg –i kernel.package 

6. If necessary, edit the boot parameters: 
vim /boot/grub/grub.cfg 

Currently the riohdid is set manually on the host device and the nosoftlockup parameter is 
added to all devices. The riohdid parameter sets the RapidIO host device ID. The nosoftlockup 
parameter disables the RCU's CPU Stall Detector, this is currently necessary because the 
RapidIO discovery process blocks the CPU. The boot command for the host is edited to: 
linux   /boot/vmlinuz-3.2.8 root=UUID=b193521c-8f26-468a-ad3f-

6c13ddd1428f riohdid=1 ro quiet nosoftlockup 

The boot command for the slave is edited to: 
linux   /boot/vmlinuz-3.2.8 root=UUID=e77973f9-2801-4b3b-b673-

c43ed9a836f2 ro  quiet nosoftlockup 
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Appendix B. Real Time task execution 
#!/bin/bash 

events="sched_switch" 

trace_dir=/debug/tracing 

command_dir=~/sbin 

filter="prev_comm==$command||next_comm==$command" 

command="udpmon_bw_mon" 

parameters=" -d 192.168.1.101 -p 1250 -w 1 -t 10 -S 2000000" 

execute="$command $parameters" 

log=udp 

 

# set correct tracers 

echo $events > $trace_dir/set_event 

echo $filter > $trace_dir/events/sched/$events/filter 

# clear old trace 

echo  > $target_dir/trace 

old_dir=$pwd  

cd $command_dir 

# start trace 

echo 1 > $target_dir/tracing_enabled 

taskset 10 chrt -f 99 ./$execute > udp.log 

echo 0 > $target_dir/tracing_enabled 

# read trace 

cat $target_dir/trace 

cd $old_dir 
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Appendix C. Ethernet adapter problem 
Unknown problem arised when wireshark crashed during benchmark of Section 6.1.6.1. 
The controller performed worse than before, single nuttcp instance only reached 8.7Gb/s instead of 
normal 9.4Gb/s. 
Restarting does not fix this issue. 
Restarting network configuration seems to help:  
/etc/init.d/networking restart 
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Appendix D. CPU utilization incorrect 
When doing the first CPU utilization benchmarks the values seemed incorrect. The CPU that was 
handling the interrupts was measuring less CPU cycles than the other CPUs as is visible in Table 
9-1: 

Table 9-1: original (incorrect) CPU utilization 

 user nice system idle iowait irq softirq sum 

cpu 5 0 434 7676 0 0 53 8168 

cpu0 0 0 0 1067 0 0 0 1067 

cpu1 0 0 1 1070 0 0 0 1071 

cpu2 0 0 0 1071 0 0 0 1071 

cpu3 1 0 0 1070 0 0 0 1071 

cpu4 1 0 94 974 0 0 0 1069 

cpu5 2 0 92 535 0 0 52 681 

cpu6 0 0 82 987 0 0 0 1069 

cpu7 1 0 165 905 0 0 0 1071 

 
CPU5, handling the interrupts (softirq), spent 6.8 seconds while the other CPUs all spent 10.7 
seconds. After checking the kernel source and discussing this issue with LinuxQuestions and the 
kernel mailing list the CONFIG_IRQ_TIME_ACCOUNTING was enabled in the linux kernel 
configuration and the following patch was reverted: 
https://github.com/torvalds/linux/commit/a25cac5198d4ff28#diff-0 
The linux kernel was recompiled and the test was rerun, Table 9-2 shows the result with only the 
CONFIG_IRQ_TIME_ACCOUNTING enabled: 

Table 9-2: CPU utilization CONFIG_IRQ_TIME_ACCOUNTING 

 user nice system idle iowait irq softirq sum 

cpu 5 0 373 7610 0 55 382 8425 

cpu0 0 0 1 1042 0 18 1 1062 

cpu1 0 0 1 1058 0 1 0 1060 

cpu2 0 0 1 1060 0 0 0 1061 

cpu3 0 0 0 1061 0 1 0 1062 

cpu4 2 0 75 505 0 36 380 998 

cpu5 1 0 82 983 0 0 0 1066 

cpu6 1 0 139 911 0 0 0 1051 

cpu7 1 0 74 988 0 0 0 1063 

Table 9-2 shows how the time spent in irqs and softirqs increased compared to Table 9-1. Table 
9-2 also shows that there still is some time missing from CPU4. Table 9-3 shows the results with 
both the CONFIG_IRQ_TIME_ACCOUNTING enabled and the patch reverted: 
 
Table 9-3: CPU utilization CONFIG_IRQ_TIME_ACCOUNTING and reverting patch 
 user nice system idle iowait irq softirq sum 

cpu 8 0 461 7854 0 55 448 8826 

cpu0 0 0 1 1056 0 15 1 1073 

cpu1 0 0 1 1073 0 0 1 1075 

cpu2 1 0 1 1073 0 0 0 1075 

cpu3 0 0 1 1217 0 0 1 1219 

cpu4 3 0 147 511 0 39 447 1147 

http://www.linuxquestions.org/questions/linux-kernel-70/proc-stat-cpu-utilization-seems-incorrect-937872/
http://marc.info/?l=linux-kernel&m=133456366204005&w=2
https://github.com/torvalds/linux/commit/a25cac5198d4ff28#diff-0
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cpu5 1 0 106 967 0 0 0 1074 

cpu6 1 0 99 972 0 0 0 1072 

cpu7 1 0 106 985 0 1 1 1094 

 
Table 9-3 also shows an increased time in irq and softirq, however the time spent by CPU3 and 
CPU4 now exceeds the other CPUs. Even though the total time is still different the irq and softirq 
time is accounted for, since the benchmarks are interested in the ratio between the different CPU 
modes both solutions are sufficient. 
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Appendix E. Linux timestamp accuracy 
To test what timestamping method is the most accurate in linux a simple test application is written. 

The two options consist of clock_gettime and reading the Time Stamp Counter (TSC) directly. 

The following test application was used to see the different timings: 
 
__inline__ uint64_t rdtsc(void) { 

    uint32_t lo, hi; 

    __asm__ __volatile__ ( 

    "        xorl %%eax,%%eax \n" 

    "        cpuid"      // serialize 

    ::: "%rax", "%rbx", "%rcx", "%rdx"); 

    /* We cannot use "=A", since this would use %rax on x86_64 and return only 

the lower 32bits of the TSC */ 

    __asm__ __volatile__ ("rdtsc" : "=a" (lo), "=d" (hi)); 

    return (uint64_t)hi << 32 | lo; 

} 

void main (void) { 

struct timespec delay1, delay2, delay3; 

 uint64_t tsc1, tsc2, tsc3; 

 clock_gettime(CLOCK_MONOTONIC , &delay1); 

 clock_gettime(CLOCK_MONOTONIC , &delay2); 

 clock_gettime(CLOCK_MONOTONIC , &delay3); 

 tsc1 = rdtsc(); 

 tsc2 = rdtsc(); 

 tsc3 = rdtsc(); 

 

 printf("delay1: %lu\ndelay2: %lu\ndelay3: %lu\ndelay2-1: %lu\ndelay3-2: 

%lu\n", delay1.tv_nsec, delay2.tv_nsec, delay3.tv_nsec, delay2.tv_nsec-

delay1.tv_nsec, delay3.tv_nsec-delay2.tv_nsec); 

 printf("tsc1: %llu\ntsc2: %llu\ntsc3: %llu\ntsc2-1: %llu\ntsc3-2: %llu\n", 

tsc1, tsc2, tsc3, tsc2-tsc1, tsc3-tsc2); 

} 

This results in the following output: 
delay1: 809166382 

delay2: 809166459 

delay3: 809166494 

delay2-1: 77 

delay3-2: 35 

tsc1: 23340403878660 

tsc2: 23340403878780 

tsc3: 23340403878892 

tsc2-1: 120 

tsc3-2: 112 

Delay is displayed in ns and TSC in clock ticks. Since the clock runs at 2.53GHz one clock tick is 
0.395ns, this translates the output in: 
tsc2-1: 120*0.395=47.4 

tsc3-2: 112*0.395=44.24 

The clock_gettimes runs faster if multiple calls are done in sequence, probably these calls can be 
pipelined. However since the calls are not repeated the RDTSC variant is faster. The RDTSC 
variant is also more deterministic. 
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Appendix F. Benchmark latency issue 
The problem discussed in Section 4.2.1.6 shows how maximum latency for some benchmarks 
drastically increases. Since it is assumed this is timing dependent, investigation of this issue starts 
with running the benchmark for a longer period. The result is shown in Figure 9-1: 

 

Figure 9-1: one way packet latency with two outliers 

This test was repeated multiple times with a same pattern each time, for each test the distance 
between the two outliers was equal. Looking at the timestamps of the packets the difference 
between the two outliers was measured at 300seconds (5minutes). So each 5 minutes there is 
some task that is preventing either the sending or receiving node to execute. To check which side 
is causing this, the kernel schedulers context switches are investigated with tracers. The context 
switches are filtered on the benchmark application to increase readability. The sending side trace 
log shows that the benchmark application is continuously running. The receiving side trace log 
shows over 18000 context switches repeatedly switching between the application and the idle 
state. This shows that the increase of latency must be caused by the receiving side since the 
sending side never switches during the benchmark. The receiving side shows continuous context 
switches between the benchmark application and the idle state. After investigation of the receiving 
sides implementation these context switches are most likely related to the recvfrom linux system 

call. The benchmark application uses the linux system call recvfrom to read the benchmark data 

from the socket.  recvfrom is default blocking until data is read, this implies the kernel will sleep 

until there is data in the socket. The sleeping itself is not the cause of the latency increase, this 
does however allow the kernel to execute another task which causes the latency increase. The 
blocking call is: 
recv_size = recvfrom(bench_sock, pbuf, bytes_left, 0, NULL, NULL); 

The recvfrom call implements several flags which change the behavior, one of these flags is 

MSG_DONTWAIT which disables the blocking. The non-blocking call is thus: 
recv_size = recvfrom(bench_sock, pbuf, bytes_left, MSG_DONTWAIT, NULL, NULL); 

The non-blocking call has the advantage that the CPU continuously polls the socket actively and 
thus never switches context to the idle state. Disadvantage of the non-blocking call is the extra 
check on received data and the “useless” polls when there is no data available. This implies that 
this implementation gives a best case performance. Most applications are likely to implement the 
blocking call to allow the CPU to run other tasks while waiting for data. Figure 9-2 shows the same 
benchmark as Figure 9-1 with the non-blocking recvfrom call, there are no more outliers. 
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Figure 9-2: one way packet latency without outliers 
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Appendix G. Precision Time Protocol 
The Precision Time Protocol (PTP) defined in [6] synchronizes time on different nodes of a 
distributed system. To synchronize time in a distributed system three different methods are 
proposed: 

1. Use one physical clock 
2. Use different clocks with exactly the same physical properties 
3. Dynamically adjust individual different clocks 

PTP is based on the third principle. The basic idea is that one designated “master node” sends it 
time to all other “slave nodes”. This has three limitations to the synchronization accuracy: 

1. The slaves still use their own clocks to interpolate time in between two master clock 
messages; 

2. Delays on the path between the master and slave; 
3. Differences between different master-slave paths. 

PTP minimizes the first issue by adjusting the clock frequency. The second and third issue are 
solved by a protocol that determines the delays. PTP consists of three basic steps: 

1. Choosing the Best Master Clock (BMC) 
2. Measuring path delays 
3. Adjusting the clock 
 

The first step is only done at startup and determines which node in the network has the most 
accurate clock. Since in this case identical nodes are used the BMC-algorithm is not explained in 
detail here, the BMC-algorithm is explained in Section 7.6 of [6]. 
 
Step two measures the delay from master to slave and vice versa using four simple messages: 
Sync, Followup, DelayReq, DelayResp. The master to slave path delay measurement method is 
depicted in Figure 9-3, displays the slave to master path delay measurement method. 

Master
hardware

Slave
hardware

Sync

Followup (Tm1')

Tm1'

Tm2'

Ts1'

Ts2'

Tm1

Tm2

Ts1

Ts2

Master
software

Slave
software

 

Figure 9-3: Master to slave path delay 

The master starts with sending a Sync message which is timestamped at the lowest possible level 
in hardware (Tm1’), the slave timestamps this Sync message in hardware (Ts1’). After the Sync 
message is sent the master reads out Tm1’ and sends this timestamp in a Followup message to 
the slave. The slave now knows Tm1’ and Ts1’, the master-slave-delay Tmsd can now be defined 
as: 
     (        )       
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Figure 9-4: Slave to master path delay 

To measure the slave to master delay the slave starts by sending a Delayreq message to the 
master, the slave timestamps the sending time in hardware (Ts3’). The master timestamps the 
reception of the Delayreq message in hardware (Tm3’) and sends this back with in a Delayresp 
message. The slave now knows Ts3’ and Tm3’, the slave-master-delay Tsmd is defined at: 
          (        ) 
PTP assumes that the communication is symmetric and thus: 

             
((         )  (         ))

 
 

With the path delay known the time difference between master and slave can be computed in two 
ways: 
       (         ) 
    (         )     
 
The third step of the synchronization process starts when the time difference  between the master 
and slave is known. The third step is the adjusting of the clock, this involves two steps: 

1. If the time difference is big, do an absolute time adjustment 
2. Adjust the frequency of the slave clock 

The second and third steps are continuously combined in a control loop to converge to an optimum 
synchronization. PTP runs time synchronization with a resolution of 1 ns. 
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Appendix H. Ethernet model pseudo-code 
Goodput: 
if (protocol == TCP){ 

 benchmarked_goodputs = benchmark_TCP[number_of_CPUs] 

} else if (protocol == UDP){ 

 benchmarked_goodputs = benchmark_UDP[number_of_CPUs] 

} else if (protocol == Ethernet){ 

 benchmarked_goodputs = benchmark_Ethernet[number_of_CPUs] 

} 

interpolated_goodput = interpolate(benchmarked_goodputs, payload_size) 

if (transmission_rate * payload_size * 8 > interpolated_goodput){ 

 limited_goodput = interpolated_goodput 

} else { 

 limited_goodput = transmission_rate 

} 

if (other_endpoints){ 

 if(limited_goodput+other_goodputs < interpolated_goodput){ 

  return limited_goodput 

} else { 

 endpoint_goodput = interpolated_goodput-other_goodput 

 if(endpoint_goodput<interpolated_goodput/(other_endpoints+1)) 

  return interpolated_goodput/(other_endpoints+1 

 else 

  return endpoint_goodput 

} 

 

Latency: 
if (protocol == TCP){ 

 benchmarked_latencies = benchmark_TCP 

} else if (protocol == UDP){ 

 benchmarked_latencies = benchmark_UDP 

} else if (protocol == Ethernet){ 

 benchmarked_goodputs = N/A 

} 

if(requested_goodput > achieved_goodput){ 

return interpolate(benchmarked_goodputs[unlimited_goodput], payload_size) 

} else { 

return interpolate(benchmarked_latencies[interpolate(benchmarked_goodputs, 

requested_goodput)], payload_size) 

} 

 

CPU utilization: 
if (protocol == TCP){ 

 benchmarked_CPU = benchmark_TCP 

} else if (protocol == UDP){ 

if (switch > 0) 

  benchmarked_CPU = benchmark_UDP_switched 

else 

  benchmarked_CPU = benchmark_UDP 

} else if (protocol == Ethernet){ 

 benchmarked_CPU = N/A 

} 

interpolated_cpu = interpolate(benchmarked_CPU, payload_size) 

return interpolated_cpu/(number_of_cores/4) 

 

Loss rate: 
if (protocol == TCP){ 

 benchmarked_loss = 0 

} else if (protocol == UDP){ 

if (switch > 0) 

  benchmarked_loss = benchmark_UDP_switched[number_of_CPUs] 

else 

  benchmarked_loss = benchmark_UDP[number_of_CPUs] 

 

} else if (protocol == Ethernet){ 
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 benchmarked_loss = N/A 

} 

interpolated_loss=interpolate(benchmarked_loss,payload_size)*number_of_endpoints 

if (interpolated_loss>(1- achieved_goodput /requested_goodput)){ 

 limited_loss= interpolated_loss 

} else { 

 limited_loss= (1- achieved_goodput /requested_goodput) 

} 

if (limited_loss>1){ 

 return 1 

} else { 

 return limited_loss 

} 
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Appendix I. Benchmark scripts 
nuttcp_remote.sh: 
#!/bin/bash 

 

# load switch: 

taskset 02 chrt -f 99 nuttcp -S -p 11111 -P 22222 

# benchmarks: 

taskset 10 chrt -f 99 nuttcp -S -p 12345 -P 22345 

taskset 20 chrt -f 99 nuttcp -S -p 12346 -P 22346 

taskset 40 chrt -f 99 nuttcp -S -p 12347 -P 22347 

taskset 80 chrt -f 99 nuttcp -S -p 12348 -P 22348 

 

goodput_tcp.sh: 
#!/bin/bash 

command_dir=~ 

command="nuttcp" 

parameters="-T 10" 

execute="$command $parameters" 

log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/tcp_nuttcp_4cpus.log" 

cpu_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/tcp_cpu_4cpus.log" 

vnstat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/tcp_vnstat_4cpus.log" 

payload_size=" 1        2       4       8       16      32      64      128     

256     512     1024    1448    1449    2048    4096    8192    16384   32768   

65535" 

 

cd $command_dir 

# set log options 

#chmod +w $log 

if [ -e $log ]; then 

        echo "$log already exists" 

        exit 

fi 

 

 

for p in $payload_size 

do 

        echo "benchmarking with payload:$p" >> $cpu_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload:$p" >> $vnstat_log 

 

        # start benchmark 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu " >> $cpu_log & 

        taskset 10 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12345 -P 22345 192.168.1.101 | 

tee -a $log & 

        taskset 20 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12346 -P 22346 192.168.1.101 | 

tee -a $log & 

        taskset 40 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12347 -P 22347 192.168.1.101 | 

tee -a $log & 

        taskset 80 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12348 -P 22348 192.168.1.101 | 

tee -a $log & 

        vnstat -tr 10 >> $vnstat_log 

 

        # wait for all jobs to finish 

        for job in `jobs -p` 

        do 

                echo "Waiting for $job" 

                wait $job 

        done 

 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu " >> $cpu_log & 

        pkill mpstat > /dev/null 2>&1 

done 

 

cd - 

 
goodput_udp.sh: 
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#!/bin/bash 

command_dir=~ 

command="nuttcp" 

parameters="-T 10 -u -R 4800M" 

execute="$command $parameters"                                                                 

remote_ip="10.13.21.57" 

log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/udp_nuttcp_2cpus.log" 

cpu_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/udp_cpu_2cpus.log" 

vnstat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/udp_vnstat_2cpus.log" 

remote_vnstat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/udp_vnstat_remote_2cpus.log" 

payload_size=" 1        2       4       8       16      32      64      128     

256     512     1024    1472    1473    2048    2952    4096    4432    7392    

8192    13312   16384   25152   32768   48832   65112   65507" 

 

cd $command_dir 

# set log options 

chmod +w $log 

if [ -e $log ]; then 

        echo "$log already exists" 

        exit 

fi 

 

for p in $payload_size 

do 

        echo "benchmarking with payload:$p" >> $cpu_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload:$p" >> $vnstat_log 

        ssh $remote_ip echo "benchmarking with payload:$p" >> $remote_vnstat_log 

 

        # start benchmark 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu " >> $cpu_log 

        taskset 10 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12345 -P 22345 192.168.1.101 | 

tee -a $log & 

        taskset 20 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12346 -P 22346 192.168.4.101 | 

tee -a $log & 

        taskset 40 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12347 -P 22347 192.168.4.101 | 

tee -a $log & 

        taskset 80 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12348 -P 22348 192.168.4.101 | 

tee -a $log & 

        ssh $remote_ip vnstat -tr 10 >> $remote_vnstat_log& 

        vnstat -tr 10 >> $vnstat_log 

 

        # wait for all jobs to finish 

        for job in `jobs -p` 

        do 

                echo "Waiting for $job" 

                wait $job 

        done 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu " >> $cpu_log 

 

done 

 

cd - 

 

goodput_eth.sh: 
#!/bin/bash 

command_dir=~/sbin 

command="./ethmon_bw_mon" 

parameters="-d 00:1b:21:3c:80:c4 -t 10 -q" 

execute="$command $parameters" 

log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/eth_4cpus.log" 

cpu_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/eth_cpu_4cpus.log" 

vnstat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/eth_vnstat_4cpus.log" 

payload_size=" 1        2       4       8       16      32      64      128     

256     512     1024    1500" 

send_interval=( "0.031" "0.032" "0.034" "0.037" "0.043" "0.056" "0.082" "0.133" 

"0.182" "0.183" "0.235" "0.440" "0.850" "1.230" ) 
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cd $command_dir 

pwd 

# set log options 

#chmod +w $log 

if [ -e $log ]; then 

        echo "$log already exists" 

        exit 

fi 

                                                                                               

echo ",,,,,pkt len, loop_count, , num_timeout, Time/frame us, wait_time, Send 

time, send_data_rate Mbit, num_recv, num_lost, num_badorder, %lost, Recv time, 

time/recv pkt, recv_data_rate Mbit, recv_wire_rate Mbit, num_in_hist, mean, 

sigma, skew, kurtosis, median, iq25, iq75,, user cpu %, low-prio cpu %, kernel 

cpu%, idle cpu%,iowait cpu %, irq cpu%, softirq cpu%, , user cpu %, low-prio cpu 

%, kernel cpu%, idle cpu%,iowait cpu %, irq cpu%, softirq cpu%, , user cpu %, 

low-prio cpu %, kernel cpu%, idle cpu%,iowait cpu %, irq cpu%, softirq cpu%, , 

user cpu %, low-prio cpu %, kernel cpu%, idle cpu%,iowait cpu %, irq cpu%, 

softirq cpu%, , user cpu %, low-prio cpu %, kernel cpu%, idle cpu%,iowait cpu %, 

irq cpu%, softirq cpu%, , user cpu %, low-prio cpu %, kernel cpu%, idle 

cpu%,iowait cpu %, irq cpu%, softirq cpu%, , user cpu %, low-prio cpu %, kernel 

cpu%, idle cpu%,iowait cpu %, irq cpu%, softirq cpu%, , user cpu %, low-prio cpu 

%, kernel cpu%, idle cpu%,iowait cpu %, irq cpu%, softirq cpu%, , user cpu %, 

low-prio cpu %, kernel cpu%, idle cpu%,iowait cpu %, irq cpu%, softirq cpu%, , 

user cpu %, low-prio cpu %, kernel cpu%, idle cpu%,iowait cpu %, irq cpu%, 

softirq cpu%, , user cpu %, low-prio cpu %, kernel cpu%, idle cpu%,iowait cpu %, 

irq cpu%, softirq cpu%, , user cpu %, low-prio cpu %, kernel cpu%, idle 

cpu%,iowait cpu %, irq cpu%, softirq cpu%, , user cpu %, low-prio cpu %, kernel 

cpu%, idle cpu%,iowait cpu %, irq cpu%, softirq cpu%, , user cpu %, low-prio cpu 

%, kernel cpu%, idle cpu%,iowait cpu %, irq cpu%, softirq cpu%, , user cpu %, 

low-prio cpu %, kernel cpu%, idle cpu%,iowait cpu %, irq cpu%, softirq cpu%, , 

user cpu %, low-prio cpu %, kernel cpu%, idle cpu%,iowait cpu %, irq cpu%, 

softirq cpu%, , user cpu %, low-prio cpu %, kernel cpu%, idle cpu%,iowait cpu %, 

irq cpu%, softirq cpu%, , user cpu %, low-prio cpu %, kernel cpu%, idle 

cpu%,iowait cpu %, irq cpu%, softirq cpu%, , L int, interrupt device: counts: , R 

int, interrupt device: counts: , L if, interface:, pktsin, bytesin, pktsout, 

bytesout, L snmp, InReceives, InDiscards, OutRequests, OutDiscards, 

UDPInDatagrams, UDPInErrors, UDPOutDatagrams, R if, interface:, pktsin, bytesin, 

pktsout, bytesout, R snmp, InReceives, InDiscards, OutRequests, OutDiscards, 

UDPInDatagrams, UDPInErrors, 

UDPOutDatagrams,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, interrupt device: 

counts: , L if, interface:, pktsin, bytesin, pktsout, bytesout, L snmp, 

InReceives, InDiscards, OutRequests 

" > $log 

 

i=0 

for p in $payload_size 

do 

        echo "benchmarking with payload:$p" >> $cpu_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload:$p" >> $vnstat_log 

 

        # start benchmark 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu " >> $cpu_log & 

        taskset 10 chrt -f 99 $execute -p $p -w send_interval[$i] -T 12345 | tee 

-a $log & 

        taskset 20 chrt -f 99 $execute -p $p -w send_interval[$i] -T 12346 | tee 

-a $log & 

        taskset 40 chrt -f 99 $execute -p $p -w send_interval[$i] -T 12347 | tee 

-a $log & 

        taskset 80 chrt -f 99 $execute -p $p -w send_interval[$i] -T 12348 | tee 

-a $log & 

        vnstat -tr 10 >> $vnstat_log 

 

        # wait for all jobs to finish 

        for job in `jobs -p` 

        do 

                echo "Waiting for $job" 
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                wait $job 

        done 

 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu " >> $cpu_log & 

        pkill mpstat > /dev/null 2>&1 

        ((i = i + 1)) 

done 

 

# process log 

sed -i 's/;/,/g' $log 

 

cd - 

 

latency_tcp.sh: 
#!/bin/bash 

remote_ip="10.13.21.57" 

bench_ip="192.168.1.101" 

remote_path="/mnt/lnxdev01/basbench/basbench" 

local_path="/mnt/lnxdev01/basbench/basbench" 

cpu_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_local.log" 

irq_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/irq_local.log" 

packets_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/packets_local.log" 

packets_remote_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/packets_remote.log" 

cpu_remote_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_remote.log" 

irq_remote_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/irq_remote.log" 

settings="-M -D $bench_ip -P tcp -v 4 -n 100000 -L -m 33333333333" 

payload_size="32      64      128     256     512     1024      1448    1449    

2048    4096    8192    16384   32768   65535" 

 

ssh $remote_ip pkill basbench 

 

for frame_length in $payload_size 

do 

        local_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/{$frame_length}basbench_local.csv" 

        remote_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/{$frame_length}basbench_remote.csv" 

        chmod +w $local_log 

        chmod +w $remote_log 

        #ssh $remote_ip taskset 10 chrt -f 99 $remote_path -S -c 12345 > 

/mnt/copydrive/basoes/remote1.log& 

        ssh $remote_ip taskset 20 chrt -f 99 $remote_path -S -c 12346 > 

remote2.log& 

        ssh $remote_ip taskset 40 chrt -f 99 $remote_path -S -c 12347 > 

remote3.log& 

        ssh $remote_ip taskset 80 chrt -f 99 $remote_path -S -c 12348 > 

remote4.log& 

        # give remote some time to set up 

        sleep 2 

 

        echo "benchmarking with payload: $frame_length" >> $cpu_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload: $frame_length" >> $cpu_remote_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload: $frame_length" >> $irq_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload: $frame_length" >> $irq_remote_log 

 

        # start benchmark 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_remote_log " 

        cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_remote_log " 

        cat /proc/net/dev >> $packets_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/net/dev >> $packets_remote_log" 

                                                                                                

        #taskset 10 chrt -f 99 $local_path $settings -c 12345 -p 1111 -l 

$frame_length > local1.log 2>&1 & 

        taskset 20 chrt -f 99 $local_path $settings -c 12346 -p 1112 -l 

$frame_length > local2.log 2>&1 & 
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        taskset 40 chrt -f 99 $local_path $settings -c 12347 -p 1113 -l 

$frame_length > local3.log 2>&1 & 

        taskset 80 chrt -f 99 $local_path $settings -c 12348 -p 1114 -l 

$frame_length > local4.log 2>&1 & 

 

        # wait for all jobs to finish 

        for job in `jobs -p` 

        do 

                wait $job 

        done 

 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_remote_log " 

        cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_remote_log " 

        cat /proc/net/dev >> $packets_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/net/dev >> $packets_remote_log" 

           

        #cat local1.log > $local_log 

        #rm local1.log 

        cat local2.log > $local_log 

        rm local2.log 

        cat local3.log >> $local_log 

        rm local3.log 

        cat local4.log >> $local_log 

        rm local4.log 

 

        #cat /mnt/copydrive/basoes/remote1.log > $remote_log                                           

#rm /mnt/copydrive/basoes/remote1.log 

        cat remote2.log > $remote_log 

        rm remote2.log 

        cat remote3.log >> $remote_log 

        rm remote3.log 

        cat remote4.log >> $remote_log 

        rm remote4.log 

 

        chmod -w $local_log 

        chmod -w $remote_log 

                                                                                                       

echo "Done payloadsize: $frame_length" 

        sleep 5 

done 

 

latency_udp.sh: 
#!/bin/bash 

remote_ip="10.13.21.57" 

bench_ip="192.168.1.101" 

remote_path="/mnt/lnxdev01/basbench/basbench" 

local_path="/mnt/lnxdev01/basbench/basbench" 

cpu_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_local.log" 

irq_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/irq_local.log" 

packets_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/packets_local.log" 

packets_remote_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/packets_remote.log" 

cpu_remote_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_remote.log" 

irq_remote_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/irq_remote.log" 

settings="-M -D $bench_ip -P udp -v 4 -n 100000 -L -m 33333333333" 

payload_size="32      64      128     256     512     1024      1472    1473    

2048    4096    8192    16384   32768   65507" 

 

ssh $remote_ip pkill basbench 

 

for frame_length in $payload_size 

do 

        local_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/{$frame_length}basbench_local.csv" 

        remote_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/{$frame_length}basbench_remote.csv" 

        chmod +w $local_log 
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        chmod +w $remote_log 

        #ssh $remote_ip taskset 10 chrt -f 99 $remote_path -S -c 12345 > 

/mnt/copydrive/basoes/remote1.log& 

        ssh $remote_ip taskset 20 chrt -f 99 $remote_path -S -c 12346 > 

remote2.log& 

        ssh $remote_ip taskset 40 chrt -f 99 $remote_path -S -c 12347 > 

remote3.log& 

        ssh $remote_ip taskset 80 chrt -f 99 $remote_path -S -c 12348 > 

remote4.log& 

        # give remote some time to set up 

        sleep 2 

 

        echo "benchmarking with payload: $frame_length" >> $cpu_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload: $frame_length" >> $cpu_remote_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload: $frame_length" >> $irq_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload: $frame_length" >> $irq_remote_log 

 

        # start benchmark 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_remote_log " 

        cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_remote_log " 

        cat /proc/net/dev >> $packets_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/net/dev >> $packets_remote_log" 

                                                                                                

        #taskset 10 chrt -f 99 $local_path $settings -c 12345 -p 1111 -l 

$frame_length > local1.log 2>&1 & 

        taskset 20 chrt -f 99 $local_path $settings -c 12346 -p 1112 -l 

$frame_length > local2.log 2>&1 & 

        taskset 40 chrt -f 99 $local_path $settings -c 12347 -p 1113 -l 

$frame_length > local3.log 2>&1 & 

        taskset 80 chrt -f 99 $local_path $settings -c 12348 -p 1114 -l 

$frame_length > local4.log 2>&1 & 

 

        # wait for all jobs to finish 

        for job in `jobs -p` 

        do 

                wait $job 

        done 

 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_remote_log " 

        cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_remote_log " 

        cat /proc/net/dev >> $packets_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/net/dev >> $packets_remote_log" 

           

        #cat local1.log > $local_log 

        #rm local1.log 

        cat local2.log > $local_log 

        rm local2.log 

        cat local3.log >> $local_log 

        rm local3.log 

        cat local4.log >> $local_log 

        rm local4.log 

 

        #cat /mnt/copydrive/basoes/remote1.log > $remote_log                                           

#rm /mnt/copydrive/basoes/remote1.log 

        cat remote2.log > $remote_log 

        rm remote2.log 

        cat remote3.log >> $remote_log 

        rm remote3.log 

        cat remote4.log >> $remote_log 

        rm remote4.log 

 

        chmod -w $local_log 

        chmod -w $remote_log 
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echo "Done payloadsize: $frame_length" 

        sleep 5 

done 

 

cpu_tcp.sh: 
#!/bin/bash 

command_dir=~ 

command="nuttcp" 

parameters="-T 10 -R 1667M" 

execute="$command $parameters" 

log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_nttcp_4cpus.log" 

cpu_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_4cpus.log" 

cpu_remote_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_remote_4cpus.log" 

irq_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_irq_4cpus.log" 

irq_remote_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_irq_remote_4cpus.log" 

vnstat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_vnstat_4cpus.log" 

pid0_stat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_pid0.log" 

pid1_stat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_pid1.log" 

pid2_stat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_pid2.log" 

pid3_stat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_pid3.log" 

 

payload_size=" 1        2       4       8       16      32      64      128     

256     512     1024    1448    1449    2048    4096    8192    16384   32768   

65535" 

 

cd $command_dir                                                                                

# set log options 

if [ -e $log ]; then                                                                                   

echo "$log already exists" 

        exit                                                                                   

fi 

                                                                                               

for p in $payload_size 

do                                                                                                     

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $cpu_log                                               

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $cpu_remote_log                                        

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $irq_log                                               

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $irq_remote_log                                        

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $vnstat_log                                            

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $pid0_stat_log                                         

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $pid1_stat_log                                         

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $pid2_stat_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $pid3_stat_log 

 

        # start benchmark 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_remote_log " 

        cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_remote_log " 

        #taskset 10 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12345 -P 22345 192.168.1.101 

2>&1 >> $log & 

        #pid0=$! 

        taskset 20 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12346 -P 22346 192.168.1.101 2>&1 

>> $log & 

        pid1=$! 

        taskset 40 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12347 -P 22347 192.168.1.101 2>&1 

>> $log & 

        pid2=$! 

        taskset 80 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12348 -P 22348 192.168.1.101 2>&1 

>> $log & 

        pid3=$! 

        vnstat -tr 10 >> $vnstat_log & 

        for i in {1..10} 

        do 

        #       cat /proc/$pid0/stat >> $pid0_stat_log & 
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                cat /proc/$pid1/stat >> $pid1_stat_log & 

                cat /proc/$pid2/stat >> $pid2_stat_log & 

                cat /proc/$pid3/stat >> $pid3_stat_log & 

                sleep 1 

        done 

 

        # wait for all jobs to finish 

        for job in `jobs -p` 

        do 

                echo "Waiting for $job" 

                wait $job 

done 

 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_remote_log " 

        cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_remote_log " 

        pkill mpstat > /dev/null 2>&1 

done 

 

cd - 

                      

 

cpu_udp.sh: 
#!/bin/bash 

command_dir=~ 

command="nuttcp"  

parameters="-T 10 -u -R 3133M" 

execute="$command $parameters" 

log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_nttcp_4cpus.log" 

cpu_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_4cpus.log" 

cpu_remote_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_remote_4cpus.log" 

irq_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_irq_4cpus.log" 

irq_remote_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_irq_remote_4cpus.log" 

vnstat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_vnstat_4cpus.log" 

pid0_stat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_pid0.log" 

pid1_stat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_pid1.log" 

pid2_stat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_pid2.log" 

pid3_stat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_pid3.log" 

 

payload_size=" 1        2       4       8       16      32      64      128     

256     512     1024    1472    1473    2048    4096    8192    16384   32768   

65535" 

 

cd $command_dir                                                                                

# set log options 

if [ -e $log ]; then                                                                                   

echo "$log already exists" 

        exit                                                                                   

fi 

                                                                                               

for p in $payload_size 

do                                                                                                     

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $cpu_log                                               

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $cpu_remote_log                                        

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $irq_log                                               

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $irq_remote_log                                        

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $vnstat_log                                            

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $pid0_stat_log                                         

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $pid1_stat_log                                         

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $pid2_stat_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $pid3_stat_log 

 

        # start benchmark 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_remote_log " 
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        cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_remote_log " 

        #taskset 10 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12345 -P 22345 192.168.1.101 

2>&1 >> $log & 

        #pid0=$! 

        taskset 20 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12346 -P 22346 192.168.1.101 2>&1 

>> $log & 

        pid1=$! 

        taskset 40 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12347 -P 22347 192.168.1.101 2>&1 

>> $log & 

        pid2=$! 

        taskset 80 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12348 -P 22348 192.168.1.101 2>&1 

>> $log & 

        pid3=$! 

        vnstat -tr 10 >> $vnstat_log & 

        for i in {1..10} 

        do 

        #       cat /proc/$pid0/stat >> $pid0_stat_log & 

                cat /proc/$pid1/stat >> $pid1_stat_log & 

                cat /proc/$pid2/stat >> $pid2_stat_log & 

                cat /proc/$pid3/stat >> $pid3_stat_log & 

                sleep 1 

        done 

 

        # wait for all jobs to finish 

        for job in `jobs -p` 

        do 

                echo "Waiting for $job" 

                wait $job 

done 

 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_remote_log " 

        cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_remote_log " 

        pkill mpstat > /dev/null 2>&1 

done 

 

cd - 

                                    

goodput_nagles.sh: 
#!/bin/bash                                                                                    

command_dir=~ 

command="nuttcp" 

parameters="-T 10" 

execute="$command $parameters" 

log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/tcp_nagles_nuttcp_4cpus.log" 

cpu_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/tcp_nagles_cpu_4cpus.log" 

vnstat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/tcp_nagles_vnstat_4cpus.log" 

payload_size=" 1        2       4       8       16      32      64      128     

256     512     1024    1448    1449    2048    4096    8192    16384   32768   

65535" 

 

cd $command_dir 

# set log options 

#chmod +w $log 

if [ -e $log ]; then 

        echo "$log already exists" 

        exit 

fi 

 

for p in $payload_size 

do 

        echo "benchmarking with payload:$p" >> $cpu_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload:$p" >> $vnstat_log 
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        # start benchmark 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu " >> $cpu_log & 

        taskset 10 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12345 -P 22345 192.168.1.101 | 

tee -a $log & 

        taskset 20 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12346 -P 22346 192.168.1.101 | 

tee -a $log & 

        taskset 40 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12347 -P 22347 192.168.1.101 | 

tee -a $log & 

        taskset 80 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12348 -P 22348 192.168.1.101 | 

tee -a $log & 

        vnstat -tr 10 >> $vnstat_log 

 

        # wait for all jobs to finish 

        for job in `jobs -p` 

        do 

                echo "Waiting for $job" 

                wait $job 

        done 

 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu " >> $cpu_log & 

        pkill mpstat > /dev/null 2>&1 

done 

 

cd - 

 

latency_nagles: 
#!/bin/bash 

remote_ip="10.13.21.57" 

bench_ip="192.168.1.101" 

remote_path="/mnt/lnxdev01/basbench/basbench" 

local_path="/mnt/lnxdev01/basbench/basbench" 

settings="-N -M -D $bench_ip -P tcp -v 4 -n 10000 -L -m 33333333" 

#payload_size="32      64      128     256     512     1024     1472    1473    

2048    4096    8192    16384   32768   65507"                                                                

payload_size="32768" 

#payload_size="32      64      128     256     512     1024     1448    1449    

2048    4096    8192    16384   32768   65535" 

 

ssh $remote_ip pkill basbench 

 

for frame_length in $payload_size 

do 

local_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/{$frame_length}basbench_local.csv" 

remote_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/{$frame_length}basbench_remote.csv" 

 

#ssh $remote_ip taskset 10 chrt -f 99 $remote_path -S -c 12345 > 

/mnt/copydrive/basoes/remote1.log& 

ssh $remote_ip taskset 20 chrt -f 99 $remote_path -S -c 12346 > remote2.log& 

ssh $remote_ip taskset 40 chrt -f 99 $remote_path -S -c 12347 > remote3.log& 

ssh $remote_ip taskset 80 chrt -f 99 $remote_path -S -c 12348 > remote4.log& 

# give remote some time to set up 

sleep 2 

 

#taskset 10 chrt -f 99 $local_path $settings -c 12345 -p 1111 -l $frame_length > 

local1.log 2>&1 & 

taskset 20 chrt -f 99 $local_path $settings -c 12346 -p 1112 -l $frame_length > 

local2.log 2>&1 & 

taskset 40 chrt -f 99 $local_path $settings -c 12347 -p 1113 -l $frame_length > 

local3.log 2>&1 & 

taskset 80 chrt -f 99 $local_path $settings -c 12348 -p 1114 -l $frame_length > 

local4.log 2>&1 & 

 

# wait for all jobs to finish 

for job in `jobs -p` 

do 

        wait $job 
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done 

 

#cat local1.log > $local_log 

#rm local1.log 

cat local2.log > $local_log 

rm local2.log 

cat local3.log >> $local_log 

rm local3.log 

cat local4.log >> $local_log 

rm local4.log 

 

#cat /mnt/copydrive/basoes/remote1.log > $remote_log 

#rm /mnt/copydrive/basoes/remote1.log 

cat remote2.log > $remote_log 

rm remote2.log 

cat remote3.log >> $remote_log 

rm remote3.log 

cat remote4.log >> $remote_log 

rm remote4.log 

 

echo "Done payloadsize: $frame_length" 

sleep 5 

done           

 

cpu_nagles: 
#!/bin/bash 

command_dir=~ 

command="nuttcp" 

parameters="-T 10 -R 3133M -D" 

execute="$command $parameters" 

log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_nttcp_4cpus.log"                                                

cpu_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_4cpus.log"                                                  

cpu_remote_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_remote_4cpus.log" 

irq_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_irq_4cpus.log"                                              

irq_remote_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_irq_remote_4cpus.log" 

vnstat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_vnstat_4cpus.log" 

pid0_stat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_pid0.log" 

pid1_stat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_pid1.log" 

pid2_stat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_pid2.log" 

pid3_stat_log="/mnt/copydrive/basoes/cpu_pid3.log" 

 

payload_size="512" 

#payload_size=" 1       2       4       8       16      32      64      128     

256     512     1024    1448    1449    2048    4096    8192    16384   32768   

65535"                         

cd $command_dir 

# set log options 

if [ -e $log ]; then 

        echo "$log already exists" 

        exit 

fi 

                                                                                               

for p in $payload_size 

do                                                                                                     

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $cpu_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $cpu_remote_log                                        

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $irq_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $irq_remote_log                                        

echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $vnstat_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $pid0_stat_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $pid1_stat_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $pid2_stat_log 

        echo "benchmarking with payload: $p" >> $pid3_stat_log 

 

        # start benchmark 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_log 
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        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_remote_log " 

        cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_remote_log " 

        #taskset 10 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12345 -P 22345 192.168.1.101 

2>&1 >> $log & 

        #pid0=$! 

        taskset 20 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12346 -P 22346 192.168.1.101 2>&1 

>> $log & 

        pid1=$! 

        taskset 40 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12347 -P 22347 192.168.1.101 2>&1 

>> $log & 

        pid2=$! 

        taskset 80 chrt -f 99 $execute -l $p -p 12348 -P 22348 192.168.1.101 2>&1 

>> $log & 

        pid3=$! 

        vnstat -tr 10 >> $vnstat_log & 

        for i in {1..10} 

        do 

        #       cat /proc/$pid0/stat >> $pid0_stat_log & 

                cat /proc/$pid1/stat >> $pid1_stat_log & 

                cat /proc/$pid2/stat >> $pid2_stat_log & 

                cat /proc/$pid3/stat >> $pid3_stat_log & 

                sleep 1 

        done 

 

        # wait for all jobs to finish 

        for job in `jobs -p` 

        do   

echo "Waiting for $job" 

             wait $job 

        done 

 

        cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_log                                                        

ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/stat | grep "cpu" >> $cpu_remote_log "                            

cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_log 

        ssh 192.168.1.101 "cat /proc/interrupts | grep eth0 >> $irq_remote_log "                       

pkill mpstat > /dev/null 2>&1 

done 

 

cd - 
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